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This Final Report documents the work done under NASA Contract NAS-5-20576
by Motorola, Inc., Government Electronics Division for the Goddard Space Flight
r Center, Greenbelt, Maryland. The work performed under the subject contract en-
tailed the construction and testing of a 4096-words by 18-bits Random Access, NDRO-
E Plated Wire Memory. Four memory units were delivered to Goddard. This report
gives the performance requirements, construction, and test history of the units along
with a complete technical and functional description. The report covers the period
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INTRODUCTION AND OVERALL PROGRAM SUMMARY
i
1.	 INTRODUCTION
This Final Engineering Report documents the overall activity and history of the work
performed by Motorola Inc. , Government Electronics Division, Scottsdale, Arizona
for the Goddard Space Flight Center Greenbelt M aryland, under NASA Contractp	 g	 ^	 y	 ^	 ^°►
No. NAS 5-20576. The report is submitted in accordance with the requirements of
z Specifications 73-15079 modified June 1974 and the addendum dated May 1974, and
covers the period from June 1974 through June 1975.
1.1 PROGRAM SUMMARY
The work performed under the subject contract entailed the construction and testing
of a 4096-word by 18-bit Random Access, NDRO-Plated Wire Memory.,





Four memory units, serial no. 103, 104, 105, and 106 were delivered.
I	 ` 1.2 RE SULTS ATTAINED
The memory units were subjected to comprehensive functional and environmental^6`
-.
testing at the end-item level to verify comformance with the specified requirements.
A comparison of the memoryunit'smost significant physical and performance
characteristics versus the specified requirements is shown in Table 1.
C ontract
Characteristic Reference Specified Measured
Volume 73-15079 150 in3 158.5 in3
Weight 73-15079 5.8 Pounds 5.640 pounds (SN103)
Mod 6/20/74 5.562 pounds (SN104)
5.594 pounds (SN105)
5.580 pounds (SN106)
73-15079 7 watts 5.963 watts max (SN103)
Operate Mod 6/20/74 5.914 watts max (SN104)
5.324 watts max (SN105)
5.687 watts max (SN106)
Power 73-15079 170 milliwatts 149 milliwatts max (SN103)
Standby 147-milliwatts max (SN104)
139 milliwatts max (SN105)
147 milliwatts max (SN106)
Voltage 73-15079 t5% on all f5% on all
Tolerance
Operating Rate 73-15079 500 kHz 600 kHz
Access Time 73-15079 500 nanoseconds <500 nanoseconds
Operating Temp. 73-15079 -400C to +850C Tested from -40 0C to +850C
Operating 73-15079 One atm. to 10 -5; Tested from one atm. to















Operating Vibration 73-15079 Sinusoidal Tested at specified levels















0. 008 9 g2/Hz
Two min/axis
Operating Shock 73-15079 Two shock pulses Tested at specified levels
of 30g for 6 and
12 milliseconds
in three axis
Table 1. Memory Performance Versus Specified Requirements (Contd)
i I	 I I__^ l
SECTION 2
HISTORICAL PROGRAM SUMMARY
2. " PROGRAM HISTORY
.The design modification, construction, and test history, as related to the hardware
requirements of this contract, is summarized in this section.
Four low-power random access spacecraft memories were constructed, tested, and
delivered under this contract. The memories were constructed using the same basic
design as units SN101 and SN102, previously delivered under contract no. NAS5-23163,
with slight modifications. The word current generator was changed from a hybrid cir-
cuit to a. discrete circuit which required a new layout of the timing and control board.
The housing material was changed from aluminum to magnesium and the mu-metal
magnetic shielding was removed to reduce the overall weight of each unit.
l
The initial contract was for three memory units with an option for two follow-on
units. On 9/23/74 the contract was modified to exercise the option on the fourth mem-
ory unit and revise delivery schedule due to repair of a memory unit previously deliv-
ered under contract no. NAS 5-23163 which had been subjected to over temperature
	 r
at GSFC.
The summarization is in chronological order from, date of contract award to date
of final delivery of the memory units.
2.1 SERIAL NUMBER 103
Assembly was completed and system testing began in January 1975. On 2/6/75
GSFC reported they had found a wire bond problem while performing construction 	 a
analysis on the single digit driver hybrid circuits. Construction analysis at Motorola
confirmed the problem and traced the cause to contamination of the gold plating on the
	
p
single digit driver package. New packages were procured, tested for gold purity, and
new single digit driver hybrids were constructed. The new single digit driver ,hybrids
wP- e,installed in March 1975 and system test resumed.
4
s e_
Several minor de ghf	 modifications were recommended to GSFC in April 1975 to
improve waveform timing tolerances due to capacitance differences with the new Tim-
Theseing and Control board layout and to reduce power consumption.	 modifieationg
f
were approved by GSFC and incorporated in all units.
The unit was acceptance tested and shipped to GSFC on May 13, 1975.
2.2	 SERIAL NUMBER 104
Assembly was completed and system testing began in April 1975. Due to bit errors
during stack test and system', test Serial Number 105 advanced ahead of SN104. Accept-
l' ance testing	 as completed on J	 	 one 9, 1975 and shipped to GSFC.
a
2.3	 SERIAL NUMBER 105
F
Assembly was completed and system testing began in May 1975. During acceptance
test three failures occurred. GSFC Malfunction Reports were written and submitted to
GSFC.
1
The first failure was a marginal level bit error which occurred during worst case
pattern testing at -40'C and was corrected by replacing a wire pair. Reference GSFC
MRF No. D07898.
The second failure was again a ma,rginal level bit error which occurred during
worst case pattern testing. This error occurred during the intermediate temperature
test after the -400C testing had been completed. The error was corrected by replacing
a wire pair. Reference GSFC MRF No. D07899.
The third	 at cold temperature. This tM2-e 	 r3omplete digitfailure also occurred	 -	 pair
was bad due to a film of flux on one of the connector pins. Reference GSFC MRF No.
D078900. The connector pins were cleaned and the unit confidence tested at cold temp-
erature. Temperature testing per the acceptance test procedure was repeated and the







Figure 1. 4K x 18 Bit Plated Wire Memory System




Motorola D.-awing Numbers 01-P13701D, 15-P13745D, and 15-13746D (included in
the engineering drawing package submitted to GSFC) completely define the end-item
package in terms of size, mounting pattern, etc. The external connector pin assign-
ments are as given in Table 2. The weight of each delivered unit was <5.8 pounds.
3.2 ELECTRICAL INTERFACE
Connectors J1 and J2 are Deutsch, Type 75020-442P, as modified and supplied by
GSFC. The total memory interface is comprised of the following (Refer to Figure 3
Memory System Electrical Interface): J,
• 18 Input Data Lines (to memory)
iJ
• 16 Input Address Lines (to memory)
• 18 Output Data Lines (from memory)
• 1 Initiate Line (to memory)
• I Read/Write Select Line (to memory)
• 1 Read Complete Line (from memory)
• 2 Thermistor Sensor Lines (from memory)
• 7 Lines for -6. 1V (to memory - all lines common internally)
• 5 Lines for +5. OV (to memory - all lines common internally)
• 12 Lines for Power and Signal Return (all lines common internally)
8
3, DESCRIPTION
The memory unit is shown in Figures 1 and 2. The unit Is identified as Motorola Part





Gk inputs and outputs are to, or from, TTL Series 54 Standard logic devices.All signal
All inputs present one unit load. There is no internal loading on any of the output sig-
nal lines. The 18 data output lines and the read complete line are driven from open 1
collector logic elements whose output transistor is normally in the OFF state.
The electrical interface characteristics of the delivered unit are as follows. On allf
signal. inputs, a logic ONE is defined as the most positive voltage level, with respect
to the return. On all signal outputs, a logic ONE is defined as the high impedance state. i
All time relationships are defined from the 50 percent points of the respective signals.
Transition times (where applicable) are as specified for TTL Series 54 Standard s-
logic with loading as applied. Stability is defined as being above the minimum logic
ONE level or below the maximum logic ZERO level.
Memory Capacity:	 4096 words of 18 bits each (73,728 bits total). r
u,
( Access:	 RandoKi by word via 12-bit input address. Also provides for addressing
by memory vmit via four-bit bank address. All bank address bits must be at a
logic ONE for access.
Access Time:	 500 nanoseconds, maximum, from leading edge of Initiate signal.
Read Cycle Time:	 1.20 microseconds, maximum, from leading edge of Initiate r
f	 signal.j
Write Cycle Time:	 1. 00 microseconds, maximum, from leading edge of Initiate
signal.




Initiate Signal:	 Active level = logic ONE. Minimum pulse width = 50 nanoseconds.
Maximum pulse width = 450 nanoseconds.
F	 Read/Write Select: 	 Read = logic ONE. Write = logic ZERO. Must be stable from
leading edge of Initiate signal to end of read or write cycle.
`	 Bank Address Lines: 	 Must be stable from leading edge of Initiate pulse to end ofF
f	
Read or Write cycle.
.l








Pin No. Function Pin No. Function
J1-lA Address Bit 2 0 J2-1A Data Input Bit 20
-1B Address Bit '2 1 -1B Data Input Bit 21
-1C Address Bit 2 2 -1C Data Input Bit 22
-1D Address Bit 2 3 -1D Data Input Bit 23
-1E Address Bit 2 -1E Data Input Bit 2
-1F Address Bit 25 -1F Data Input Bit 25
-1G Address Bit 26 -1G Data Input Bit 26
-1H Return -111 Data Input Bit 27
- 1j Read/Write Control -1J Data Input Bit 28
-1K Return -1K Data Input Bit 29
-11, Return -1L Data Input Bit 210
-1M Return -1M Data Input Bit 211
-1N Initiate Command -1N Data Input Bit 212
-IP Not Assigned -1P Data Input Bit 213
=2A Address Bit 2 ? =2A Data Input Bit 214
-2B Address Bit 28 -2B Data Input Bit 215
-2C Address Bit 2 0 -2C Data Input Bit 21
-2D Address .Bit 2 10 -2D Data Input Bit 217
-2E Address Bit 2 11 -2E Data Output Bit 20
-2F Bank Address Bit 0 -2F Data Output Bit 21
-2G Bank Address Bit 1 -2G Data Output Bit 22
-2H -6.1V -211 Data Output Bit 23
-2J -6.1V -2J Data Output Bit '24
-2h ' -6. 1V- -2K Data Output Bit 25
-2L -6.1V -21, Data Output Bit 26
-2111 -691V -2M Data Output Bit 27





Pin No. Function Pin No. Function
J1-2P -6.1V J2-2P Data Output Bit 20
-3A Bank Address Bit 2 -3A Data Output Bit 210
-313 Bank Address Bit 3 -313 Data Output Bit 211
-3C +5.0V -3C Data Output Bit 21'2
-3D +5.OV -3D Data Output Bit 213
-3E +5: O V -3E Data Output Bit 214
-3F +5.OV -3F Data Output Bit 215
-3G +5.OV -3G Data Output Bit 216
-311 Thermistor -311 Data Output Bit 217
-3J Thermistor -3'J Return
-3K Read Complete -3K Return
-3L Return -3L Return
-3M Return -3M Return
-3N	 _ Not Assigned -3N Return




Table 2	 External Connector Pin Assignments (Contd)
Input Date Lines: 	 For write operations, must be stable from leading edge of
Initiate to end of cycle time. For read operations, may be any level within
TTL logic limits. i
Read Complete Line:
	 Presents high impedance (20k minimum) in quiescent state. a
Goes active (i. e. low impedance) at end of access time (maximum of 500 nano-
seconds following, leading edge of Initiate signal.): Remains at active level for
minimum of 250 nanoseconds. and maximum of 450 nanoseconds. Will sink
minimum of 10 mA at 0.3V in active state.
Data Output Lines:	 Presents high impedance state (20k minimum) in quiescent state.
a
Goes active (i.. e. low impedance) 'prior to or in coincidence with the leading
edge of Read Complete signal and remains active for minimum of 150 nanoseconds €
following trailing edge of Read Complete signal and maximum of 750 nanoseconds.







i3.2.1 Power Source Requirements
The memory unit operates from power sources of +5.OV and -6.1V. Requirements
imposed on these power sources by the memory are as follow (all measurements made
at connector terminals);
s	 + Regulation:	 +57Ic
IM Average Standby Current:	 12.2 mA, worst-case.
Average Operate Current: 	 795 mA, worst-case at operate rate of 500k operations
per second and read/write ratio of one.
Standby Power:	 64.1 milliwatts maximum at +5.25V.	 s
Operate Power: 4.171 watts, maximum, at +5.25V and at operate rate of 500 kHz
R
with a read/write ratio of one.
-6.IV:
Regulation:	 +5%
Average Standby Current: 	 14.5 mA., worst-case.
Average Operate Current: 	 280 mA, worst-case at operate rate of 500k operations
per second and read/write ratio of one.
Standby Power:	 92.8 milliwatts, maximum, at -6.40 volts.
,A Operate Power: 1.792 watts, maximum, at -6.40 volts and at operate rate of 500
kHz with read/write ratio of one.
:3.2.2	 Thermistor Characteristics
r
The thermistor is mounted at the approximate center of the unit. It is a YSI Type
44006 precision element with a nominal impedance of 10k ohms at +25 0C. The re-
` sistance versus temperature characteristic is given in Table 3.
2
13
RESISTANCE VERSUS TEMPERATURE 80°C to - 150°C
TEMP O C 'RES TEMPOC RES TEMPOC RES TEMPCC RES TEMPOC RES TEMPOC RES TEMPOC RES TEMPOC RES
-80 3558K -50 441,3K -=-20 78.91K +10 18 79K +40 5592 ' +70 1990
-}100 816.8. }130 376;179 3296K 49 414.5K 19 74.91K 11 17.98K 41 5389 71 1928 101 7946 131 367.478 3055K t8 389.4K 18 71.13K 12 17.22K 42 5193 72 1868 102 7731 132 358377 2833K 47 366.OK 17 61.57'K 13 16.49K 43 5006 73 1810 703 7523 133 350376 2629K 46 344.1 K 16 64.20K 14 15.79 K 44 4827 74 1734 '34 732.1 134 342075 2440K 45 '323.7 K 15 61:02 K 15 15.13 K 45 4655 75 1700 '105 712.6 135 334074 2266K 44 304.6K 14 58-01K 16 1450K 46 4489 76 1648 106 6936 136 326.373 2106K 43 286.7K 13 55.17K 17 13.90K 47 4331 77 1598 107 675.3 137 318772 1957K 42 270,OK 12 5248K 18 13,33K 48 4179 78 1549 108 657.5 138 311.371 1821 K 41 254.4 K 11 49.94 K 19 12.79K 49 4033 79 1503 109 6403 139 304.2
-70 1694K -40 239.8K -10 47.54K +20 12.26K +50 3893 +80 1458 +110 623.5 +140 297.269 1577K 39 226.OK 9 4527K 21 11.77K 51 3758 81 1414 111 6073 141 290468 1469K 38 213.2K 8 43.11K {2 11.29K 52 3629 82 1372 112 591.6 142 283.867 1369K 37 201.1 K 7 41,07 K 23 10.84 K 53 3504 83 1332 113 576A " 143 277.466 1276K 36 189.8 K 6 39,14 K 24 10,41 K 54 3385 84 1293 114 5616 144 271.265 1190K 35 179.2K 5 37:31K 25 10,00K 55 3270 85 1255 115 547.3 145 265.164 1111K 34 169.3K 4 35.57K 26 9605 56 3160 86 1218 116 533.4 146 259.263 1037K 33 IMOK 3 33.93K 27 9227 57 3054 87 1183 117 519:9 147 253.462 968.4K 32 151.2K 2 32.37K 28 8867 58 2952 88 1149 118 506.8 178 247.861 904.9K 31 143,OK' - I 30.89K 29 ,8523 59 2854 89 1116 119 494.1 149 242.3







The memory is organized into 1024 memory words of 72 bits each (expandable to 96 	 -
a bits) , Each memory word therefore comprises four 18 -bit external data words. Figure.
4 is a block diagram of the memory organization.. The memory stack itself is packaged 	
.
on eight identical printed wiring, glass-epoxy substrates, with 128 two-turn word lines
' on each board, for a total of 1024.
Each word-line wraps twice around 144 plated wires, with the corresponding wires,
in each of the eight boards connected in series. At the far end, each pair of adjacent
wires is shorted together, forming seventy-two pairs, with each pair traversing be-
tween all 1024 word-lines. The opposite ends of each pair terminate at the input of a
differential sense amplifier. The outputs of a bi-directional digit driver current source
is also connected to each pair of wires at the same end as the sense terminations. A
specific bit storage location is formed at the crossover points of a particular word
line and a pair of plated wires.
Using two wires for each bit storage (i.e., two crossovers) allows a differential 1
implementation for information sensing, virtually eliminating common-mode noise
problems and increasing the signal outputs at any given word current level, thus per-
mitting operation at lower word currents than would have been required with a single
crossover-per-bit implementation.
A memory word consists of the 72 bits under a single word line on a particular
memory stack board, A particular data word address uniquely locates an 18-bit data
word by identifying a word lime and a group of 18 sense amplifier channels or 18 digit
	 {
driver current sources.
The only electronics packaged as part of the memory stack is associated with word
	 i
line selection. The rest of the electronics is packaged on three similar board assemblies.
3.3.2
	 Word-Line Selection and Drive_
Figures 5 and 6 show the word current selection and drive method. Word-Line
addressing is accomplished through a two-level tree of transistor switches. The first
level steers the word current to one of 64 unique areas of the stack. The second level
steers the word current into one, of 16 word lines in the particular word group addressed
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Figure 4.	 Overall Functional Block Diagram
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The data word address is decoded in the sequencer, using SNC 5445 Binary-to-Decimal
Decoders. Address bits 2 2 , 2 3 and 26 through 2 3 are decoded in:o 1-of-64 and identify
and 2 5 are decoded into 1-of-1G and identify the word linethe word group. Bits 2'0 , 2 1 9 4
within a group. Bits 2 10 and 2 11 identify a particular data word location (1-of-4) aloig
the addressed word line. The apparent anomaly in sequence of the bits allocated_,Fur
identification of word group and word lime is a result of test considerations. With the
switching matrix implementation used in the system, the address bit allocation defined
above will identify adjacent word lines across a plane when the address sequences in
a straight binary code.
Since only one end of each word-line is actively switched (with the opposite end returned
to ground) only the addressed word-line has any voltage applied to it (with reference to the
quiescent level). Thus, current flow in the stack resulting from charge transfer to/from
!	 stray >capacitance is minimized and stack charge "restoration" is not necessary. The
resulting design is significantly less complex, faster and more noise-free.
A transformer is used for coupling between the word current generator and the word line
selection matrix to negate the need for a third, high-voltage power input. The transformer
also provides some additional measure'^f noise reduction.
3 3 Control and Sequencing3.	 	 q	 g .
The memorydesign does not use a discrete internal clock. Instead, memory sequences
are generated from a series of programmable delays. A diagram of the sequencer logic is 	 1
shown in Figure 7. Each delay is programmable, independent of any other delay. (The
actual programming is accomplished by selection of discrete component values). Thus,




Power to all but a minimum of control logic is switched off between memory cycles. The
delay circuit is designed to come up in a normalized state when power is applied.
When an Initiate signal occurs, the power switch is turned on. If the signal is of longer
duration than delay T A (approximately 35 nanoseconds), then the Initiate Override signal is
actuated, locking the memory in the operate mode until the read or write cycle is 'completed.
Power to the digit drivers, sense amplifiers,- and associated logic is also controlled.
through the sequencer. The corresponding power switches are physically located on
the digit electronics hoard assemblies.
Delays TB through TL are activated for a write cycle. Delays Band TD set the
idth of the tN%,o phases of digit current and TC sets the separation between the two
phases. Delay j.'Controls the duration of the word current. The l and 2 digit
current contrl ,^ for one of the four possible data words are activated, depending






Delays 7F through 'r, are activated during a read cycle. Delay 'rr. starts the word
current after power start-up transients have had an oppottunity to dissipate. A pick-
off from the word current level is delayed by, 7 G and used as the read strobe, which
clocks the sense amplifier outputs into the output data buffer register. Delays 7H
and 71 set the duration of the read complete and the post-read data hold periods,
respectively.
3.3.4	 Write Operation
The memory timing for a write cycle is shown in Figure 8. For proper operation,
the address, data and read/write control signals must be stable prior to the leading
edge of the initiate command and must remain stable until the write cycle has been
completed.
When an initiate command, pulse occurs in the presence of a low (or ground) level
on the read/write control line, power to the sequencer and to the write electronics
is turned on. A low impedance path is connected from the word current generator to
a particular word line (through the word line selection matrix) as identified by address
bits 20 through 2 9 . A group of 18 digit driver current sources Is then ener gized for
current. The particular current sources are identified by address bits 2 10 and 211.
The polarity of current (i.e. direction along the plated wire element) from any current
source is controlled by the logic level of the data input to that current source. The
digit current is then terminated and 02 current enabled. The two phases are of equal
Vlk amplitude and duration. This balanced current implementation precludes any hysteresis
16 build-up due to an unequal history of data "one" and "zero" writes.
TIE, IN
	




















Figure 8,	 SyqR n Timing, Write Operation
21
The word current generator is energized early enough that the terminating tran-
sition of the word current can be made to occur during the- time wheel 2 digit current
is at full amplitude. Data is "written into" the wire when the word current terminates {
in the presence of digit current, f)
At the"Md of the 02 digit current, the write cycle is complete and internal system
power is turned off. A write cycle, from the leading edge of the initiate command to





The memory timing for a read cycle is shown in Figure 9. For proper operation,
the address and read/write control lines must be stable prior to the leading edge of
the initiate command and must remain stable until completion of the read cycle.
When the initiate command pulse occurs in coincidence with a high level on the
read/write y nntrol line, power to the sequencer and the read electronics i s turned on.
A low i nl;tAance path is again connected to the addressed word line through the word
line selection matrix. A group of 18 sense amplifier channels are selected, as identi-
fied by address bits 2 10 and 2 11 . `	 r}
After any transients, generated. in the sense amplifiers have had a chance to settle
out, the word current generator is energized. Signals are induced in the plated wires
during the word current transients and are amplified by the sense amplifiers. The
leading edge transient of the word current is controlled to effect the widest useable
"window" in the sense amplifier output. The amplifier outputs are used as steering
inputs to buffer storage registers. The polarity depends on the state of the information
previously "written into" the plated wire. .
The information "read out" during the turn-on transient of the word current is clocked,.
into the the buffer register by the strobe. The strobe is generated by a level detector in the
current generator. This minimizes possible uncertainties in strobe position. l
The read-complete signal is initiated when the data is clocked into the buffer register.
It is maintained for a minimum of 250 nanoseconds and a maximum of 450 nanoseconds.
Output data is maintained in the buffer register for at least 150 nanoseconds after termination
of the read complete signal. At the end of this time the read cycle is complete and internal
power is switched off.
The data and read complete sources are Series 54 open collector logic elements. A
low impedance (i.e. output transistor on) denotes the active level for the read complete
line and a logic zero on the data lines. The only time the low impedance condition will exist
on a data line is during the actual read-out of a bit 00 1
34	 ELECTRICAL PARTSi
High-Rel, screened parts were used in construction of the memory. Six pieces of each
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3.4.1	 Logic Circuits	 a
Series 54 TTL integrated circuit logic elements were used throughout the memory. These




Two types of established reliability resistors were used in the memo--j; the RCRXXG
i Composition and the RNR55C metal film. The RCRXXG were procured 	 S failure-rate
levels and the RNR55C were procured to R. failure-rate levels.
Three types of capacitors were used; the CSR 13 style established reliability tantalum
with failure rate of R or lower, the CJKRO6 style, established reliability ceramic with
failure rate of R or lower, and the CM series cap per MIL-C-5/18 with additional screen-
ing. Transistors and diodes were either purchased as JAN TX parts or screened to










A single rf transformer was used in the memory for coupling the word current from the
generator to• the memory stack. The transformer was fabricated in-house to the require-
ments of MIL-C-15305, Type LT6K, with temperature cycling per MIL-STD-202, Method
102, Condition C, except 10 cycles at -550C'.
3.4.4	 Sense Amplifier
The four-channel sense amplifier (SC 12200 FB2) is shown in Figure 10. The Input
terminating resistors are external to the package
3.4.5	 Hybrid Circuits
j Six different hybrids are used in the memory. These are custom circuits manufactured
in-house and screened to meet the requirements of this program. Each of these circuits is
described briefly in the following paragraphs.
3.4.5.1	 Delay Circuit {
The delay circuit is show;a, functionally, in Figure 11. Only the high-to-low tran-
sition at the input is delayed at the output, with both the true and complement outputs
available. The delay is adjustable from a minimum of approximately 25 nanoseconds- to a
maximum of several microseconds.
3.4.5.2	 Word-Line Selection Circuits
The word-line selection circuits are shown in Figures 12 and 13. A particular ,switch Y
is closed by grounding the corresponding,
 selection input. The first and second level switches ~
are packaged together. A particular package contains one First level switch and two bank
of four , second level switches each. Each of four second level selection inputs controls one ^d





are ;configured so that a first level switch can be connected to a second level bans: in a
different package, as well as to a bank in its own package.
3.4.5.3	 Digit Driver
The digit driver is shown in Figure 14.	 Basically, it consists of two current sources
i
with steering such that, depending can the logic inputs, one of the sources may be enabled s
to conduct current through the load in a particular direction. The T1 and T2 inputs denote
successive time periods for the two opposite phases of digit current. The D and I) inputs
t denote the true and -complement levels of an input data bit. If D is true, then current will -
flow in the direction indicated during T1 and in the opposite direction during T2. The current

























































Figure 11. Delay Circuit, Functional Diagram
b
3.4.5.4	 Power ,Switches
Two types of power switches are used in the memory. One type provides two independently "Yxz.
controlled logic level (i.e., +5, 0 V) outputs from the primary+5 V input. The other type
provides two sets of +5.0 V and -6. 1 V outputs from the corresponding inputs. , Each set is
controlled independently. The switches themselves consume no power when in the OFF





The plated wire memory stack used in the LP RASM used a standard Motorola plane design
for spaceborne memories developed to high reliability, quality assurance, and workmanship
standards. The primary design goal of the stack was simplicity of fabrication combined with
high reliability.' The number of solder joints and plated through holes are minimized to
accomplish this end. The stack consists of eight planes arranged and interconnected to meet
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Figure 13. Word-Line Selection Matrix, Functional Diagram
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The tunnel structure, the heart of the memory plane, contains the word lines and the
plated wire which stores the bits of data. The plated wires are ;installed in 0.007 diameter
tunnels on 0.025 centers in a polymide-FEP tunnel matt. The tunnel matt is constructed
by forming the FEP (between the polyimide film) around dummy wires at controlled
temperature, pressure and wire tension. After complete assembly processing the dummy
wires are removed and the plated wire is installed in the tunnel.
Word lines of etched copper on glass epoxy board are laminated to each side of the tunnel
matt so that they are perpendicular to the tunnels (plated wire). The word lines are double
turn (twice around the wires per line),. Their mechanical configuration is 0.010 wide
conductor, an intervening 0.005 space and another 0.010 conductor, all on repetitive 0.050
centers. Plated-thru holes at each end of the tunnel matt creates the double turn word lines.
Each carrier structure contains 64 word lines and 100 bit lines (Plated wire tunnel pairs).
To provide the desired storage capacity for the LP RASM only 72 tunnel pairs are pop-
ulated (plated wire installed):
Keepers, of high magnetic permeability and processed with extreme ca)'e, are
bonded to the outer surface of the glass epoxy board which support the wo"rd lines to con- 	 Al
tain the word line field and shield against external magnetic fields. The tunnel matt and
word lines are carefully fabricated and then laminated into a subassembly using multilayer 	 \\
printed wiring board techniques. The keepers are then laminated using similar techniques.
f A cross section of the tunnel structure is shown in Figure 17. 	 -
The memory plane is fabricated by laminating two tunnel structures to each side of at	
4motherboard. The motherboard is a two-sided printed wiring board which has a ground
plane laminated in the center. The input and return for the matrix is tracked to the edge
r
 of the board where pc board interconnect is used to interface with the plane. Two tunnel
structures per plane provide 128 word x 72 bit capacity. Installation of the 8 word-drive
flat packs per side, by lap soldering, completes the memory plane subassembly._ Memory
plane construction is shown in Figure 18.
z
The memory stack consists of eight memory planes electrically and mechanically
integrated into one unit to provide 1024 words x 72 bits of storage. The digit lines of each
plane are interconnected with flat flexible circuitry bonded to the motherboard which permits
the stack to be opened as necessary during assembly and rework. The plated wire is formed
like a "hairpin" and installed into the top and bottom carrier structure (similar to a
trombone slide). The two ends of the plated wire are lap soldered directly to the conductor
of the interconnecting flex cable. This approach for installing the plated wire minimizes
the number of solder joints required while providing the required stress relief.
PC board interconnect with miniature connectors (see Figure 2) is used to interconnect
common word drive signals from plane to plane and carry all digit and word signals to the
electronics. The use of printed circuitry interconnect provides controlled impedance and
line characteristics. The connectors allowthe stack to be connected/disconnected from the













Figure 17. Tunnel Structure Construction





Figure 18. Memory Plana Construction
During assembly, spacers are installed at each tie-down location on the phnes to precisely
position the planes relative to each other in the stack. The tie-downs are located to provide
maximum stability under dynamic conditions.
3.5.2 System Packaging
The 4k x 18 bit Low Power Random Access Spacecraft Memory developed by Motorola
consisted of a 1k by 72 plated %%Ire stack, two digit drive/sense electronics boards and a
timing/control/word drive board, all contained in an aluminum or magnesium housing.
The concept of stacking the electronics boards in the same manner as the planes was
used in the complete memory package. The timing/control/word drive board is located on
top of the plated wire stack while the two digit drive/sense boards are located below the
plated wire stack. This arrangement eliminates interference between signals as the digit




aThe size of the memory plane (i.e. , number of word lines, digit lilies, required structural
mounting and Nord drive matrix area) determine the plan views size of the system package.
The basic plane size is 8.05" long x 4.88" wide , and contains 8 tie-down screws. The
electronics boards have the same mounting tie-down locations and length as the plane but
are 5.0" wide.
J
Mechanically, each of the electronic boards are essentially identical. Each consists of
-a printed wiring board to which flat pact: integrated circuits (Motorola plated wire hybrids 	 1
or conventional logic) are lap soldered and a few discrete components are mounted. The
digit boards contain the digit drivers, sense amplifiers, data input buffers and data output-`-
'	 registers. The third board contains the timing and control logic and the transistor word
drive cel_Pct electronics. }
After the hoards are assembled, a thin conformal coating is applied to the board
assembly. This. coating provides protection in a high humidity environment, protection
against shorting across components and a vibration damping effect on the boards. This pro-
vides an encapsulat,ad assembly that is easily disassembled for servicing or repair.
Flat flexible cable is used for interconnecting between board assemblies. The flex
,x
	
	interconnect is arranged so the plated wire stack and printed wiring boards can be
assembled in the system stack (described previously) or opened out to provide access for
testing or troubleshooting of the boards, the stack or the system. The connection to the
external connector is a conventional hard wire harness.
The plated wire stack and electronics boards are assembled by stacking them into a single




at the tie down locations to position them with respect to each other. Eight special high-strength
screws pass through the spacers and secure the system in the housing.
1
e	 The system assemblv is contained in a single protective housing which was machined
from AZ 31B magnesium material and shipped to GSFC for gold plating. The memory, housing
Is 8.6 1 ' long x 6.3" wide x 2.9" high (exclusive of mounting flanges and connectors) establish





Motorola's basic memory system design uses -materials that meet the requirements of
high reliability spaceborne hardware, particularly in the area of environment, outgassing
,i
and compatibility with other materials in the spacecraft. Materials are used that were
approved on the Mariner 1 71 subsystems which Motorola designed and fabricated and have
.z
since been proven by the success of the mission. These materials were also used on the two
memories previously delivered to GSFC under contract No. NAS 5-23163 with the exception
41
	
of an adhesive used in the fabrication of the memory planes which was changed to facilitate
a,











Comprehensive testing was performed on the memory and its subassemblies at each level
of assembly.
i	 4.1	 SYSTEM LEVEL TESTING _	 !:
R Acceptance tests were conducted at the system level. Acceptance testing included complete n	 t
.5 C and -40 0C. The acceptance test procedurefunctional tests at temperature extremes of +8° .	 a.
and test data records are included as an Appendix,, Acceptance ambient temperature fune-
tional tests were repeated after environmental testing.
Environmental testing consisted of both sine and random vibration, shock, and vacuum
(to 10	 mm Hg). The memory unit was continuously exercised with a worst case pattern during
all environmental testing.
4.2 MEMORY STACK TESTING
A 100 percent on-line-test was performed on the plated-wire during manufacture under -"
relatively severe test patterns and word/digit current variations.
In addition to the on-line wire test, the memory stack was subjected to comprehensive
worst case test patterns at the stack level using an EII 8500 computer controlled stack
tester. Tests performed include adverse history being hard written in 1000 times and then
the opposite polarity being written one time and immediately read out. Also adjacent bits
are written into 10, 000 times at the opposite polarity of the bit under test and then the
bit under test is read out to test the effects of adjacent bit disturbs.
Any wire which did not meet the minimum output level requirementswas replaced and
the unit retested,
4.3	 HYBRID CIRCUIT SCREENING a
All hybrid microcircuits used in the memory were subjected to extensive, 100-percent j
screening to criteria based, on MIL-STD-883 criteria. in addition to comprehensive elec-
trical tests at temperature extremes, these tests included pre-cap visual ;inspection, centri-
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This procedure and the test data sheet (12- P11216B) define the
unit acceptance requirements for the Low Power Random Access	 w
,
Spacecraft Memory, Motorola Part No. 01-P13701D, manufactured
tinder Contract No. NAS 5-23163,
2. REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.1 SPCC IF ICAT IONS APPLICABLE
S-562-P-2'4 Low Power Random Access Spacecraft
Memory.
12-P13721D Test Data Record
12-PlII738 Motorola Plated Wire Memory Tester
t Operating Manual.
2.2	 L►EF IN IT IONS
1 UP position on DATA and ADDRESS
switches. DATA and ADDRESS lamps ON
0 DOWN position on DATA and ADDRESS
switches.	 DATA and ADDRESS lamps
OFF 4
, Tester Motorola Plated Wire Memory Tester
[ MSB Most Significant Bit
`. LSB Least Significant Bit
,




MO'T'OROLA /NC. SIZE CODE IDENT NO. DWG NO.
Govorni-nont E l ectronics Div i s ion A 9499 12-PI3722D }
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If 3.	 BEST EQUIPMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS
j 31	 TEST EQUIPMENT
^.
The calibrated test equipment listed below, or its equivalent, 4
will be required to perform this test procedure. Any equipment l 1
#. used as an equivalent to that listed below shall'be recorded
in the data sheet. ^.
F' STANDARD TEST EQUIPMENT
MANUFACTURER' S -RANGE &
.M MANUFACTURER	 MODEL.OR TYPE,.ACCURACY
DC Milliammeter Hewlett Packard	 428B 0-10 Amp.
k Oscilloscope Tektronix	 585 50ns/cm
Scope Plug- In Tektronix	 82 Tr 1.5n$
Digital Voltmeter Hewlett-Packard
	 3440A Accuracy ± .05%
of reading
Counter CMC	 727BN 0.1% ± 1/2 LBO
DC Multifunction Howlett-Packard
	 3444A 0-999.9 ma.
Unit 0-9.999 megohms
Oven Wyle	 CO-106-1800 -100°F to +500°F +y
Power Supplies Precision. Design Inc 5015-A 0-50V, 1.5 Amp.
' Power Supplies Precision Design Inc 5015-S 0-50V, 1..5 Anup. -;
Pulse Generator EH	 139E lOHz to 50UHz
1 MOTOROLA INC. SIZE 000E 1DENT N0. DWG NO.
Government Electronics Division A 9990 12-P13722D Y..	 a
8201 E. MCDOWFLL ROAD





Motorola Plated Wire Memory Tester 01-PI1170BOOl
NOTE:	 The Motorola Plated Wire Memory Tester supplies inputs
to the memory under test from SN5400 series logic and
presents a single unit load of SN5400 logic on the
memory output lines.
Motorola Tester Interface Box T-5909
I
NOTE:	 The Interface Box puts a 51 ohm resistor in series with
all of the signals going to the memory and provides a
1K .pull .up resistor to. signals coming back from-the
memory,
ENVIRONMENTAL TEST EQUIPMENT
ITEM	 MANUFACTURER	 MODEL NO * A,
Vibration	 'LING	 275
Tester
t.	 Vacuum Chamber	 NRC	 2707





Unless otherwise specified all tests shall be performed under'
the following conditions.
3.2.1	 Power Supply Voltage
The unit specified to be tested shall operate from the following
DC source voltages:	 +5.OV + 5%
-6.TV +
MOTOROLA INC. SIZE 111E IDENT NO. DWG NO.
Government Electronics Division A 94990 12-P13722D
8201 E, h1cD0ViELL ROAD








The unit shall be tested in a laboratory area having a tempera-'
ture of +25 .± 100C (77 + 180F)
3.2, 3	 Ambient Humidity	 i
Normal laboratory ambient, not to exceed 90%,
3.2.4	 Ambient Atmospheric Pressure
Normal 'laboratory ambient.
3,2,5	 Stabilization Period
The test equipment shall not be used to conduct tests until after
a minimum warm-up period of 15 minutes.
TEST SCHEDULE
The testing to be performed on each memory unit is as follows;	 l
1, Physical Charactor'istIcs .(Weight and Dimensions).
2,, Comprehend,. ve Initial Functional Tests.
3. Operational Tests at Temperature Extremes.
40 Operational Vacuum Tests
as OperAtional Vibration Tests
6, Operational Shock Tests
7. Final Functional Tests
N
Tests 3 through +6 may be performed in: an'sequenc,ep
MOTOROLA INC. I ME J CODE IDENT N0. DWG N0.
Governmiant Electronics Division
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The Test Wg shall be used to record the history of the memory,
starting from the first system test. The log shall reference
all testing, rework and idle time for the particular memory
unit.
DATA RECORD






Place the LP RASM on the scale and read and record, in the data





Measure and record, in the data sheet, the outside dimensions
as shown in.Figure 1. Compute and record, in the data sheet,
the memory volume by multiplying dimension W by dimension H by
dimension D. (V W X H X D) 	 I
?.	 INITIAL FUNCTIONAL TESTS
7.1	 INTERCONNECTION
Record connector mate/demate history according to IUE connector
log requirements,
At the Interface Box, set memory power to OFF. Connect the
unit under test as shown in Figure 2, except that the Interface
Box will not be connected to the Plated Wire Memory Tester, The
SIZE CODE IDENT NO, DWG NO.3 MOTOROLA INC.
Government Electronics Division A	 9 4990	 12-P137221)
8701 E. McDOWELL ROAD r
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85252	 SCALE	 I REVISION	 SHEET'






connections are all labeled on the Interface Box.
Turn the coarse voltage controls fully counterclockwise and
turn on power to all electrical test equipment,
Using the scope, adjust the Pulse Generator for +3 ± 0,1V
' positive pulses of 450 ± 10 nanosecond duration (at the 50 per-
{ cent points) at a 500 + 1.A KHz re	 rate.
_	
p	 (Use the counter




terminated in 50 ohms and connected to the tester when making
those adjustments.
Normal precaution shall be taken to ensure that the equipment is
not dropped or damaged in any way while it is being handled, or
while the connectors are being engaged. ~
?. 2	 PRELIMINARY CONTROL SETTINGS -
Stet the Tester and Interface Box controls as follows and main













Teeter Power	 Light On
! Address Switches	 Down
t
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rw Word Length	 24










°	 Input Current Switch	 GND










	 INITIAL POWER SUPPLY CONDITIONS 1
Using the DVM, adjust the three supplies as follows;
	 `--
45V to Interface Box:
	 +5.OV ± 0.1V
4
+5V to Memory:
	 +5.0 ± 0.1V
-6.1V to Memory;	 -6 .1.1 0,1V
MOTOROLA /NCr SIZE CODE (DENT N0. DWG N0.
Government Electronics Division A 94990 12-P137221)
8201 E. McDOWELL ROAD
SCALE	 IREVISION ISHEET	 9SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85252
1 AV 113.199H 100A•3169 DWG FORMAT
1.	 l	 l	 1	 ^I	 I
R.
Oct the motor selection switches to measure current and leave
them in thin position. Disconnect the output side of all three
power supplies from the Interface Box.
All subsequent mention of +5V in the procedure refers to memory.
power unless otherwise specified.
7.4	 CHASSIS ISOLATION
Using the digital ohmmeter verify that the impedance between the
memory chassis and ground test point on the interface box is
9 megohoms. Record the results in'the Data Sheet.
7.5	 INPUT SIGNAL LOADING
7.5,1	 Connect the two +5V supplies to the -Interface Box. (If the
Interface Box supply overloads, reset it by turning its power
off and back on) .
7.6.2	 Remove the Jumper wire from thu INT PULSE test point. Connect
the digital ammeter between the LN.T -PULSE and INT PULSE ,SW
test points: Momentarily turn the MEMORY POWER switch-to ON
and measure and record the current. Set the INT PULSE switch to 	
;r
the +2.4V position. Momentarily set the memory power switch
i	 to ON and again measure and record the current. Disconnect the
ammeter and connect the jumper wire between the INT PULSE and INT
PULSE. SW test points.,
7.5.3	 Replace the jumper from the MEMORY SELECT 1 test point to the 	 .,
MEMORY SELECT 1 SWITCH test point with the digital ammeter.
Momentarily set MEMORY POWER to ON and measure and _record the 	 i
E	 WITCH to the GNDcurrent. Set the MEMORY SELECT 1position.S	 p
B
{ 	MOTOROLA /IV ,r. SIZE CODE (DENT NO. DWG NO.
Govern.nont Elec tron ic s Division A	 9499	 12-P13722II	 'v}
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Momentarily set MEMORY POWER to ON and measure and record the
current.	
t
Disconnect the ammeter and replace the Jumper wire. Set the
MEMORY SEt,ECT 1 SWITCH back to the +2.4V position.
7.5.4	 Repeat paragraph 7.5.3 for MEMORY SELECT 2. MEMORY SELECT 39
and MEMORY SELECT 4.
7.5.5	 Connect the ammeter from the READ/WRITE test point to the INPUT
CURRENT SWITCH test point. Set the Initiate Pulse Switch tc
2.4V. Momentarily set the memory power switch to ON., Measure
and record the current. Move the INPUT CURRENT SWITCH to the
+2.4V position. Momentarily set the MEMORY POWER switch to ON
and measure and record the current. Return the INPUT CURRENT
SWITCH to the GND position.
pr	 • Connect the ammeter between the ADDRESS BIT 2 0 and the INPUT CUR-
RENT test points. Momentarily set the MEMORY POWER switch to
the ON position and measure and record the current.
Set the INPUT CURRENT SWITCH to the +2.4V position. Momentarily
net the MEMORY POWER switch to the ON position and measure and
record the current. Set the INPUT CURRENT SWITCH back to the
GND position.
Repeat the above two measurements at each of the 12 address
Q'	 bit test points. Connect a jumper between the R/W and GND test
points. Repeat the above two measurements at each of the 18 DI
test points (i.e. with the ammeter coon. between a DI test -point
.	 and the INPUT CURRENT test point)
OTOROLA  INC' SIZE COOS 1DENT N0. DWG N0. .
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Verify that the MEMORY POWER switch is OFF.	 Remove the
1
Jumper from the R!W Last point and Anstall the jumper from the
IM PULSE test point back in its original position. 	 --	
,
7.6	 VERIFICATION OF OPEN COLLECTOR ON OUTPUT SIGNALS, 	 i
7.6.1	 Connect the Interface Box to the tester. 	 Connect the -6.1V	 ]
power supply to the Interface Box. 	 At the tester, depress the
STOP And RESET pushbuttons. 	 Set the initiate pulse SW to...pulse
position.
7.6.2	 Turn the MEMORY POWER switch ON and push the START button on th e
teeter.	 The tester will write a " 1 " in all data bits in all
4086 addresses one time and stop.
7.6.3	 Set the READ/WRITE switch on the testre to the READ position.
Push the tester START button. 	 Using the Dual Trace of the	 4
' oscilloscope, measure and record in the data sheet the voltage
at the READ COMPLETE test point 150 ns after the leading edge of




(The road complete output for this test and the data outputs
for the next test are terminated with a 1K resistor to GND).
7.6,4	 Measure and record in the data sheet the voltage at each of
the IS data output lines that occurs 500 ns after the leading
edge of the Initiate Pulse.-	 The voltage shall be <100 mv.	 Push
the tester stop button.	 $et the OUTPUT PULLUP RESISTOR switch
to the +bV position,
t.
is
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7.7	 POWER CONSUMPr ION
7.7.1	 Using the DVM, adjust the +5V and =6.1V memory power supplies
to +5.0 _t 0.1V and -6 . 1 ± 0,1V, respectively. Record the
voltages.
Using the 428E milliammeter, measure and record the current
from the +5V memory supply. Compute and record the.+SV power.
7.7.2	 Using the mi,liammeter, measure and record the current t ,(.) the
-6.1V supply, Compute; and record the -6.1V power.
7.7.3	 Compute and record the total Memory Idle Power.
7.7.4
	
Set the DATA PATTERN switch to SEQ. and momentarily dep,,rass'









Compute and Record the Total Active Power. Momentarily depress the
tester stop 'pushbutton.
READ COMPLETE TIMING
7.8.1	 Connect the oscilloscope as follows; trigger input Jack to the
INITIATE PULSE test point, channel A voltage probe to the INITIATE
PULSE test point and the channel B voltage probe to the READ
COMPLETE test point.
Set the DATA PATTERN switch to MAN, READ /WRITE switch
to READ, and tester BD1 switch 0 to the up position.
Depress and release the RESET button, then the START button.
Synchronize the oscilloscope on the leading edge of the initiate
pulse,
SIZE I CODE (DENT N0. DWG NO.
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The read complete pulse shrill, be a negative pulse and
} shall be genoratod 500 nanoseconds maximum after the lead-	 ^•
i
y	 ing edge of the initiate pulse and the duration shall. be 	 =*
250 no minimum and 450 no maximum.	 (All timing relation-	 I
^-	 ships shall be measured at the 50% points) .	 Record the
pulse delay and duration in the data sheet.
'	 7.8.6	 )Momentarily depress . the STOP button and set the READ/WRITE
switch to WRITE. Set all data switches to the down position.
`	 Depress and release the RESET_, button, then the START button.
	 ^.
Set the READ/WRITE switch to READ and momentarily depress,
the START switch.
P	 ,
7.8.7	 Connect the scope channel A voltage probe to the first !!'	 j
data output line test point (DO-O). 	 The high-to-low transi-
tion on the data output line shall occur prior to (or in 	 k'
coincidence with) the leading edge -of the read complete
_•pulse.	 The low-to-high transition of the data output
line shall occur no earlier than 150 nanoseconds following
e trailing edge of -the read complete pulse.	 (All timing	 It,h
relationships shall bemeasured at the 50 percent points) .
Record the results. t
7.8.8	 -'Repeat the measurements of 7.8.7 at each of the remaining
17 data output line test points.
	 Record the results.
Depress and release the stop button.
7.9	 SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TESTS
I
7.9.1	 Depress and release the RESET button. 	 Set the ADDRESS
PATTERN switch to SEQ.	 Adjust the pulse generator frequency
	 j
to 600 ± 1.0 KHz.
Set the DATA PATTERN switch to SEQ.
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de
7.9.2 Depro ss and release the START .button.
	
The tester will
then begin cycling through all memory locations. It steps
to the first address, writes a 11 0 11 , reads a	 11 0 11 ,	 writes
'j a 11 111 and reads a 11 1 11 in all bits in that address word,
r then steps to the next address, etc.
	 The tester continues,
this cycle unless an error occurs.
Test "tor 2 minutes	 andrecord any errors. Depress the
STOP button
7.9. 3 	 Set the READ 1/READ 7 Switch to the READ 7 position. 	 The
J,
r!	 n	 !!	 nREAD 7 mode causes the tester to write a 	 0 , read a	 0
seven times, write a 11 1 11 , and read a 11 1 11 seven times in eachtf
I-memory location.
7.0.4	 Depress and release the START button. 	 The Tester will
1 t^
continue to cycle unless an error occurs.
Test for 2 minutes
	 and record any errors.
TT 7.9.5 Depress and release the STOP button.	 Set the DATA PATTERN
ewititch to MAN and the READ /WRITE switch to WRITE.
	
Set all .
DATA switches to the DOWN position. <<	 i
'T,i 7.9.6	 Depress and release the RESET button and then the START
^ Ibutton.
} 7.9.7	 Set all DATA switches tothe . UP position.
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l 7.9.10	 Depress and release the START button.	 Test for one minute.
,
Record any errors.
7.9.11	 Depress and release the STOP button.
1 .
'I
7.9.12	 Set the READ/WRITE switch to WRITE. 1
^f 7.9,13	 Set tali DATA switches to the DOWN position. Depress and release.
i
1s the RESET button.
.; 7.9.14	 Depress and release the START button.	 The memory will cycle
thru all 4096 addresses one time and stop.
7.9.15-	 Set the READ/WRITE switch to READ. 	 Depress and release the
RESET button.
7.9.16	 Depress and release the START button.	 Run for one minute.	 -Record
any errors.
^
7.9.17	 Depress and release the STOP button. I
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07.10 RANDOM ACCESS CAPABILITY
7.10,1 Set the READ/WRITE switch to WRITE snd the ADDRESS PATTERN
switch to MAN.
„''7,10.2 Select an address at random with the ADDRESS switches.
7.10.3 Set the DATA switches in a random pattern.
	 Depress and release
the RESET button.
B
7.10.4 Depress and release the START button. 	 The selected data will,
be written into the selected address.
7,10.5 Depress and release the Stop button. 	 Set the READ/WRITE switch
to READ.
7.10,6 Depress and release the START button. 	 The data in this address
location will be read out.
	
If an error occurs, note this in
the data sheet.
7.10.7 The operator should select 3 other addressee at random repeating;
7.10.2 through 7.10.6 to verify the random access capability.
Lill
steps
T 7.11 NON-VOLATILITY TEST
..:7.11.1 Set the ADDRESS PATTERN switch to SEQ and the DATA PATTERN switch
to MAN.
7.11.2 Set the DATA switches to a random patt y—n.	 Depress and release
the RESET button.	 Set the READ/WRITE switch to WRITE,
7911.3 Depress and release the START button.	 The tester will run
through all 4096 addresses one time and then stop.. Set the READ/
WRITE switch to READ.
d
7.11.4 Turn memory power to OFF.
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7.11.5 Depress and release the RESET button. 	 _:	 Y
`	 7.11, 6 Turn memory power to ON.	 „^+
7.11,7 Depress and release the START button. If any errors occur, record
them on the data sheet. If no errors occur, no words were
a disturbed when the power was interrupted.
•7,'11.•8 -Depress and ,release the .-STOP •button.
7,11.9	 Repeat 7.11.9 through 7.11.8 four times. - Record any errors.
7.12	 MEMORY SELECT TEST
7.12.1 Set the ADDRESS PATTERN switch to SEQ and the DATA PATTERN
switch to SEQ. Set the No. 0 switch on BD1 to the down position.
7.12.2 Sot the MEMORY SELECT switches to 0000.
7.12.3 Depress and release the RESET button, then the START button.
The tester should indicate an error at the first address.
Record this address on the data sheet.
7.12,9 Repeat 7.12.3 with the memory select switches set to 00019
0010 9 0011, 0100, 0101 9 0110.0
 0111 0 1000 0 1001, 1010, 10118
1100 0 1101 0 and 1110.
7.12.5 Set the MEMORY SELECT switches to 1111,
7.12.6 Set the No. 0 switch on BDl to the UP position. Depress and
Y Y
release the RESET button, then the START button. Allow the
teeter to run for 2 minutes. Record any errors. Depress and
release the STOP button.
-	
f
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1 7.13 WORST CASE PATTERN TEST
?.13.1 Sot the DATA PATTERN switch and the. ADDRESS PATTERN switch to
WCl.	 Turn the WC switch ON.
	 Depress and release the STOP and'
t RESET buttons.
7.13.2 Depress and release the START button.
	 The tester will execute
,•i
` the following sequence;
F
its a	 111 in everybit of every word 2.10A.	 Wr e	 "' 	 times.
y ' H	 Write a 110" once -in every bit of every word under an even
numbered word line in the stack.
Ir C.	 Write a "1" in every bit of every word. under an odd numbered,
word line and read the previously written 110" in every bit
of every word under an even numbered word line until the
operator sequences to the next group or until an error is
detected.	 The READ light is lit during this cycle.
}
NOTE:	 If any error lights are ON when cycle C starts, d1s-
regard them and depress RESET one time prior to start-
ing the one minute count.
	
This applies to all worst-
case pattern tests.
j Run in cycle C for two minutes. Record any errors on the data
sheet.
7.13.3 Press and release the WC1 SEQ button.	 The tester will execute
the preceeding sequence, except "even"' and "odd" are inter-
changed.	 The WC2
0
 and WC2^ lights will indicate the second'
WC1 group is under test.	 Record any errors.
t,
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Repeat 7.13.3 for WC1 groups 3 and 4 in which "1" and "0"
.	 t
are interchanged. Record any errors on the data sheet.




The temperature tests shall be conducted under normal laboratory
.^
conditions, with the exception , of temperature.?
8.1	 TEST SETUP
Place the unit in the temperature chamber and establish the






Place the memory unit in a plastic bag and seal the chamber.
'1
8.2.1	 Decrease the chamber ambient temperature to -400
 +.306.
When the chamber has reached this temperature, note the time..
8.2.2	 Beginning 150 minutes after the chamber temperature had
reached -400
 C, measure and record the thermistor resistance
at 10 minute intervals. 	 At each measurement, except the
first one, calculate the percent change from the previous
reading.	 When the change is _less than 5 percent turn off t
A the chamber and proceed to paragraph 8.2.3. r.t
8.2.3	 Depress the START button.	 The memory shall run without error
-	 for 2 minutes.
	 Depress the STOP button and record the results. r
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Turn on tho chambor and net tho +5V supply to 5.25V + 0.2V
and tho -6.1V nupply to -6.40 + .02V. Measure and record
the power supply volt and the standby power (paragraphs
7.7.1 through 7.7.3, except do not readjust the voltages).
Set the READ l/READ 7 Switch to-READ 1.
Adjust the pulse generator frequency to 500 + 1.0 KHz. Set
the DATA PATTERN and ADDRESS PATTERN switches to SEQ. Push
the START pushbutton. Measure and record, in the data sheet,
the operating power (paragraphs 7.7._5 • through_7.7.7, except
adjust the voltages to +5.25 + 0.02V and -6.40 + 0.02V').
8.2.6	 Adjust the pulse generator frequency to 600 ± 1.0 KHz.
Set the READ 1/READ 7 Switch to READ 7.
Set the +5V supply to +4.75 + .02V and the -6.1V supply to
-5.80 + .02V.	 Turn off the chamber and push the RESET
G^`	 pushbutton.	 The memory shall run without error for two
minutes.	 'Depress the STOP button.	 Record the results in
the data sheet.	 Set the READ 1/READ 7 Switch to READ.1.
	 Push
the START button and readjust the voltages to 4.75 and -5.8.
Pukh STOP. 1
8.2.7	 Turn on the chamber and allow it to cool for 5 minutes.
Then turn off the chamber and proceed to paragraph 8.2.8.
8.2.8
	
Repeat paragraph 7.13.1 through 7.13.4.
1	 8.2.9	 Sot the MEMORY POWER switch to ON. 	 Depress and release theF
START button.	 Using the DVM, adjust the memory power supplies f
to +5.25 + 0.02V and -6.40 + 0.02V. 	 Depress the STOP button.
8.2.10	 -,Turn on the chamber and allow it to cool for 5 minutes.
Then turn off the chamber and proceed to 'paragraph 8.2.11.
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Set the chamber HEAT SELECTOR to the 375W position and the
temperature to +85°C.	 Record the time.
Usin	 the 'DVM 8.3.1	 Push the 'Reset and START buttons .g 	 ,adjust
the memory power supplies to +5.0 + 0.2V and-6.V +.02V. x
Depress the STOP button.
8.3.2	 At 10 minute intervals record the thermistor resistance and "(
repeat paragraphs 7.13.1 thru 7.13.4 except that each ,test .J
will be run for 1 minute.
NOTE:
	
When the thermistor indicates the internal temperaturew
of^the MEMORY is between 00  and 15°C open the chamber
and remove the plastic bag from the memory.	 Reseal the
chamber.
Testing may be discontinued when the THERMISTOR indicates I
+75oC.
8.3.3	 When the chamber temperature reaches +85	 + 30C record the Y^<
time on the data sheet,
8.4	 HIGH TEMPERATURE
Y
X Beginning 50 minutes after the temperature chamber has reached `k
850  measure and record the thermistor resistance at 10
minute intervals.
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13.4	 (cont.)
,: At each measurement except the first one calculate the
Ulf
percentage change from the previous reading. When the
change is less than 5 percent, proceed to paragraph 8.4.1.
8.4.1	 Set the ADDRESS PATTERN and DATA PATTERN switches to SEQ.
Turn the MEMORY POWER to ON 	 Using the DVM, adjust the
memory power supplies to +5.25 + 0.01V and -6.40 + 0.02V.
Measure and record the power supply voltage, current and
standby (idle) power (paragraphs 7.7.1 through 7.7.3, except
do not readjust the voltages). 	 Set the READ VREAD 7 Switch
E'to READ 7.
8.4.2	 Depress the START button.	 The memory shall run without error
for 2 minutes.	 Record the results. 	 Set the READ 1/READ 7
Switch to READ 1.
8.4.3	 Adjust the pulse generator frequency to 500 + 1.0 XHz.
Measure and record the operating power (paragraphs 7.1.5
through 7.7.7, except adjust the voltages to +5.25 + 0.02V
and -6.40 + 0.02V),
	
Depress the STOP button.	 Adjust the
pulse generator frequency to 660 + 1.0 KHz,
8.4.4	 Repeat paragraphs 7.13.1 through 7.13.4.
8.4.5	 Set the MEMORY POWER switch to-ON.	 Depress and release the
START button.	 Using the DVM, adjust the memory power supplies
to +4.75 + 0.02V and -5.80-+ 0.02V.	 Depress the SMP
button.
8.4.6	 Repeat paragraphs 7.13.1 through 7.13.4.
H
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8.4.7	 Set the MEMORY POWER switch to ON.
Sot the +5V supply to 5.OV + .02 and the -6.1V and to -6.1 +^
.02V. Set the DATA PATTERN switch to MAN and the ADDRESS
PATTERN switch to SEQ. Set the READ/WRITE switch to WRITE.
Select a random pattern and push the START pushbutton. The
teeter will write the data once in each of the 4096 addresses
and stop. Set the READ/WRITE switch to READ and push the
START pushbutton. The memory-shall run without error. After,
2 minutes, push the STOP button. Record the results. •Set
MEMORY POWER to OFF.
8.	 VACUUM TEST
9.1	 SETUP
9.1.1	 Vorify that the MEMORY POWER switch on the Interface Box is
'..
in the OFF position.	 Turn the voltage controls fully counter-
clockwise on all three power supplies. r
Connect the equipment as shown in Figure 3.
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	 Set the Toter and Interface Box controls as follows and main-





'	 BD1-BD4 (24 Switches) UP
Tape •• Reader Power _Light .Off r
Run-OFF-Rewind Switch- OFF
Tester Power Light ON





READ 1/READ 7 Switch ..WAD 7
I







MEMORY SELECT SWITCHES All 2.4V
INPUT CURRENT SWITCH GND'
OUTPUT PULLUP RESISTOR 15Y
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9.1.3	 Push the STOP button.	 Turn on all three power supplies.
	
Using
the DVM, adjust the Interface Box supply to +5.0 ± O.1V.	 Set
the memory supplies to approximately +5V and -6V.	 Set the
MEMORY POWER switch to ON. 	 Using the DVM, adjust the memory




Using the scope	 adjust the Pulse Generator for +3 . 0	 0.1V
	 osi-
tivo pulses of 450 .± 10 nanoseconds duration (measured at the
50% points).	 Using the counter, adjust the rep rate to 600 ±
1.0 KRz.	 The pulse generator must be terminated in 50 ohms and
connected to the tester when making these adjustments.
	
Just .
prior to starting the environmental test, proceed to the next
applicable paragraph.
9.2	 TEST ( ;'
Push the tester STOP and RESET pushbuttons. 	 Turn the MEMORY W
POWER ON and push the START pushbutton on the tester. 	 The 1
tester will write a 1101t, read a 110" seven times in all data
"^ "	 111 11 	n times in all bits	 st ep tobits, write a	 1, read a seven	 ,	
1
the next address and repeat the same sequence. 	 The tester will
keep cycling until an error occurs.	 Record any bit errors.
^4 is
Proceed immediately to paragraph 9.2.1.
x
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9.2.1	 While monitoring the tester for errors, start the vacuum chamber
pump and pump the air out of the vacuum chamber at a-rate such
that the pressure inside the chamber drops to 7 mmHg in less
than five minutes. Record any errors.
9,2.2	 Continue pumping the chamber until the pressure 10-5
 mmHg. In
	
d to reach  th.pressure,the i s	 uorrde t is 	 te t may last several hours.,
Therefore, one hour after the test has started, the memory and
tester may be turned off by pushing the STOP pushbutton on the
tester, turning the MEMORY POWER OFF and turning the TESTER
POWER OFF. After the chamber has reached 10 ' 5
 mmHg, test the
memory as outlined in paragraph 7.13. Record
.
 any errors.
Push the memory STOP pushbutton, turn the MEMORY POWER OFF,
turn the TESTER POWER OFF and return the memory to one atmosphere
pressure.
10 0	 V IBRAT ION TEST
The following vibration tests are to be performed in three mutually
perpendicular axes. The tests include sine sweep and random
vibration, and the levels to be used are described below in the
individual tests. These levels are inputs to the base or mount
ng bracket of the unit under test. The unit shall be functionally
a'	 tested during the vibration testing to insure correct operation.
{	 Prior to performing the random vibration a spectral analysis of
the tester input shall be performed to insure that the random
vibration input is within the specified limits. The analysis
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Jshall be plotted and the data sheet kept as part of the test €^r
data.	 For information only, an accelerometer`shall be mounted
on the top surface of the housing while testing the X and Z
}
axes.	 Plot the output from this accelerometer and file as part;
of the test data.
I
10.1	 SINE SWEEP TEST
10.1.1.	 Verify that the MEMORY POWER switch is in the OFF position.
Turn the coarse • 	voltage controls fully counterclockwise--on
all three power supplies.
Connect the equipment as shown in Figure 3 and turn on power to
all memory associated test equipment.
Perform paragraphs 9.1.2, 	 9.1 . 3, and 9.1.4.
Mount the memory unit on the shake table so as to be vibrated
in the vertical (Y) axis as shown in Figure 4. 	 (The axis order
may be varied for convenience).
10.1.2	 Push the STOP and RESET buttons.	 Turn the MEMORY POWER ON.
t
Perform a sine sweep over the fequency range of 5-2000 Hz at s_
the levels listed below:t I
FRBQUENCY RANGE	 TEST LEVEL t
5-25 Hz	 0.33 in DA
24-110 Hz	 10 G PEAK
110-2000 Hz	 5g PEAK
The sweep rate is to be 2 octaves per minute. 	 During the sweep,
repeatedly perform the tests of paragraph 7.13.	 Record any bit
errors in the Qual Test Data Sheet.
	 Push the STOP button,	 i
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10, 2	 RANDOM VIBRATION
10.2.1 Perform the spectral analysis specifiod in paragraph 10.
While applying the following random vibration input, repeatedly
perform the tests of paragraph 7.13.
,FREQUENCY RANGE	 TEST LEVEL	 TOLERANCE
15 Hz	 .004482/Hz	 + 3db
15-70 Hz	 LINEAR INCREASE
	
Log-Log Plot
.70-100 Hz	 :, 138 '92'/Hz	 3db




	 ,0089 g2/Hz	 ± 3db
The test time is to be 2 minutes per axis.
Record any errors in the Data Record,
10,22	 Repeat paragraph 10.1.2 and 10.2, in the two other mutually
perpendicular axes as shown in Figure 4. Push the STOP button.
Turn the MEMORY POWER OFF and then turn the TESTERPOWER OFF.
SIiOCK TEST
Two shocks in each direction shall be applied along the three
.mutually perpendicular axes of the LP RASM ( total 'of 6 shocks).
a
I	 1111	 SETUP
Verify that the MEMORY POWER switch is in the OFF position. Turn f
a
the coarse voltage controls fully counterclockwise on all three
^^
power supplies.
	 Connect the equipment as shown in Figure 3 and
apply power to all memory associated test equipment.	 Set the
controls as shown in para. 9.1.2 and perform para. 9.1.3 and
9.1.4.	 Mount the LP RASM on the shock table so as to apply
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the shock in the vertical (Y) axis as shown in Figure 5.
(The axes order may be varied for convenience)._
TEST	 I_
Push tho STOP and RESET buttons. `'!'urn the MEMORY POWER ON and
push the START button. The tester is now testing the LP RASH
for bit errors. Apply a half sine shock pulse of 30 g's for a.
duration of 6 milliseconds. Record any bit errors. Push the
STOP button.
Push the RESET and START buttons. 	 1	 ;{
Apply1 a half sine shock pulse of 30 g's for. a duration of 12
milliseconds. Record any bit errors.
Repeat para. 11.2.1 and 11 . 2.2 'for each of the other two directions P
as shown in Figure 5. Push the STOP button. Turn the MEMORY
POWER OFF and then turn the TESTER POWER OFF.
i
12.	 X INAL FUNCTIONAL TESTS	 .
To insure that the memo" is still operating properly performY
all the teats of paragraph 7.	 Record the data. i
t
i
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E_	 FIOUR,"s 3,	 TEST SET UP
1
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FOR Z AXIS	 t
FOR X AXIS	
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X1	 Initial Release_
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ACCEPTANCE TEST DATA SHEETATERIAL: -5-20576 LOW POWER RANDOM ACCESS SPACE-
ASECE CRAFT MEMORY	 PART NO	 01- P13701D
APPROVED SIZE CODE IDENT NO. NO.













This test data sheet is to be used to record data as required
by the Acceptance Test Procedure for the Low Power Random
Access Spacecraft Memory.
9
RE ERENCE INFORMATION2.	 F
2.1	 SPECIFICATIONS APPLICABLE
S-562-P-24	 Low Power Random Access Spacecraft
Memory
12-P13722D	 Acceptance Test Procedure	 Low










3.1	 EQUIVALENT TEST EQUIPMENT
A
' 4.	 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS L-
j
6.1	 WEIGHT ` R,
€ Weight of LP-RASH	 v i	 .pounds 6.5 _pounds (aluminum)
v' 5.8 pounds (magnesium)
MO 1TOP?0LA INN. S11E CGOE IO£WT NO. UN'G N0. = ;'
OovernmQnt Electronics Division A 94990 12- PI372.1D n
—4SC7ALESCOT i sijni^G^ niiiiUtiACMs2 X2 ISIONREVTSHEE	 2
`t;u,,.i.. nau ant. ♦;+ to .CcwM .trtt9HAT,..	 ,;.. ..	 _	 -	 ..	 1, -,	 , •






7.5 INPUT SIGNAL LOADING
7.5.2 Current from INITIATE PULSE to Gnd ma i5 2 ma
• Current". from 2.4V to INITIATE PULSE a -e- 20low- a
7.5.3 Current from MEM BEL I to Gnd	 a -c"2 m'a.
Current from 2.0 to =11 SEL I	 a -c 20 a
7.5.4 Current from MEM BEL 2 to Gnd	 ma 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to MEM BEL 2	 •1 7"'Lv'	 va -=c 20 a
Current from MEM BEL 3 to Gnd	 A	 ma S 2 ma
Current from 2 . 4V to MEL BEL 5	 a -c 20 a
Current from MEM BEL 4 to Gnd	 ma -j5 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to MEM BEL '4	
va
:9 20 N a
7.5,5 Current from READ/WRITE to Gnd	 :.ma iS 2 ma
Current from 2,4V to READ/WRITE
	 aa 20 a
7,5.6 Current from ADDRESS 9720 to Gnd	 ma 2 ma
Current from 2.0 to ADDRESS 20 2 0 a
..	 .
Q7)
A'^ -140TOP-a0l.A INGS WE CODE IDENT (40. DWG NO.
i i Governn . ent Clectronics Division A 94990 12-PI37-21D
8701 E. McDOVIELL ROAD





3 Date of Test
Tested By
it Limits
Current from ADDRESS 2 1 to Gnd i l 7 5"ma 1s 2 ma
r
-- Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 21 $^^ C^ ra ;c 20 t{ a
IT
-	 Current from ADDRESS 22 to Gnd .9gS^ma 4- 2 ma
2^Current 'from 2: •4V Ito ,ADDRESS 2 l?^a 20	 a
Current from ADDRESS 2	 to Gnd	 i Q x- ma 4 ,2 ma
I,
I Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 23 	 a c 20,,, a
J
Current from ADDRESS 24 to Gnd	 r9	 ma 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 24 l'. /	 a w 20	 a
r
.
Al Syo. SIZE CODE IDENT NO, DWG NO.
Governriorit Electronics -Division A 94990 12-P13721D is
6;511 E. LILDOViELL ROAD "






BIN ......	 ^.^	 ._ Date of Test
Tooted BY
Limits
Current from ADDO ZSS 2S to Gnd
ee
, IMV ma snow 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 25 7.3 a 20^tJa	 i
Current from ADDRESS 26 to Gnd J70 ma G 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 25 ^d a G 20^%Ja
}
Curzon from ADDRESS 2	 to Gnd ^^-	 ma 2 ma
Current from 2 AV to ADDRESS 2Y Na G 201Ja
Current from ADDRES S 28 to Gnd' , 9 9
	
ma d 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 28	
N a
w 20, 3a
Current from ADDRES; 29 to Gnd	 ,	 G	 ma i2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 2	 a --e- 20^cIa
Current from ADDRESS 210 to Gnd	 ^ ^ ^^ ma L 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 2 10 ; 	 Na L 20/.$a
Current from ADDRESS 211 to Gnd	 rg	 ma .:...	 2 ma
Curront from 2.4V to ADDRESS 211 . 	 a ^ 20wa
Current from DATA IN BIT 0 to Gnd Llama 2 ma
Current from 2 , 4V to DATA IN ' BIT 0 71,
 9C pa 20	 a
Ms
Government Electronics Division
8731 E. McDOP ELL ROAD
{	 SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85252








SIN Date of Test	 w75y
Tested By	 Z
Limit s
Current from DATA IN BIT 1 to Gnd ,^	 ma
..,.<^ G 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 1	 a L 20Aoa {
Current from DATA IN BIT 2 to Gnd ma 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 2Z^_a L 20,A.,*a
Current from DATA IN BIT 3 to Gnd ,9/ G	 ma 2 ma,<
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 3	 _	 va 20/Ja
Current from DATA IN
•
BIT 4 to Gnd	 ma G 2 ma
.r.
a
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 4;, 	a 4 20/da
Current from DATA IN BIT 5 to Gnd Ain_ ma L 2 ma'
F
'Current from 2.4V to DATA III BIT 5	 7? 	,a NOW 20 .,1 a
J}}
	 Current from r%TA IN BIT 6 to Gnd, ^.^	 ma G 2 ma
^.1k
Y	 Current from •<V to DATA 'IN BIT 6	 '7 D	 a G 20/+-Aa
Current from DATA IN BIT 7 to Gnd	 71 ma G 2 ma
^p	 Current from 2'4V to DATA IN BIT 7 . 7, 	 a 4 20,tfa
'	 Current from DATA IN BIT 8 to'Gnd	 ma 2 ma
-Current from 2.4V to DATA•IN BIT 8,^ 7•	 a <^20u a
Current from DATA IN BIT -9' to Gnd	 ma . 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 9 	 a E 20A.Ja
u^OTO1 MLA INC. SIZE CODE IDENT NO. DWG NO.
..Government Electronics Division A 94990 12—P13721D
6201 E. McUOVIEt.0 ROAD
SCOT fSUALC,.ARfZQNA 85152




.,	 SIN	 10 Date of Test
• Tested By
Limits
Current from DATA IN BIT 10 to Gnd ma A. 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 10,^tJa 2Wa
Current from DATA IN BIT 11 to Gnd ma 4 2 ma
Current from 2 4 4V to DATA IN BIT 11 a A 20IAa h
Current from DATA IN BIT 12 to Gnd	 p (i	MR, 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 12 `^^,^ 3	 a 20pa
Current from DATA IN BIT 13 to Gnd ,	 ma 9.. 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 14 a 20`Va
Current from DATA IN BIT 14 to Gnd n	 ma L 2 ma
Current from 2.4V 'to DATA IN BIT 14 fteA	 a f	 L 20	 a = `
Current from DATA IN BIT 15 to Gnd j • 952y	ma 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 15 ,	 a 20/Va
Current from DATA IN BIT 16 to Gnd , /	 ma ._.. 2 ma
Current from 2 .4V to DATA IN BIT 17 r03 A/a C 20/Ja
Current from DATA IN BIT 17 to Gnd ma 2 ma
Current from 2.'4V to DATA IN BIT 17 moo- 20 3 a
r t
IWOTOra'OLA INC, SIZE CODE IDENT _NO. DWG NO.
Govornrne nt Electronics Division q 94990 12-g13721D
8201 E. MCDOWELL ROAD
SCALE REVISION
,•
JSHEET 8SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85252






E 7.6	 VERIFICATION OF OPEN COLLECTOR ON OUTPUT SIGNALS
7.6.3	 READ COMPLETE. voltage my dd 100 my
7.6.4	 DATA OUT BIT 0 voltag+a	 lb ' my _ 100 my
r i. DATA OUT BIT 1 voltage	 /Q my - 'S 100 my
R
DATA OUT BIT 2 voltageg my 100 my
^
DATA OUT BIT 3 voltage my : 1.00 my
DATA OUT BIT 4 voltage	 - /[? my .1 100 lmv
DATA OUT BIT 5 voltage 	 O my x'100 my
^ - DATA OUT BIT 6 voltage	 `'	 D my z 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 7 voltage	 - my 19 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 8 voltage	 ^-_ my - 100 my
` DATA OUT BIT 9 voltage my = 100 my
t
y
DATA OUT LIT 10 voltage	 " /O my 1 100 my
^
DATA OUT BIT 11 voltage my 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 12 voltage	 " / my ) 100 mv-
Y DATA OUT BIT 13 voltage my, 100 my
i; DATA OUT BIT 14 voltageD my Te loo my
DATA OUT BIT 15 voltage my '- 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 16 voltage	 -	 O my • 100 my
DATA.. OUT t3IT 17 'voltage my .5100 my
p
^: ^ /./ ^)
Par
vTCas"^'^^^ INC, SIZE CODE WENT NO. DWG NO, rr
Uovernmoot F' Iec t ronics Division A 94990 12-P13721D
820; E, McDOWELL ROAD
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85252 SCALE.	 REVISION ISHEET 9
w SIN	 01	 Date of Test




7.7	 - -POWER CONSUMPTION (25°C)
//1 993 .	 i7.7.1
	
Memory + 5V Voltage	 Volts
Memory -6 . 1V voltage 7* 6,% 	Volts
+5V Current^, 	 ma	 (. 1
+5V Power	 '^^	 mw	 !/.	 r . 1,yz 7
7.7.2	 Memory -6.1V Current	 7r 7	 ma	 Z ,V, G ?
Memory -6.1V Power	 mw
7.7.3	 Total Memory Idle Power j, 	 *w Sp•Z	 170 mw max	 = '
7.7.5	 Memory +5V Voltage	 Volts




+5V Power	 y J	 mw
7.7.6	 Memory -5.1V Current	 ma 
Memory -6.1V Power 	 -IM. y	 mw
7.7.7
	




7.8.5	 Delay	 ns	 500 ns max.
Duration	 ,3 J^	 ns	 250 ns min
450 ns max.
MOTO OLA INC. SIZE CODE IQENT NO. DWG NO.	 Pi-
11 G ove rnment E l e ctronics Division q 94990 12- P13721D
8201 E. McDO,'11 ELL, ROAD
SCALE R10N SHEET	 10	 }SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85252
-• _s.^_^_ti_.^rn ►^_^nne_^.'co	 nu!^..cnclasT  _. _._^._._..	 _. .ab.+	 ''
8/N Date of Teat
^o
'..^ : :^o	 ..Tested by -- _. t,
LIMITS






OK	 .3 	 REJECT
D0-3 OK	 RE4 ECT
DO-4 OK	 REJECT
DO-5 OK	 /	 REJECT
DO-6 Oi{__L	 REJECT
,.	 DO-7 OK	 REJECT REFER TO
TEST PROC.
!)0-8 OK 	 REJECT
DO-9 OK	 ^3 REJECT
DO-10 OK	 REJECT
DO-11 OK	 REJECT
DO-12 OK	 3^	 REJECT
DO-13 OK_ 3 	 REJECT
DO-14 OK	 3 	
_.
REJECT








SIZE CODE IDENT NO. DWG 'NO.fv: 'OROLA INC,
Govornment Electronics Division A	 94990	 12- P13721D
8701 E. McDOWELL ROAD





















7.11.7	 Did an error occur?
7.11.9	 No
Yes	 Address	 Bits	 0 errors
7.12	 MMIORY SELECT TEST
-^ 7.12, . 3	 Address E .	 (Octal)	 0000
	7.12.4 Address 0001^(Octal)	 0000	 h
	0010 .E (Octal)	 0000
x








0110 1,000 (Octal)	 0000
0111	 (Octal)	 0000
11000 0!	 (Octal)	 0000	
^
1001 C	 (Octal)	 0000
1010	 (Octa.)	 0000
M ^
r^^^	 SIZE CODE IDENT NO. DWG NO.
"60T0r yr-^
 0LA INC,
lo vornment Electronics Division Q	 94990	 12-P137210
8701 E, VcDOULL ROAD
SCOTTSUIILF., ARIZONA 85252 	 SCALE	 REVISION
	 ISHEET 13
t	 1	 7	 1
SIN_____	 Date of Test _	 7y
Tested 8y
Limits
Address 1011 C"^ (Octal) 0000
r 1100	 , (Octal) 00007






7.12.6	 Did an error occur?
a
No
Yes	 Address Bits 0 errors
7.13	 WORST CASE PATTERN TEST
7.13.2	 Did an error occur?
No
Yee	 Address  Bits	 +• 0 errors
7.13.3
	
Did an error occur? r
No
Yes	 Address Bits 0 errors
}
r
MOTCMOLA IN C& SIZE CODE IDENT N0. MG N0. i
rr F Gover nme nt Electronics Division A 9499 12—P13721D
8201 E. 1 .1cDOWEII ROAD













7.13.4	 a)	 Did' an error occur?
No
It Yes	 Address Bit 0 errors
b)	 Did an error occur?1p
No
1











r r^^^ IQ ^I^i►. SIZE CODE IQENT NO. DWG N0. ... ^.
Governmcnt Electronics Division A 9499 12—P 13721D
8.101 E. MlcUOVIELL ROAD
• sco'r^sun .r nriroF'A 85252 SG^LE REVISI0^1 SHEET 15
DATE OF TEST	 .^-J Tyr




8. TEMPERATURE TEST LIB Y_
8.2.1 TIME 5:sLz -
8. Z. Z LOW TEMPERATURE
THER14ISTOR RESISTANCE •'• :.
ISO KIN	 S 7-77-.  3	 K OHMS
160 MINUTES, 2,2Z, '7	 K OHMS % CHANGE
z
^ .^ '' •,`
170 MINUTES	 K OHMS % CHANGE
180 MINUTES	 K OHMS ;6 CHANGE ; 4
100 MINUTES	 K OHMS % CHANGE
8.2.3 DID AN ERROR OCCUR? ---
NO 3 --
YES	 ADDRESS BITS 0 ERRORS
8.2.4 --6.1 V VOLTAGE	 1,,q oa VOLTS +5 V VOLTAGE ,
 25J VOLTS
-6.1 V CURRENT ^ ma +5 V CURRENT ma
-6.1 V POWER
	 171,52. mw +5 V POWER , zb mw
TOTAL MEMORY IDLE POWER
	
. g 7g mw	 :. 170 mw MAX
8.2.5 -6.1 V VOLTAGE	 ,, o z VOLTS +5 V VOLTAGE , ? 5 VOLTS
-6.1 V CURRENT	 Z63 ma +5 V CURRENT _-7 00	 ma
-•6.1 V POWER
	 mw +5 V POWER
-5, b	 ,aw
TOTAL MEMORY OPERATING POWER U31 mw - • ^7	 0 mw MAX
MOTOROLA INC. SIZE CODE IDFNT NO. DWG NO.	 ti




	 REVISION	 SHEET 16
S	 / Cl DATE OF 'TEST•" r	 ^''1L^^
• " TESTED BY	 Gr 5
LIMITS
8.2. 6 	DID AN ERROR; OCCUR?
NO
'	 YES	 ADDRESS BIT b ERRORS
8.2.8	 WC a)	 DID ,AN ERROR OCCUR?NO 3
"•
;
YES _	 ADDRESS BIT
.-	
0 ERRORS
WC b) DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO A.
I	 YES	 ADDRESS BIT  0 ERRORS
' WC 0 DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO
YES	 ADDRESS BIT 0 ERRORS
WC d) DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO
i.
YES	 ADDRESS BIT 0 ERRORS
8.2,E	 WC a) DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO





MOTOROLA INC. SIZE CODE IDENT NO. DWG NO.
Government Electronics Division A 94990 12-PI3721D
8201 EAST WDOWELI. ROAD
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85257 SCALE	 REVISION SHEET	 17 {
AV•241"W IMA-V A OWG FORMAT'
	
34' 4 E
{SIN DATE OF TEST





NC b) DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO t= .:
YES	 ADDRESS BIT •0 ERRORS
WC c) DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO
YES	 ADDRESS BIT ' 0 ERRORS
WC d) DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO
ADDRESS BIT ^.	 _, 0 ERRORS




809.2 -	 TIME	 THERMISTOR READING. DID ANY ERROR OCCUR?
1 2_	 .,	 , A K OHMS NO 13 YES 0 ERRORS
K OHMS NO -7— YES O ERRORS
r, r K OHMS NO —^ YES 0 ERRORS
K OHMS NOT YES O ERRORS
6, K OHMS NO YES O ERRORS »_ ;
^-	 ?^-
^'
K OHMS NO ? YES 0 ERRORS
K OHMS NO YES 0 ERRORS
J u: s ^' __z K OHMS NO YES 0 ERRORS';
.^ K OHMS NO 'Pr`- YES_
—
0 ERRORStr,=s	 y, / o K OHMS NO YES 0 ERRORS
K OHMS NO YES O ERRORS
—^ K OHMS NO YES 0 ERRORS
MOTOROLA INC, SIZE CODE (DENT N0. DWG N0.r,	
Government Electronics Division A
	
94990	 12-P13721D
8201 EAST WDOWELL ROAD
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85257	 SCALE	 REVISION	 SHEET 18
$^N !	 o ,7 DATE OF TEST	 1-	 "
' TESTED BY	 ,. .
LIMITSs
f ;	 : 8.3.3	 TIME
8. 4 G	 MINUTES K OHMS
/7 0	SQ MINUTES	 - O O	 K OHMS , CHANGE	 f3
'Rp MINUTES K OHMS % CHANGE	 +
80 MINUTES K OHMS. CHANGE
90 MINUTES K OHMS % CHANGE
{
8.4.1	 -6.1 V VOLTAGE /,,-to3VOLTS +5 V VOLTAGE ^ 2 ZYOLTS
-6.1 V CURRENT	 , ,	 . ma_	 +5 V CURRENT 12,	 ma
-6.1 V POWER	 ma	 +&,V	 POWER mw
4 r TOTAL MEMORY IDLE POWER f /'ice mw 170 mw MAX
I 8.4.2	 DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
r •
NO
f _ YES	 ADDRESS	 BIT 0 ERRORS
r
?s
8.4.3	 -8 . 1 V VOLTAGE	 ov VOLTS	 + 5 V YOLTAGE ;. l^l	 VOLTS
-6.1 V CURRENT	 0 ma	 +5 V VOLTAGE tna
„ —6.1 V POWERmw	 +5 V POWER 1L mw	 _
4 TOTAL MEMORY OPERATING POWER	 z 	 mw - 7000 mw N=







SIZE	 CODE IDENT NO. DWG NO.OTOROLA /NC.
Government Electronics Division A 499^! 12-P1,3721D
9201 EAST McDOWELL ROAD
SCCTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85251 SCALE	 REVISIO SHEET	 19
D
_.^..
} ;/N	 11G._.....__ DATE OF TEST^^^







MC b) DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
€ NO	 L
a
YES ADDRESS ^_ BIT O ERRORS
4 NC 0 DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
•NO
YES ADDRESS BIT 0' ERRORS
NC d) DID AN ERROR OCCUR ? ''IP t
NO
YES ADDRESS BIT O ERRORS =
8.`4.6	 WC a) DID AN ERROR OCCURS
." I
NO
YES .' ADDP.ESS BIT O ERRORS
i
WC b) DID AN ERRO3 OCCUR?
'	 N0	 L/
YES ADDRESS • - BIT O ERRORS
NC 0 DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO
YES ^__ ADDRESS BIT O ERRORS
e
WC 'd) DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO
YES ADDRESS_ BIT O ,ERRORS




YES -^- ADDRESS BLT 0 ERROR.
{ MOTOROLA INO, SIZE CODE (DENT N0. DWG N0. ._I
Government Electronics Division A 94990 12—P13721D	 .•,
8201 EAST WDO INELL ROAD
•. SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85257 SCALE	 REVISION SHEET	 20





3/N Date of Test
Tested by
Limits
i-' 9. VACUUM TEST r;' ^,
9. 2 	Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
No
Yes	 Address	 Bits	 0 Errors
9.2.1	 Fast Decompression





Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
No
Yes	 Address _; 	Bits	 0 Errors
9.2.2	 Hard Vacuum
Date	 7	 Tested by







Yes	 Address Bits	 0 Errors
10. VIBRATION TEST
Date
	 y''	 Tested 'by
SINE SWEEP
-Axis X Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
No
f ; Yes	 Freg	 Address	 Bits^_`0 Errors	 -
k






8201 E. I-100Y.ELL ROAD	 ;.k
SCOTIIUALE ARIZONA 85252	 SCALE




<`	 Date of Test ^,
e	 Tested bye	r ^,.	 s a'





Address	 _ Bite	 0 Errors
IAxis Z - Did Any Bit Errors Occur?"
No
I s
You	 Freq	 Address	 Bits	 0 Errors
l	 RANDOM VIBRATION
Axis X - Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
{
	
	 V	 ^^	 RNo
Yes	 Freq	 Address	 Bits
	 0 Errors
i
Axis Y - Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
No	 ^:	 r





Akio Z - Did Any Bit Errors Occux7 .x
NO
Ale








S^^Date	 ^` 	 ^	 Tested By	 ..k
4 x	 6 MILLISECOND DURATION SHOCK
Y Directi
AI
 n - Did Any Bit Errors Occur?C VXjRT / C.
F	
NO
Yeti	 Address	 Bits	 O Errors	 Y
4
	 ,	 q	 SIZE CODE IDENT NO. DWG NO.
Governmeml E lect ronics Division A
	 94990	 12- P1372 1D
E201 1. IkDW.11-1. ROAD
	
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85252	 22
.	 SCALE	 (ZEViSION	 SHEET
,	 ^'•".^ .` ^..tA ' V SAJ. Y.A..	 _^:_ __	 fi;:+Y?'.t Ip^iYiS	
^}	 ^.. 'MS._ s".: ^'^' s. .....'7^•;. ^".'.P 	^__._.	 ._......	 c-,-..	 ... ^_,_ -.,_,a.	 i,^...-
	
_ ..... (...c!_? _
•	 SIN	 t c!	 Date of Test
Tested by	 J; ^^',^;_•^
• .	 Limits
Z Direction - Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
No
Yes	 Address	 Bits	 0 Errors
(,,f X Direction - Did Any Bit Errors Occur? a
EI; No	 _.
'des	 Address Bits 0 Errors
r
I, 12 MILLISECOND DURATION SHOCK
f Y Direction - Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
No	 4, r
{ Yes	 Address Bits 0 Errors'
r Z Direction - Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
NO
Yea	 Address Bits 0 . Errors
X Direction - Did Any Bit Errors Occur?  d
&f i
No




rT.	 t1E-707"0177 0LA /`^w. SIZE CODE IDENT NO. DWG NO.
Government Electronics Division A 94990 12-P13721D
8201 F. McDOWELL ROADSCOTI'SDALE. ARIZONA 85252 I SCALE IREVISION ISHEET 	 2.3
V	 I	 I	 I ___ I	1- 1-
SIN I G 3 Date of Teat	 s-
._._ ".:.ZS_._
Tested By
7,4 4 CHASSIS. ISOLATION Limit I
f Impedance/n _ 9 megolims
7.5 INPUT SIGNAL LOADING
7.5,.2 Current from INITIATE PULSE to Gnd /./L	 ma 2 ma
Current ::from 2.4V to INITIATE PULSE 3, S7 ^ia -e- 20,N a -
7.5.3 Current from MEM SEL 1 to Gnd 	 /,/67	 , 1 a .c 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to M :14I SEL 1	 c2.	 i^a ^ 201, a•
7..5.4 Current_ from USEIM . SEL 2 to Gnd	 j/	 6,	 nia < 2 ma„
r	 .. Current from 2.4V to MEM SEL 2	 . ,S	 ra -1-20 N a
' Current from MEM SEL 3 to Gnd	 ,5	 ma ` 2 ma
Current from 2. -IV to MEL SEL 3	 3 •	 q	 ya a 20^ a
t
Current from ME11l • SEL 4 to Gnd 	 1. / 4 3	 ma t 2 .ma
a^
( Current from 2.4V to MEM SEL 4	 a 4 20 N a
E 7.5 .5 Current g roin READ/WRITE 'to Gnd	 6 •' ) 7	 ma S 2. ma
Current from
,3
2.4V to READ* /IVRITE ',	 •ar c 20	 aN
7.5.6 Current f rom ADDRESS 20 to Gnd	 qY 3	 ma 2 ma r






► 	 •tai0	 Ly ,..,,,,.,^^:,,1• ^•l i y^/ '1. ^J^a SIZE CODE IDEN'f PSG, DVJG IJU.i" J	 w •^'y
Government Electronics Division A 94090 12- P13721D
r
8201 E. t%DQI`rLL ROAD
SC.l1L.G R(	 IION
-11- Si{EET	 24SCatTSUAt t. A . 1010;in s^ ,5?
' -




!	 ,; Current groin ADDRESS _2 to Gnd	 ma c 2 mai
Current f rom 2. 4V to ADDRESS 2 1 -,!r. 1,2. ?a 20 r 4 a
Current from ADDRESS 22 to Gnd	 • 1967 ma 6 2 in
• Current from 2. 4V to ADDRESS 2 2 	a w, 20µa
Current from ADDRESS 23 to Gnd	 • FO LI ma ^ -2 ma
A	
{ii
t	 Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 23	 '7	 .%a. S 20t, a
Current fran ADDRESS 2' to Gnd	 J•S	 ma :5 2 ma
3





1 rt	 r	 ••,:	 '`'' /l	 4 ••.	 ^^f SIZE COUE IDENT NO. VUG NO.
Governme nt Electronics Division A 94990 12- P13721Dr_
8'01 E. '!i g l' ►„CL	 ROAR
ZsANIZNAsco r I SOAL t ,	 O_	 _ 8525? ___._SCALD._:_ _ _	 ]REVISION _	 . Y__
SIN	 /03	 Date of Test	 "-! 7
Tooted Dy
Limits
Curren t from ADDRESS 2 5 to Gnd	 OS^ ma	 2 ma
Curren from 2.4V to ADDRESS 2'' 4. e/ L ^/a	 4 20/C/a
Current from ADDRESS 26 to Gnd	 !	 ma	 L 2'ma	 -•.




Current f	 ADDRESS 2 to Gnd
.	
?rom  	 _ ma	 fir' 2 ma
	
^.
Current • from 2.4V to ADDRESS 27	 Na	 - 20/Ja
Current from ADDRESS 2 to Gnd 	 , ^►/ ^, ma	 G 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 28 %• oZ. • a	 G 20,A1a'
Current from ADDRESS 2 9 to Gnd	 ma	 L 2 ma
9Current from 2,4V to ADDRESS 2	 Na	 20/Ja
r
Current from ADDRESS 210 to Gnd , ?	 ma	 L 2 ma
t
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 2 10	 , 60 )a	 20)6;a	 k:.
11Dirrent from ADDRESS 2 to Gnd
	
7 ( ma	 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 2
	 ja	 20wa
Current from DATA IN HIT 0 to Gnd	 mar 2 ma{
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 0 	 11 oa	 Z. 20pa
a	
rV11 Ji'o	 ,^1 Otu^ ►. sIzt coo p ioEr^T NO.o,rc NO.t:
Governm ent Electronics Division A	 94990	 12- P13721D
E	 8701 f , t'e 0071T 11. ROAD
SCOT] SUAH'.., AW/OUA "'62	 - __	
_






Current from DATA IN BIT 1 to Gnd	 .o(o	 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 1	 g,	 '1	 )Oa
Current from DATA IN BI 'T 2 to Gnd	 Z v i	 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 2 l° 	 a
2 ma .
.0 20w a





Currant from DATA IN 'BIT 4 to Gnd	 'L ma	 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 4	 o4 2o..'a.
Current from DATA IN BIT 5 to Gnd /,p	 ma	 2 ma
Mirror-t from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 5	 ^ 20pa
r
Current from DATA IN BIT G to Gnd 	 o?	 ma	 2 ma
11	 Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 6,a20--a
Current from DATA IN BIT 7 to Gnd %p	 ma	 G 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 7	 1	 a	 < 20pta
Current from DATA IN BIT 8 to Gnd	 . ^^	 ma	 ,_•. 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 8 	 ja	 20 a
Current from DATA IN BIT 9 to Gnd	 ,Q ^' ma	 2 ma
Current from 2.111 to DATA IN BIT 9 	 G 20/Ja
F`
^^++ ^. 	 -, ''^p	 `f^'r..
	 SIZE COUE I^^'r_tIT 13. IUD G 'rj0.
Govarnnir nt Clectronics Division	 p	 - 9 #990	 12- PI"721D
L-1__:
	 F?Ul 1 mi WWF.I i IMAA	 -	 -^
Current from DATA IN BIT 3 to Gild /, o z	 ma .
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 3 .ya
'SIN
.
Current from DATA IN BIT 10 to Gnd	 ftj	 ma ^.. 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 10	 L	 a 20^1i'a 1
Current from DATA IN BIT 11 to Gnd	 yl	 a 'C`	 2 ma
Current Sy m 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 11	 a.	 a .G 20^ a I
t Current from DATA IN BIT 12 to Gnd
	 Z	 ma 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 12	 ?, ^	 a
L.X20P a
Current from DATA IN BIT 13 to Gnd	 g''	 ma 2 ma
x
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 1:4	 a < 20pa'
Current from DATA IN BIT 14 to Gnd	 .SO	 ma ^- 2 ma
Current from 2.4V ,rato DATA IN BIT 14	 Z ^	 f G20 ar...	 r I
i
Current from DATA IN BIT 15 to Gnd _`	 ma C' Z "a i




-r1 h^IN BIT 16_ to Gnd 	 ma '^ !S. 2 ma
,A
y
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 17.-5- L.	 o	 /- a
. 20 ^ a a	 r
Current from DATA IN BIT 17 to Gnd ..._..q- ma ',^- 2 ma k






. SIZE CODE 1Df N1' NO. OVIG NO.
94990 12- P13721D }s Govornm ont Electroni cs Div ision A
r'
...
A2ol E. Mr.VOWELL ROAD
scoa_rS1)A1.1:,_Alriza;A _ s^^^^ _
"
_.;,'SCALE	 ^__. Rs.Vrsior^ s1^FET	 28
e!w®I`^`^'t?'' .__	 "^'^ ^S ru..rr !^hlllee^N^l +l±ii^+^!lR^t . : _	 _.	 ^ ^ ^---
SIN 
_.	 ^	




7.4 VERIFICATION OF OPEN COLLECTOR ON OUTPUT SIGNALS
7.6.3 READ COMPLETE voltage	 20 my d 100 my
7.6.4 DATA OUT B170 voltage	 a2 my 100 my
i
DATA OUT BIT 1 voltage	 g o ' my ^ 100 my
! DATA OUT BIT 2 voltage my Les 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 3 voltages	 iO my K•100 my
DATA OUT LIT 4 voltage my - 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 5 voltage	 10 my 100 mv.
DATA OUT BIT 6 voltage	 D my 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 7 voltage	 Q my ` 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 8 voltage	 O my 100 my 3
DATA OUT BIT 0 voltage	 ID my 100 my
DATAl OUT BIT 10 voltage	 ^5^ mv, _ 10.0 my
A^
DATA OUT BIT 11 voltage S C' mV 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 12 voltage my 100 mr- 1
DATA OUT BIT 13 voltage so my 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 14 voltage '50 my 100 'mv
DATA OUT BIT 15 voltage qa my -5 100 .mv
DATA OUT BIT 16 voltage .^r my =: 100 my
' DATA OUT BIT 17 voltage Lo my 100, my
w ,
SIZE CODE IDEftT .ISO: V.'+'G N0.
Governmenter  E Icctronics Division A 94990 12 -P13721D




_ _	 ;	 Cn f 1 ^Ur^l:t:. r^htloc^n,, 	
_. _	 _ ,SCALE> „ _	 i1EVISION SHEET'	 2
747.1 Memory +5V Voltage	 5,011 Volts
Memory -6 . 1V voltage	 .I	 ? Volts
+5V Current	 10 ^' ma
+5V Power	 •6 t 5 mw !
7.7.2 Memory -6.iV Current	 f ma
Memory -6 . 1V Power	 9.x'1Q mw
7.7.3 Total Memory Idle Power -ff i *w 170 mw max ! ° l
7.7.5 Memory +5V Voltage	 o  Z. Volts
Memory -6.1-V Voltage
	 ^ , (G G Volts ti
+ 5V Current	 q o ma
i
+5V Power	 445t.0 mw
7.7.6 Memory -6.1V Current	 >,^ g ma _ k7
#.x r
Memory -E.1V Power- ^. mw
7.7.? Total Active Po^^ei	 ^Q Z mw mw max.
7.8 READ COMPLETE TIMING -
7.665 Delay	 ns 500 ns max. s





SIZE DENT NO. DIIG NO.
M .i'.J
	 oM err	 •i	 r _.. .




SCCI 1SUALL, A10NINA 02.52
_
SGALE REVIS1t^N .. _	 ^- 30
LIMITS	
..




I DO-1 OK REJECT
DO-2 OK `^ REJECT
DO-3 OK REJECT ..
DO-4 OK REJECT :..
DO-5 OK REJECT
1
• DO-6 OK 3 REJECT










DO-13 ON ' REJECT .'
fDO-14 OK REJECT .
.DO-15 OK REJECT
i DO-16 OK REJECT .
_ DO-17 OK RE^t'ECT
I •
5
' irk QTdt^^M,LA IN0. "Z
Government Electr o nics Di vi sion	 A
8201-f, McDOWCI.1 R0,40
^_ _ ._ SCAT TSDALE, ^r► IZOr^A 85Y52^ .; : __ SCAT











7.9.2	 Did an error occur?
Nop
Yes	 Address Bits 0- errorsy
7.9.4
	
Did an a ror occur?
No
Yes	 Address Bits 0 errors
7.9.10	 Did an error occur?
No
Yes	 Address Bits 0 errors
7,9.16	 Did an error occur?
' No	 3
' Yes	 Address Bits
y0 errors	 9
f 7.10	 RANDOM ACCESS CAPABILITY
r 7.10.6	 Did an error-occur? 1
'No	 3 ' '
' Yes	 Address, Bits -0 errors	 1
7.10.7	 Did an error occur?
a)	 No
Yes ` Address ` Bits 0 errors	 y
if	 a,
SIZE CODE IDENT NO. DVG N0.
Government Electronics Divis io n A 94990 12-P13721D t
82011. McDo,'11 1. MAO
Sc011SU LE, A1t1ZUIJA 85252 IREVISION SHEET 32	 -^




Yes	 Address Bits 0 errors
c)	 No ..
r
t Yes	 Address Bits 0. errors
7.11 NON=YOLATYLITY'TEST
7.11. 7 Did. an error occur?
7.11.9 No
Yes °	 Address .:.._^. _ Bits 0 errors
7.12 1► MIORY SELECT TEST
7.12.3 Addressp r;	 (Octal) 0060
`	 7.12.4 Address 0001(b	 (Octal) Oy
0010 b^ (Octal) ! 0000
001,1 6 0 0 0
	 (Octal) I 0000
0100 6 0 00 ,	(Octal). 0000
0101 po c o	 (Octal) 0000
0110	 r^	 (Octal) 0000
0111 QED (Octal) 0000
1000 ty) C C) (Octal) 0000
1001 CC) O C
	
(Octal) 0000









^../^'^ ►"'+^ '^ it ^.1 	 / ^. 
rc'wi (l.^	 I'^A4 r
SIZE CODE DENT t10. D ING NO. ;.
t+r	 J	 i	 r
G6vernment Eloctronics Division A 94990 12-P13721D
8?011:, menowaL ROAD
►tEV.I;SI.ON,SCO!IShAI.f AlUbUA.: -65252. 4	 ^^
iSIN	 In Date of Test	 . ^',	 ti^ r
Testiod B
• Limi is
' Address 1011	 b cv (Octal) 0000
1100 (Octal) 0000
1101 c o (Octal) 0000
11100 ,(Octal) OOUO
7.12.41 Did an error occur?
Nom3
Yee	 Address Bits 0 errors'
f
7.13 WORST CASE PATTERN TEST•
i
j 7,13.2 Did an error occur? r g
N
Yes	 Address Bits 0 errors F i
` 7,13.3 Did an error occur? TM..
No	 f ..
I Yes	 Address Bits	 `; 0 errors
9;i r i a • { ]




#' w^	 6^%s	 t^	 ^v (v,w	 . 1 1 1E CURE IUEt^IT N1 0. Di'!G N0.
Govornment Electronics Division 2
t' 8701 E. McDO'^1*11 ROAD
SC0 (1 SCALE, A(%3 'ZOUA 85252 t^CAL.E., ,. cRL1tISION SlIET
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HIGH	 VACUUM	 TEST	 Vacuum System No.	 Observed ,
t
TIME PRESSUREtmm NQ AI
REMARKS
Ila
i /8 0 02














uI JJ3.14114 CI l 734L.--	 4
PROJECT _ y^ r,, / - U90
	
	 TYPE OF TEST
T
DATE _	 —r' . ^ • 2)	 V MODULAR IM










NO. OF DROPS PER ^ 	 '-/'TOTAL NO. OF DROPS
ACCELERATION	 ?	 G'S








TYPE OF WAVESHAPE "..
BANDPASS FILTER	 • 'L-	 LOW FR. Hz
	
y. 4 `12	 _HIGH FR. Hz
REMARKS _,.,% _	 !  	 (rw 7 -j_w._ 1 •1 '+ 1
Y
brut	 /.?^. r
PAD AND PLATE CONVIGURATION
NO	 PART NO.	 DESCRIPTION
^






































^7s 1073 N A r'' ^ l 	^/'^/ 1	 c	 r	 r	 I If
J f let .Z	 S^^ l D /^( /} 5	 I I	 l	 r	 c	
/	 r
lls I (/ i /c 3 ,	 33^,
M, w ^c , I S I N r^%!^	 la/ JOa ^/	 /YG /Sd
ll^^f ^IiS ^^ ^^J ^3^. —J.	 —3i.3 ";z Km
7 rylb^ ';y^ °^^ 103 Nµ ^c,^ 5f3 ^e^i"O	 ^l^.vvcY„^	 i3 ^^5^
3 It,^-3s3 5 — .?Klaz^'-
v f	 y /M'r 3 I C /
X
1/Y N '	 '	 l.. l S H A rCv











PROJtCT1G.^1.=1^SLUr^f 1..^!ire %lemcry 103SCR. NO.
SAMPLE (LOOP) TIME
	 10 SCCONDS
FlLTER D.W. 1.-5.1-117 SCAN RATE b.l?.	 Z A"G. TIME IQ-SECONDS
2.1(LHZ SCAN RATC 2.25. HZ A',.G. TIMC K --SC:C0NIDS3.211.i g z SCAN	 RATE :«5...	 :.1.r,.
4.5U-HZ SCAN r;ATE1 ,2.251!4 A G. T!M, 10_'JECOPIDS













_	 af	 ftt 'I'^	 (ft'-1=
	
'1 " r'.	 :i:.	 a :F	 ! 'c^T	 ^ T	 T* ..^
















T	 -	 :.	 :^









^.	 -	 t	 -
	.'	 Plated.
• 	 PROJECT-'r ^l -^iQ^ UNITyLti ' 1^:_I► t ^'n1QT•1•—^SEr<. I f:'J..10_3 	
-
X 	 .AXIS	 LAM LC (LOOP) TIM[-10
—•----SECONQS
FILTER B. W. 1.51 IZ ^r:4,V RATE 11251-17 AVG. TIME 1._U.:.CC '-'=
21LI_EIZ SCAN HATE. 225_ HZ AVG. TIME 2—LO SECONM
32.O_E4Z SCAN WE `5-142 AVG. TIME 3._USCCO,^Wl
r	 450-HZ SCAN RATcl ; 25-H7 AVG. TIME 4.10SLCONI).
FREQ. RANGE 1. 15-?LIIZ MOTOROLA SP[CIF F ICATION NO
-
	
	 ^ 1 ^ , t 1:	 !	 ti	 • ^ iPe^AT ^	 T_15.- -	 F.=	 i t :::=;;!?: F	 --. 3r	 `''.L	 ...+...It..a.
	
MAIL	 -Q1\iVAI:YZrJ:.` G ^Z S:	 .... t 	 ^'
	
•	 '' .f '	 1: 7-VIBRATION 'OI.i: hs;+r, i ev a iq LA __	 ► . ^ ' ^.	
t
I	 ± 1}^^	 !	 e:	 P	 D :.t~_ . £l^^' e• &rQMetei`-ofl-t0 -OZ`—tini	 REF. ARKS:S9s. V u 	 J?
	
^^	 .:	
— 1[_ _	 -	 Tom'=	 _- —_ _ _^
	
u +	 ^1 ♦ ♦ ^.^ r^i • 	.
	
...^ i -	 y^,y-	 T^T^ ♦• ^• •i.t 	.:^•' M-` t'	 l
...1::::....	 .
	












• 	 a	 ^T"	 : U	 — ':	 _	 ::I::.	 _F —	 _ —.2 _' ^.	 •—^L^ ...
7	



















^i .t 1 . t:.	 II•1 .t	 -	 };.LI ^.. tu.	 !^.. .!.	 _	 1.. 1^...	 ..:.}.	 .»




•	 1	 • ,	 •	 •	 • • 7 • • L O	 a	 s	 •	 • • 7 •• 0 1	 * 1	 ,s	 •	 • e 7 • • t
	
Q	 ^•0 PAGF^	 i
& 400. QU xlio
/	 ..
F'f^oJtCT " u " L-•=•,•,UNIT-W i as s k^a^o »^—SCR. rw.j=
• '	 ^'	 t1XF$
	
SAMPLE (LOOP) TIA1F,— 0 	 SCC( tynS 	 j
	
•	 FILIER b.W. 1. 5 117 SC A N HATE 1..1.«a A!'(.. 11'•!;,
2.-UliZ SC'.N RATE 2.•25117. AVG. T`ii: 2 lOti;:;,"
	
3.20;-IL : •:,%.N FATE 3.-5_:L: A-.G. i;•:^ 	 lU.•.."
4.-LLDWZ SCAN r.A'rE 1.25117 A'. G. T1:.:: ^► .10;;
FREQ. RANGE 0 5 - 2 0 _fIz  MOTCROV, S.'Ct'1I-• M:0N W.1 ....^
^2s1.-.,0_ .FEZ	 CU_,?•o':;::; 5t';: 1• I. ,^' ia`! 	 '`
• -"_•	 •^1: .1: .:.	 :.i	 t	 t .: ::= is	 ^ •` I• Itt .^	
i!.'	 *_ ^ 1 s^...
•	 ^	 +	 t	 s i i :	 ^	 ss^. y.1...,="t +r..	 }^" 
/ t 
a •rl.•-„:»-•.
	 r	 lias: .
'
 
_	 !i	 =j	 7- 5 ••^	 t	 ` •w:`	 .._.,._	 ,...^.—..«.i_. ]^
•	 -	 tfi.	 ^41[:al^ .a i1t^1....-Y...av».. 	 _ rte-•-•	 t ^Vri smit^1•__•.'_ .: '.....^ 1
• ^'^:	 {...:	 t	





	' Hof • K3,,^,^..,,-,1,-.•	 !	 .7	 j	 ..,,;,..., ...,M._.............^ .._	 I
_ice
•	
_^_	 ..	 r _	 ..t_ ^^..
Ric
	
X.• :i	 E	 :	 ^f	 ^. is
	
:i	 ^_{ 41 t —!	 3	 t• j» " t+ ” j	 '^^^.y^l..	 .f
Wit°
: i..	 2.-.	 ..L_ 
_ -	 E4 ... 	 - 	 -	 -
bi
1	 -	 • r?	 i_=.	 •::i	 t	 =	 =:i	 rs	 +	 i	 -	 t	 ty.t•r.lrrat.a..
U.
(^	 J	 17 'Y.	 f	 a	 .Yt..	 t	 1
i	 k
« t :	 ^^. .. ^ L :tw
	
^.	 t	 :' iw_(.- 	i. 1, ••:•	 _	 _.Vr ♦
^ .._... ..• .^	 =^_••	 •-1
ilg^t	
^F— t: ' .^:. •..	 •p•
Ulm 	— 	 .i• 11.
	1••. .N. tl.
t{^	 a	 • 	 ••• •• •• 7 •'-• 1oD 	•	 •	 •	 • • 7 .•.• . • , ^ K 	 •	 •	 •	 • • •7 • •:
pp --- 14
t ,. '. P1?oj1CT-1ko-
-!0-p--UN*IrVi,-o memory,	 ..103
—SCR. NO.
1 SAMPLE (LOOP) TIME	 10	 —SEr.dNDSFILTER RATC ).1-?AIZ AVG. TIMIC 1 10 K.-CONDS
2.10-HZ SCAr4 R AIL d-U-W A -.C,. TRAC
3.21EH1 SCAN RAI L. 	 ;.5	 ; !4 A-, G.
4.5a-HZ SCAN WE14-2-5.HX A.G. TIME .1




































Z... . .... ....
Fri,
t t i t	 1,14 T	 req4	 Hz





a	 •	 • • 7 • • 1
•	 PInted
	 •••	 '




	 SAMPLE (LOOP) TIME-10 _	 SECONDS
FJLTER B.W. i._ 5 H7. SC I•N RATE 1•.12517 A•'a. TAR	 I .1Q.:;IroNDs
^2 S	 q










•	 ! 1 . 1 ^'	 40 -100	 t^ •1•	 ii I}SE :l:rr::J :t^..:l	 a	 _.^._	 +`.+•+I1
•	 t	
1"i t





	•.t 1 Ia • .I• 7 t Nt	 I	
.t	 '•1•. ► 	
- -}^..
c










- --fit—	 _ _-•^_	 ,=2=^
F M •	
_	
_f	 •^	 i.	 max_.: _:: -.
Q	 - 1 	-
r-rr r^• t rr•
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i ACCEPTANCE TEST DATA SHEET,
LOW POWER RANDOM ACCESS SP
SPACECRAFT MEMORY
PART NO. 12-P13721D















__ r%: V icar ioia	 P Eh Isi4r1s
ASSEMBLY	 USF.D ON	 L R	 DESCRIPTION	 DATE	 APPROVED
U
.._._-._.	
X1 ' Initial Rel_e.%so
r	 c^	 Q
X2	 Incorporated changes prior ^` 	 v
to
	
X3 Change -6.9V to -6.1V	 6-!18-73
IF X4	 Change 6000mw to 7000ma, 	 ^Y
pages 10, 17, 1.9 9 30.
TFRIS•K INDICATLS DATA
	 Change weight from 6.0 to
HICK IS h^ril MANDATORY
FOR INF OR M ATION ONLY.	 6.5 pounds, page 2.
X5' Add weight 5.8 pounds for
	
=='^ r
magnesium chassis MCO S7835.
.	








X1 X1 X3 X1 X1 Xl X1 X1
,
IIEET
	 .7 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
I EV STA ► JS REV • 5 X5 Xi X1 Xl X1 X1 Xl Xl ^4 11 Xl X1 Xl. XG XE XG X6 X6 Xl Xl Xl Xl X1 Xl
OF SLEETS. SHEET 1 2 3 4 a 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1h 15 1017 18 19 20 2122 23 24 2S 26
^OR ASSOCIATED LISTS SEk
IIERPRET ORA1^ING M A000RDMICE WITH satIDARDS PRESCRIBED BY
NLESS OTIIERWISL SPECIFIED DR BY T;, TweEd
	 ^ w..	 8101 EAST t►ZcQD^YELI RQADAI.1 iGSiDiS;,I, IN	 !^a0rQL	 INC.CHK BY	 SCOTTSDALE ARIZONA 85252VJ431f-S AND l.'JID USE. FOR	 Governr+gent Electronics Division
TOLENANICES SEL NOTE	
';IFG
..^ t, ct ~4 G 01
•	 ^' t + S5- rte	 ACCEPTANCE TEST DATA SHEETMATERI L, I	 NAS5- ?Q:,7G	 ,^-	 LOW ,POSti'L• R 11ANDOM ACCESS SPACE-
'	 Il 1 IC .
	
CRAFT MF% GORY. PART NO. 01- P7.3701D
--	 APPROVED	 DATE r 	 SIZE (;OO^.iDEt^T I'^U. D ING. NO,
A
	




SCALESHEET 1 OF 35
1.	 ACOPE
This test data sheet is to be used to record data as required
by the Acceptance Test Procedure for the Low Power Random
	 g
Access Spacecraft Memory.
2.	 REFERENCE I14FORMAT ION
2.1	 SPEC IF-ICAT IONS APPLICABLE
S-562- Pr -2 118: Low Power Random Access Spacecraft.
Memory
12-P13722D Acceptance Test Procedure, Low
Power Random Access Spacecraft} Memory
3.	 TEST DATA
i Unit SIN	 1 04	 Start Date of Tests
Tested by •: ,,^\ :,	 r
ATP PARA. NO,
3.1	 EQUIVALENT TEST EQUIRIENT
f
,pC M/ 11imoetPr H- 
	 9 I	 0-1A
p, yAl l Vo lt nt de
	 Q12.011 (M^l t,'M,^Pr^ '




' 90	 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS Limit
6.1	 WEIGHT
Weight of LP- RASb 	 Pounds 6.5 pounds ( aluminum)
5.8 pounds (magnesia
a
.` 	 ? `` 0 /^0^'i^i 0LA ING, SIZE CODE IDEN7 N0. DV-,'G N0.
f: (?ovornmcnt Electronics Division A 9499 0 12- ?13721D
1H 8201 E. 1.100WEII HOAU





	 - 8/N	 c• 'h	 Dato of Taut ,.A-yt hs.
• 'restod ay^._._..,.,.
6.2	 DIMENSIONS pia►_ I
G
11 inches
W:.. G• s r, inches P
e mw-	 ib^^ 9
	
:'	 r.• inches
D	 3 2.4 inches
'. MD-	 64c• :Li. g . inches
3 V_ H X W X D













vogrC^ +ALA INC, SfzE CODE IDENT NO. DA N0.
overnmont Electronics Division A 9490 12-P13721D
8201 E. INDOWELL ROAD
SCOTTSDALL, ARIZONA 85252 SCALE IREVISION SNEET 3
i	
•









2- 1  y 9 megohms
7.6
	
INPUT SIGNAL LOADING ,i
7.6.2. Ctrront from INITIATE PULSE to Gnd
	
a	 2 ma
Current :;from 2.4V to INITIATE PULSE
	 20 a
7.6.3 Current from MEM SEL 1 to Gnd	 ^63 ma	 •c 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DEAR SEL 1 	 0	 a	 .c 20 a
7,5.4 Current from 'MEM SEL 2 to Gnd _ 	7 ma	 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to MEM SEL 2 01 pa	 .c 20 N a	 ^-
Current from MEM SEL 3 to Gnd 	 ma_ 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to MEL SEL 3	 4(- 2 ya	 -c 20^ a
1
Current from MEM SEL 4 to Gnd 	 40 ma	 !:5 2 ma
h^
Current from 2.4V to MEM SEL 4 	 0 4 Piz 	20 a.. N
	
7.6. 5 Current from READ/WRITE- to Gnd. „1,, 00 ma	 ^S 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to READ/WRITE	 , o a	 ._c. 20a	 {
'	 1
1
7.6.6	 Current f rom ADDRESS 20 to Gnd'	 r t&a	 2 ma
	 l• ^
Current f rom 2.4V to ADDRESS 20 !^ ri - ra 	20 ja	 ..
N	 ^	 +c K
SIZE CODE IDENT NO. DING NO. 	 r
-MOTOROLA INC,{.	 Govarn ment
 Electronics Division	 A	 94990	 12-P1,3721D
{	 V01 F. McDOWELL ROAD
	
scorTSUALe, Aiiizor4A 5252	 SCALE	 REVISION	 SHEET 4_
^ 	 ♦.uwn .wnu inn•-: ft,[s 1UUf!CAOItAT
MIN il l , I", fty.010 RM	 tww~ -ft-
SIN	 Date of Test 7Z -'A 9Z'
Tested By
46 Limits
Current 9:-om ADDRESS 2	 to Gnd	 194 ma -9 2 ma
Current from 2.0 to ADDRESS 211 Gd 7	 a c- 20	 a
Ei Current from ADDRESS 22 to Gnd 6 2 ma
T
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 22 	 pa 20	 a
Current from ADDRESS 23 	 Gnd 	 mato 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 23 	 Ma S 20	 a
Current from ADDRESS 24 to Gnd	 rmaq6 S 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 24
^^
420	 ar
ATOT01- OLA HVC, SIZE CODE IDENT NO. DWG NO.
Government Ilectronics Division A 94990 12- PI3721D
8201 F. McDOWELL ROAD
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85252 ISCALE REVISION SHEET 5
L:--y
s Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 2 5 	a ,L, 20^Va
Current from ADDRESS 26 to Gnd	 j^C	 ma G 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 25	 r7`'	 Na G 20,i1a
u
;Current from ADDRESS 27 to Gnd	 ^^ 9 ma 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 27	 l,,	 Na ^- 20/.la
Current from ADDRESS 28 to Gnd	 ^ ^'^^ ma ^ 2 ma
i
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 28 a 2A,A/a r
Current from ADDRESS
q Y
29 to Gnd	 1 iJJ	 ma G • 2 ma 4* {1
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 29 /Ja L 20 /-"a
n1
0Current from. ADDRESS 210 to Gnd	 ^,	 4 ma 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 2 10	 ^, 3Na L 20Ja
.. s
1
Current from ADDRESS 211 to Gnd^^ 00^ma .^., 2. ma
"
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 211	 ^, J	 Na . 20wa
Current from DATA IN BIT 0 to Gnd	 061 ma .
+T 2 ma -•
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN IIIT 0
	 L01" wa 20 a
^r
:	 gILIOTOr-30LA 1/70. SIZE CODE IDENT N0. DWG N0.
Governinent Electro n ic s Division A 94990 ^-12 P13721D #
8201 E. „lcQOi'.ELL ROAD
SCOTISUALE, ARIZONA 85252 SCALE REVISION SHEET	 G
i





Currant from DATA IN BIT 1 to Gnd, G 7Z-ma	 j 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 1 
----Z=-7 	 a	 L 20/Ida'
i
Current from DATA IN BIT 2 to Gnd 	 , $ .., ma	 2 rM
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 2 7
	
/Va	 L 20,P a
Current from DATA IN BIT 3 to Gnd ,did	 ma	 < 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 3	 a	 C 20Pa	 x
Current _ from DATA IN BIT 4 to Gnd It 637 ma	 G 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 4	 ;Z	 a 4e 20X-Pa
Current from DATA IN BIT 5 to Gnd ^, G^	 ma A^ 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 5	 a 20A.Aa
Current from DATA IN BIT 6 to Gnd ma 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 6	 a G 20/
Current from DATA IN BIT 7 ' to Gnd /, a y7 ma L 2 ma
Current
t
from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 7	 7^7
	
a 20pa
Current from DATA IN BIT 8 to Gnd ma G 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 8 a 4 20^va
Current from DATA IN BIT 9 to Gnd (!	 -ma G 2 ma





`4	 ` MOTOROLA ING, SIZE CODE 1DENT NO. DWG N0.
Government Electronics Division A 94990 12-P13721D
8201 E. MCDOPtELL ROAD









Current from DATA IN BIT 10 to Gnd 
-^^=^-f-- ma	 L Z AnaIowa





Current from DATA IN BIT 11 to Gnd	 0 ma	 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 11 ^' / a	 •G 20/.oa
Current from DATA IN BIT 12 to Gnd ^_^l3 ma	 Gr 2 ma
Current from ',),.4V to DATA IN BIT 32 	 a	 20,t/a
Current from DATA IN BIT 13 to Gnd 	 i C ma	 < 2 ma
	 `-
Current  from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 14 
	
a	 20,Va
Current from DATA IN BIT 14 to Gnd 	 ma	 L- 2 ma	 a





Current from DATA IN BIT 15 to Gnd	 ma	 2 ma
Current f rom 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 15 _
	
/^ a	 2owa
Current from DATA IN BIT 16 to Gnd 0 ma	 G 2 ma	 g
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 17	 ^a G 20/ua
Current from DATA IN BIT 17 to Gnd /0 62 ma	 2 ma g
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 17 ` 7	 a	 L 20ra
r
rworo , J OLA INC. SIZE CODE IDENT NO. DWG N0.
Governmont E le ctronics Division A 	 94990	 12-P137211)
8201 E. V cD019EU ROAD





	 r_i:	 w.	 .^ rr :	






Date of Test C .2 73^
Tested By	 1.
Limit
"	 7.8 'VERIFICATION OF OPEN COLLECTOR ON OUTPUT SIGNALS
7.3.3 READ COMPLETE voltage 	 r(^ my ` 100 my
7.6.4 DATA OUT BIT 0 voltage	 2 ^	 ' ^' my 100 my
4
DATA OUT BIT 1 voltage	 Z' my ;; 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 2 voltage my .4 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 3 voltage /,^l7 my S 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 4 voltage my .tee 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 5 voltage my x'100 my
DATA OUT BIT 6 voltage	 / my Z 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 7 voltage my V 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 8 voltage	 Q my 100 my
f
DATA OUT BIT 9 voltage	 ola my 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 10 voltage	 it my 1009mv
'
DATA OUT BIT 11 voltage	 a my 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 12 voltage my G,100 my-
DATA OUT BIT 13 voltage	 Z^jJ my x100 my
DATA OUT BIT 14 voltage	 L my x,100 my
DATA OUT BIT 15 voltage	 / d my 4.5100 my
DATA OUT BIT 16 voltage	 /Q my 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 17 voltage _ ''y my 15100 wv
ii^l ' IIi^IOTOR LA INC,
SIZE CODE IDENT NO. D,WG NO.
Governmen t Electronics Di v is io n A 949 90 1£-P137.21D
8211 E. McDOV ELL ROAD
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85251	 SCALE	 REVISION	 SHEET	 9
Au A O.1Mll vrou-1 jLd Mull, CAQ11AT 




7.7 _ POWER CONSUMPTION (250C)
7.7.1 Memory +SV Voltage	 ^, 0 0 '	•volts
Memory -6.1V voltage	 v^	 Volts
+5V Current/Oil	 ma •
+5V Power	 30. 55t?ti	 mw ..
7.7.2 Memory —6. 1 V Current	 ma '.




7.7.3 Total Memory Idle Power 4V7*9r*w 170 mw max f
7.7. S Memory +5V Voltage	 5;00	 Volts
J, Memory -6 . 1V Voltage	 Volts • 3
+5V Current'	 G	 ma
+5V Power	 ,^.32Jr, Gt:s	 mw .
7.7.6 Memory -6.1V Current	 d2 y	 ma
Memory -6.1V mower 	 3 73,4 2_T mw
7.7.7 Total Active Power	 (	 ,,Z 0	 mw 7000 mw max.
7.8 READ COMPLETE TIMING
7.805 Delay	 ns 500 ns max. .,..
Durations
	
ns 250 ns min t
450 ns max
>f'vMTOAI OLA IPVC, SIZE CODE (DENT N0. DWG N0.
Governmen t Ele ct ro nic s D iv i s ion A 94990 12-P13721D
.,s
8201 E. McDOIVELL ROAD
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85252 SCALE REVIS {ON SHEET	 to > ;
SIN
	 1	 Date of Test rhz 7..,"






























DO-12	 OK	 REJECT i.
	DO-13	 ON	 REJECT
	









ki OnOLA 1AX. SIZE CODE IDENT N0. DWG N0.	 Y_
' x E	 12- P13721Dj	 Government Electronics Division 	 94990
8^01 F., ticDOWELL ROAD
'	 SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85252 SCALE	 REVISION	 ISHEET 11
SIN
	






7.9.2	 Dial an error occur?
NO ,...^_
Yes	 Address Bits 0 errors
7. 9.,4
	
Did an error occur?'
No
Yes	 Address Bits 0 errors,
r
7.9.10	 Did an error occur?
N_
Yes	 Address Bits 0 errors:
j 7.9.14	 Did an error occur? a
No ?




7.10.6	 Did an error occur? v
No
•. t
Yes	 Address Bias 0 errors z








SIZE CODE !DENT N0. 'DWG N0.
^
Government Electronics D i vision A 94990 12- P13721D`•. •
` 82011. I,1ct10VAIL ROAD
I SCALE I REVISION ISHEET	 12
4 SCOTtSDALE, ARIZOU 85252
^ 0
SIN 
._._._,Lr	 Date of Test Sa g 7s3 	.Sq Tooted By
G	 1	 '	 Limits	 h
b) No
--








7.11.7 Did an error occur?
7.11 .8	 NO	
_	 I
Yes	 Address	 Bits	 0 errors
7.12	 MWORY SELECT TEST
7.12.3 Address Q 0' (Octal)	 0000
7.12.4 Address 0001 0	 (Octal)	 0000
0010	 (Octal)	 0000
	
0011 000a (octal)	 0000











1000 000 (Octal)	 0000
	








^ ^JTORWLA INC, SIZE CODE (DENT N0. DWG N0,





'	 $101 E. McDOWELL ROAD
011'SDALE, ARIZONA 85151 SCALE 	 REVISION	 SHEET 13
i	 J 77r
•	 g,/SIN	 I b	 Date of Test
Tested By
Limits..
Address 1011	 0_ 000 (Octal)	 •	 0000
1100 000 ,0 	 (Octal)	 0000
` 1101	 0000  (Octal)	 0000
1110	 (Octal)	 0000
7,12.6	 Aid an error occur?
No
Yes	 Address	 Bits	 0 errors
1p	
I,
7.13	 WORST CASE PATTERN TEST
7.13.2	 Did an error. occur?
No	 ^.
Yes	 Address	 Bits	 0 errors
7.13.3	 Did an error occur?
No	 x




470 !% 0C70LQ ' j^
SIZE CODE IDENT N0. OIYG NO.
Government Electronics Division A 94990 12-P13721D
8?01 E. McDOWEI_L ROAD
SCALE IREVISION ISHEET	 14SCOITSOALE, ARIZONA 85252
S,ma..+xns^•.r¢.r. u.:.Y,.e.w,







SIN 	 / D
8.	 TEMPERATURE T1r;S'!' 	 LIMITS
.I
E
8.2.1	 TIME	 ^^ DD
5.2.2	 LOW TEMPERATURE 	 w
THERMISTOR RESISTANCE
150 MINUTES	 2 00	 K OHMS	 •'
160 MINUTES-___	 K OHMS % CHANGE	 2 /p	^• '	 ^s
170 MINUTES	 K OHMS % CHA...NGE
180 MINUTES	 K OHMS % CHANGE
F 190 MINUTES	 K OHMS % CHANGE
8.2.3	 DID AN ERROR OCCUR? i
NO
YES	 ADDRESS
	 BITS	 0 ERRORS
4 8.2.9	 -6.1 V VOLTAGE G, tM/ VOLTS	 +5 V VOLTAGE T,	 ^f^ VOLTS
-6.JL'J CURRENT	 IMP ma	 +5 V CURRENT
	 O,1 wa
-6.1 V POWER	 (SG	 mw	 +5 V POWER	 mw	 wy
4
•	 fit,
TOTAL MEMORY IDLE POWER
	 170 rriw MAX
VOLTS	 +5 V VOLTAGa;8.2 . S	 -6.1 V VOLTAGE 	 VOLTS
t` -6.1 V CURRENT	 ^1^	m  5 ,Y CURRENT a
{ -6.1 V POWER
	
mw	 +5 V POWER 3yy s4s Mw	 ,..
TOTAL MEMORY OPERATING POWER .S,'t,Zl^'^	 mw	 7000 mw MAX
1r 99
t'.;oTo 0LQ INC, SIZE CODE IDENT NO. DWG N0.
Government Ele ctronics D iv i sion c14^907 12-P13721D
8201 CAST 14DOWELL ROAD
SCALE	 IREVISION ISHEET	 16SCOTISDALC, ARIZONA 85257
j ^.I•





8.2.:6 DID AN ERROR OCCUR_?_
NO ^ •.
i
YES ADDRESS BIT 0 ERRORS
8.'2.8 WC a)	 DID AN ERROR OCCUR? r w
NO
YES ADDRESS BIT 0 ERRORS
WC b) DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO
YES ADDRESS DXT 0 ERRORS
WC c) DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO
YES ADDRESS BIT 0 ERRORS 1
WC d) DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
1
NO r
YES ADDRESS BIT O'ERRORS
.._..._..._
8.2. 11 WC a) DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO
YES ^_ ADDRESS 
_..









IZE CODE (DENT NO. DWG N0.
A	 94990 12-P13721D
;ALE	 REVISION	 SHEET 17	 , v
	4	
gip .._wL	 DATE OF TEST ' !? 9 ^^
	
. 








WC b) DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO
YES	 ADDrXSS	 BIT	 O ERRORS
;
WC c) DID AN ERROR OCCUR?,
ON	
•'
YES	 ADDRESS 	 BIT	 O ERRORS







YES	 ADDRESS	 BIT	 _	 O 'ERRORS	 I
8.3	 INTERMEDIATE TEMPERATURE TEST
TIME	 ^^i	 yY
I	 '
8.3.2	 TIME	 THERMISTOR READING. DID ANY ERROR OCCURi'
it I z^	 ^ 3 ^ K K OIBIS NO 
_X_._ YES	 O ERRORS
/.0!34	 K OHMS NO ^_ YES	 0 ERRORS'
^''' ;}	 a	 K OHMS NO x_ YES	 0 ERRORS y
	
K OHMS NO _^ YES
	 O ERRORS
K OHMS NO	 YES	 O ERRORS ~^
IWL
K OHhIS NO	 YES	 0 ERRORS
	
K OHMS NO y_ YES
	 0 ERRORS
K OHMS N0
	 YES	 O ERRORS'
4	 K OHMS NO	 YES	 O ERRORS
l;.	 K OHMS NO X YES	 O ERRORS
• r.	 _^	 K OHMS NO
	 YES	 0 ERRORS
K OHbIS NO
	 YES	 O ERRORS
	
G	 . • C^tv)'
art	 VV	 SIZE CODE IDENT PLO. DWG NO.&
	Government El ec tr o nics D ivision A	 94990	 12—P13721D	 I
8201 EAST WDOWELL ROAD
SCOTTSDALE ARIZONA 85251
	










8.4 50 MINUTES	 "'—'	 K OHMS
60 MINUTES	 """—'	 K OHMS % CHANGE
70 MINUTES	 +-m'*-	 K OHMS % CHANGE S •
80 MINUTES	 K OHMS % CHANGE
90 MINUTES	 K OHMS K, CHANGE • 000.	 . ;	 •
8.4.1 -6.1 V VOLTAGE ^^,•3 VOLTS +5 V VOLTAGE VOLTS
r
-6.1 V CURRENT	 taa. _	 +5 V CURRENT ^(7ma
-6.1 V POWER	 mw +5 V • POWER (,D7.1-mw
a TOTAL MEMORY IDLE POWER 
	
mw 170 mw MAX
8.4.2 DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO
YES	 ADDRESS BIT 0 ERRORS
8.4.3 -6 ,1 V VOLTAGE ^r /^VOLTS +5 V VOLTAGE VOLTS
-6.1 V CURRENT	 ^7/5*,ma +5 V VOLTAGE 7-'M ma
r
—6.1 V POWER	 *7,mw I ?LO +5 V POWER '*-V5xAzaw 4153.1%
TOTAL MEMORY OPERATING POWER	 *Z-	 mw 7000 mw MAX









070 ROLA INC, SIZE CODE IDENT NO. DWG NO.
ornntent Elec tronics Division A 94990 12-P13721D
829 1 EAST h9c gOWELL ROAD
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85257. SCALE REVISION SHEET	 19
tf I
N DATE Or TEST	 77





WC b) DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
I NO ^L.... ^;:•
YES ADDRESS BIT 0 ERRORS
WC 0 DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO
. YES ADDRESS BIT O ERRORS	 ^..#
WC d) DID AN ERROR OCCUR ? r -`:
NO
YES ADDRESS BIT 0 ERRORS
8.4.6
	 WC a) DID AN ERROR OCCUR? #
a
N0 1
YES ADDRESS. BIT - 0 ERRORS
WC b) DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO  ^
YES ADDRESS BIT 0 ERRORS
WC 0 DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO .._.
,
YES ADDRESS BIT 0 ERRORS
WC d) DID AN 'ERROR OCCUR? ^.' w	 1
NO...
YES ADDRESS BIT
	 - 0 ERRORS
8.4.7	 DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO
i ' YES ADDRESS BIT - .:• 0 ERRORS
10TopoLa Ippa, SIZE CODE IDENT NO. DVIG NO.L
r Government Electronics Division n 949 12—P13721D ?.:
8201 LAST MWOVIELL ROAD x
_tea, SCOTISDALL, ARIZONA 85257 SCALE =REVISION SNEET 20







9,.2	 Did Any Bit Errors Occur? , 31915
,,, No




.,. Date	 t,•'1 -lr Tested by	 ^::	 '
..,,
Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
No
Yes	 Address Bits 0 Errors ^.
-Hard Vacuum_9.2.2 J	 ,
Date L, , . .3 „^^^ Tested b y
Did Any B it Errors Occur?
No	 Lam'"` • °
3141'5Yes 	 Address	 Bits 0 Errors ^^^'
10.	 V IDRA'rION 'VEST
Date	 G	 S	 `)•, Tested 'by	 ^.. 51g^5
^►SINE SWEEP
Axis X - Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
No ice. o
Yee	 Fro Address
	 Bits 0 Errors n
f
SIZE CODE 1DENT N0. DING N0.
it
Governme nt Electronics Division A 94990 12-P13721D
8701 E. McDOVIELL ROAD
$GALE REVISION SHEET	 22SCOTTSDALE, AR1ZOt1A 85252





Axis Y - Did Any Bit Error Occur? Limits
NO	 L
Yon Froq Address	 Bits 0 Errors
Axis Z - Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
No
Yee ____, Frcq Address	 Bits w.0 Errors
RANDOM VIBRATION
Axis X - Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
No	 1•—"'
Yes	 Preq Address	 Bits 0 Errors
Axis Y	 Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
NO
Yes	 Freq Address	 'Bits 0 Errors
Axis Z - Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
No
Yes	 Freq, Address	 Bits 0 Errors,,,	 r
,S_ITOCK TEST
Date	 25 Tested By
to
6 M ILL XSECOND DURATION SHOCK
Y Direction	 Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
No
mhf 3 w
Yep 	Address	 Bits 0 Errors
140TOR70LA 1140, CODE IDENT NO, DWI G NO.
Government Electronics Division A 9 4990 12-P13721D,
820 1 r.. McDOWEL L ROAD
SGO1 I SUALL, ARIZONA 85252 ISCALE	 IREVISION ISHEET	 22
kLi .. Au-25Lt&mMmbM TrA mur.-MORT
Tested by
Limits ^c
Z Direction Did Any Bit Errors Occur?	 VO LIZ%
NO
Yen	 Address	 Bits	 0 Errors
X'Direction Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
NO
Yes	 Address	 Bits	 0 Errors
12 MILLISECOND DURATION SHOCK
Y Diroction Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
NO
Yes	 Address	 Bits	 0 Errors
Z Direction Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
No
Yes	 Addreso	 Bits	 0 Errors
X Direction Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
NO
Yes	 Address	 Bits	 0 Errors
WOTOROLA /AJOB SIZE CODE IDENT NO. DWG NO.
Governrn.-, nt Electronics Division A	 94990	 12-P13721D
8201 E, McDOVIELL ROAD
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85252	 ISCALE	 I REVISION	 iSHEET 23
#,Q MI-PnRUAT
SIN ..	 ^ta '
	
Date of Test C0	 S
Tested By ^_	 1L
7.4 CHASSIS ISOLATION Limit
Impedance ^' 9 > 9 mcgolims
7*5 INPUT SIGNAL LOADING
7, b.2 Current from INITIATE PULSE :o Gnd /_ma 2 in
Current ,:.from 2.4V to INITIATE PULSE 1.3 1 pa •c 20 N a
1 i
7.5. 3 Current froin MEM SEL 1 to Gnd	 1,38	 Ina 2 rna
Current from 2.4V to MEM SEL 1	 . 9 :Z
	
^ja _ 20, "J a
• 7. 5. 4 Current from MEM SEL 2 to Gnd 3 9	 ma._ 2 in Y
Currant from 2.4V to MEM BEL 2
	 -	 8	 ya 20 N a
Current from MHAI SEL 3 to Gnd	 /,	 g	 ma S 2 Aa
Current from 2.4V to KIEL SEL 3` ^ 3 y
	 _ya < 20N a
Current from MEM SEL 4 to Gnd	 l..	 ma 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to MEM SEL 4	 b`	 a 20 N a
7, 5.5	 Current groin READ/WRITE to Gnd	 DQ 2 ma .2 ma
_
^E
Current from 2.4V to REND/WRITE	 ^a .4. 20
'7.5.6	 Current ' f rom ADDRESS 2	 to Gnd	 -i-	 ma =.'	 2 ma T	 i
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 20
	3y 20 pa
^ •r ,	 ..,,- ^a SI ZE CODE IDENT NO.' RG 140.
Y'	 '3 	 ^.	 I "'r Va^
G overnment Electronics Division A 94990 12- PI3721D i
82011- ,'cDOViELL ROAD




''7`	 ,Date of Test
Tested By	 -
Limits
Current from ADDRESS 2 1 to Gnd	 ma	 ` 2 ma
,
Current from  2.4V to ADDRESS 21	 pa	 ig 2014a
k	 Current from ADDRESS 2 2 to Gnd 7 ma	 6 2 ma
	Current from 2111 to ADDRESS 2 2 62 (cGa va	 s 20 ,4 a
	
Current from ADDRESS 2 to Gnd, 9 ma	 4 2 ma
	
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 23 7. y 0 as	 S 20, a
. 	 Current- from ADDRESS 24 to Gnd	 ma	 S 2 ma
	





, c 	 SIZE CODE IDE('1T i-10. D'i 1`10.
Government Electronics Division	 A	 9499	 1?-P1372 1D f
8801 E, "=`01 110AD
. S(i SDALE, AkiZONA OW SCALE	 , rr_vlslow	 sllEE-r	 25
G 20,x3 a





Current from ADDRESS 2 to Gnd	 ma	 2 ma
5
MOWCurrent from 2.4V to ADDRESS 2	 y L /a	 20/-.la
Current fr om ADDRESS 26 to Gnd	 9 ma	 `l ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS _ 25	 SZ ^tJa
1
Current from ADDRESS 27 to Gnd	 9_^ MR
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 27 G, , J' 3 Na.
Current from ADDRESS 2 to Gnd 	 ma	 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 28 L /O—p a	 G 20^►Va
Current from ADDRESS 29 to Gnd 	 12._ ma	 •L 2 ma
Current from 2.4V  to ADDRESS " 29 401 Ja	 20rcJa
Current from ADDRESS 210 to Gnd	 1,7 ma	 .- 2 ma
Current from 2.1V to ADDRESS 2 0 1^Na	 20/Ja
Current from ADDRESS 211 to Gnd	 9 9 ma	 2 ma
f	 Current from 2 . 4V to ADDRESS 21I 
^.L:^_/va	 20/Ja
Current from DATA IN r3IT 0 to Gnd J 	ma	 2 ma i
_Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 0	 ^Va	 !` 20Na
^za -%
r
SIZE CODE (DENT NO. q^7G NO.	 r.x
Government Electronics Divis i on	 A	 94990	 12-P1372 1D
BALI f.. Mc p XL1. ROAD
r: , .
	 leni 1MIALr AuuntlA 95,25L.- :	 erAt..E	 RE.V. ISION .IICET 26	 a
s/rr	 1 u y
w.^
a	
SIN	 Date of Test	 1,7,r 	 ,a
'	 Tested By
Limits
Current. from DATA IN BIT 1 to Gnd	 Z O (o mss	 tna
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 1 7.32.	 a%e 20/4•U
Current -from DATA IN BIT 2 to Gnd fw d (o	 ma. 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 2	 0 , 7	 pa 20/V a
Current from DATA IN BIT 3 to Gnd ,1, 03	 ma 2 ma
Current from 2 . 4-v to DATA' IN BIT 3	 c , 2 „
	
a low 20pa
Current from DATA IN BIT 4 to Gnd -2-	 ma 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 4	 cl ,	 j.^a 20/;.'a
Current from DATA IN BIT 5 to Gnd j, O c^_ ma 2 ma I
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 5	 9 .9 7	 a ^ 2 O a
Current from DATA IN BIT G to Gnd , 0 (c,	 ma 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 6	 7 6 S^ AJ a ^^ 20,,4,'-a
Current from DATA IN BIT 7 to Gnd _	 oy	 ma G 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN B17 7	 7 3	 a < 20/,ta
Current from DATA IN BIT 8 to Gnd 1.02 	 ma 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 8	 a 20,o a
Current from DATA IN BIT 9 to Gnd	 .9
	
ma 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 9	 9,0 ej^,1 a 4. 20 ^ a
. 	 .,.,,..,^ r-^
_..._
•, SIZE CODE IDENT UO. D X NO.
1 ti It t.i/ A{ l'..v r ' j ^,.^',... !` i ^C ^l ^,io' •
-Govcrntnent Electronics Division	 A
8201 1. 1100"'Ell ROAD
SNAI VIAl :AItU(111A 862.14
.949 90 	 1	 12-P1:3721D
s	 1nr. ►tic^ntJ^	 .^^.^ .._
} I	 I I	 i 1_! _I
S;N	 101 Date of Test	 s"
• Tostod By
Limits
Current from. DATA IN BIT 10 to Gnd .513 	 ma 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 10 g q	 a ^• 2 a
a
Current from DATA IN BIT 11 to Gnd , g el	 ma 2 ma
Current from 2. 4V to DATA IN B17 11 , p	 a 20,4,.: a ..
Current from DATA IN BIT 12 to Gnd /. 0 	 ma L+ 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 12 g.y a 420wa
r
Current from DATA IN BIT 13 to Gnd /.0 1/	 ma 4 2 ma
Currant from 2.4V to DATA IN SIT 14 rj. / Z.^,► a 20^a
i Current from DATA IN BIT 14 to Gnd ^• p ^	 ma L 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT , 14 a
amaw
.20	 a
Current free. DATA LN BIT 15 to Gnd /,Q(0.	 ma 4 2 ma I E
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 15 a 20Na °° {
Current from DATA IN BIT 16_ to Gnd	 / D	 ma !S 2 ma
C rront from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 17 ^ • /to /Ja 20/1a
Current from DATA IN BIT 17 to Gnd / . Q5	 ma ^ 2 ma





SI ZE CODE IDENT NO. OVIG NO.
r Government ficctronics Division A 94990 12-1)13721D
.:. ^cnrisutliE^niiiZnlAA652fj2.__ crel_ F RF.VISIOt1.. suFr- T 	28










my	 td 100 my
7.6.4
	
DATA OUT BIT 0 voltage	 410	 my	 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 1 voltage	 my	 1 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 2 voltage	 30	 my	 ;4 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 3 voltage	 3 0	 my	 K 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 4 voltage	 2 67 my	 .5 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 5 voltage	 Zo	 my	 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 6 voltage	 2-0 	 my	 : 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 7 voltage	 O	 my	 :` 100 mv;	 +
DATA OUT BIT 8 voltage 
.^	 ^ • 	
my 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 9 voltage	 z, p	 my	 ;100 my
F	 DATA OUT BIT 10 voltage 	 0	 my	 ;:5.100  my
DATA OUT BIT 11 voltage 	 2S	 my 	:' 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 12 voltage	 2 0	 my	 1 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 13 voltage	 2.S'	 my 	-.. . 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 14 voltage	 Z& 	 my	 C. 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 15 voltage	 20	 my	 4!5100.mv
DATA OUT BIT 16 volta ge	 1 5	 my	 ^ 100 my








8201 r ftcao','11 L ROAD
SCOTIWAI . f., 411U.'fA 8542	 C( AI F':3 ,. t	 `REVISIoN	 Sh,ELT 29








7.7.1 Memory +5V Voltage	 3' 606 volts
Memory -6.1V voltage	 •0 Ito Volts ^• ^.
a•5V Current ma
+5V Power	 5n . L mw
7.7.2 Memor y -C. iV Current 31 ma
Memory -6.1V Power	 'IR.'S mw
7.743
•	 _
Total Memory Idle Power (^^ . 3 rpw 170 mw max i
7.7.5 Memory +5V Voltage	 S.QOq Volts
Memory -6.1-V Voltage Volts
+5V Current	 SO ma:
+5V Power	 32rra .`,^ mw
70706 Momory -6.1V Current	 22Q ma
Memory -6.1V Power	 1394 , c) mw
7.7.7 Total Active Power 45T9 (A
_
mw 7000 mw max.
I
7.8 READ COAIPLETE TIMING
7.8.5 Delay	 390 	 ns 500 ns max
















trATTe11.I I' ANIMIJA AM- en._eI .G_ .
	 ^?.FV.ICtf1N
l	 I	 I	 I	 1	 1	 i	 a
S/N	 /0 L	 Date of Test r; //O X75	 =:
Tested by .	 .^,.
•hIMITS






DO-1	 OK Z/ REJECT
DO-2	 OK ci	 REJECT
DO-3	 OK v REJECT	
,.
	
D0-4OK v REJECT	 r
DO-5	 OK v REJECT
DO-6	 OK v REJECT
x
DO-7	 OK 3 REJECT	 REFER TO
TEST PROC.
DO-8	 .OK	 L' REJECT
•	 DO-9	 OK	 REJECT
DO-10	 - OK	 REJECTf	 i.
	
`	 DO-11	 OK	 REJECT	 -	 •
DO-12	 OK	 1/ REJECT
	
i	 DO-13	 OK	 REJECT
DO-14	 OK	 REJECT




I	 DO-15	 OK V REJECT
DO-16	 OK	 REJECT
DO-17	 OK	 REJECT
SIZE -CODE IDENT N0. Dti'JG NO.X070C47 0LA 11V Oe




8201 E• I,1 DOWELL ROAD
SCOTTSDALE. ARIZONA 85252









7.9 '	 SYSTEIt S- INCTIONAL TEST
7.9.2
	
Did an error occur?
No
des ...^. Address	 Bias	 0. errors
H7.9.4	 Did an error occur?	 tr
No.._L.
Yes	 Address	 Bits	 0 er..rorp
,	 ^	 r
7.9.10	 Did an error occur?
No
Yes	 Address	 Bits	 .0 :errors
7.9.18	 Did an error. occur?{	 NO
Yes	 Address	 Bits .0 errors
z	 7.10	 RANDOM ACCESS CAPABILITY
`	 7.10.8	 Did an error occur?
No
Yes	 Address	 Bits	 0 errors
7.10.7	 Did an error occur? 	 z^
a) No	
_	 +




 ' '!^:4 U11F 	 see coax ioEr^rNo. DWG No.
Govorn m en t Voctronics Divis ion
	
A	 9. 4990	 12- 1)13721 D
8701 E. McDOWELt. ROAD
'	 . S^O^TSUAL! , AIt1^OttA 85151	 SALE	 R. V.IS1tlH. _ _	 IF.FT :12-
C
I f^





Yes	 Address	 Bits 0 errors
c)	 No
Yes	 Address'	 Bits 0 errors'
' 7.11 NON-VOLATILITY TEST
7 ,11.7 Did an error occur?
7.11.9 No
1.
Yes	 Address Bits 0 errors
7.12 ! KIMORY SELECT TEST k_.
7612.3 Address ot. o O (Octal) 0006
o (octal) 00007.12. 4 Address 0001 o oo
.....-
0010	 0000 (Octal) 0000..
0011	 0060 (Octal) 0000
0100	 D 00 (Octal). 0000
0101 0 0 00 (Octal) 0000
0110	 0000 (Octal) 0000
0111	 0 00Q (Octal) 0000
1000	 0 000 (Octal) 0000
1001 0000 (Octal) 0040




.••. r•^,,r,^ SIZE CODE IDE"NT ISO. D71'G NO.
ove rnmont Ele c tronics Division A 9990 12—P137210
3'.	 g6201 L . .'*kDOWFU ROAD






1	 3/N	 y	 Date of Test 6/6./.7.S-
-sd
n	 Tested Jay	 '
e	 r 	 ,
Limits
?.13.4 n) Did an error occur?
No
Yos	 -Address	 Bit	 0 errors
•
	r	 b) Did an error occur?
Fr No
	










t7i J . y,^p ^.	 n	 SIZE CODE ID£NT NO. DVIG rra
G ove r n -pint Elect ro n i c s Division	 Q	 94990	 12-P13721D
	
{	 8201 E. MOO;''ELL ROAD
SCOMDALE, A NIZU;iA 85252	 SCALE	 REVISION	
_	 p_	 SNCC'f . 35 _.::
i
t
PROJECT 4601-400 UNIT P-W hlemory SER. NO. 104
	
X&Z --
-Axis	 SAMPLE (LOOP) TIME 10 —SECONDS
FILTER B.W. 1. __! HZ SCAN RATE 1.1?-AiZ Al G. T::IE 110SF,;ONDS
2.10-W SU A N 
RATE 
XZ5-H.7
 A',G. Ti?:: 210_SrCOv.iDS
2 tI%
p E^
2 0 ­!4 0'.. HI:r
-UnCl
	
a	 d.7 A ci- In 
.
1 9 7 sm












:I	 1,`	 j	 - ! Tl 71	 _ _ ••i.?r._:
Zd'
C
i	 • ^ ..	 :i:	 :1:::	 • ..a.: —	 - ..^'--	
- "tea
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71 : :7	 .... ....
I I 1 1 1t	 II--1"t,	 4 T
-11"T	 m	 !721- al
• • 100	
4






•ECEpING pA(;jl BLANK NOT FILMED
PROJECT 4601 - 4001JNIT P- W MVmi2ry SER. NO. 104
X	 AXIS	 SAMPLE (LOOP) TIMES
	 SECONDS
FILTER B.W. i..A_ HZ SC • N RATE I12514Z A'.-G. TIME 1.•JaSECCNDS
210_HZ S'_: iS 1 ,ATE 22%_HZ A','G. Tlt 2.10S'f;C'tiDS
to	 ^^,	 S^ NTH , 5^
	 1 r	 r•"'[
1	 ^
F
! ~.f,' A••	 1 •	 it . r^	










	; D 15 i Jun©	 •75._t• '	—:._:	 =-
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HE
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^	 .. ^ ^^ t	 {l 1,	
...^.	 .:I•	
_ .i..	 _.	 ... _..a..-
	
-	 -- -	 -	
- -a-..-._.
• =i^^.-7	 ~:;^:
	 .;.	 1 ,717
	
-	 .t	 i"•	 ter.	 -'f..	 l	 -	 r	 - :r.: -	 — _+
l f 	 =i_= _y am ^-_
	
^ - '. - j- X7-	 IE
lit
.	 ' 1 •	 +	 ...	 .., .
	 tip-	 .,.	 _	 _
fJ	 ♦+• tt	 .t	 ..I, l.r+ •..•	 ^-•	 --'1'-.	 k 557
_ i •^,,f ^II itl
	 1	 +1	 it	 {7s	 ,...t. + +	 `.	 _^:.{	 t 





+ 	 ^	 1	 d.	 . 1	 r_	 ..y...	
.tl• ...
t ,/^ :. ..	 ,. ..	 1-	 ,^t 1.'	 r•^	 -r...}	 alt




4601-400	 P-W Alamor	 104f'frOJ(CT
	 UNIT	 -- _...-SCR. NO.
Y	 AXIS
	 SAMPLE (LOOP) TIME
	 10	 SCCONDS
FILTER B.W. 1. g 11Z SCAN RATE 1?_I2AZ AVG. TO.IE
 1.10 -rcONOS
2.L0 HZ SCr".N RATE 2,25HZ AVG. TIP. ,IE 2. SECONDS
3. SCAN RATE 3,.5_.l 1L A.I. ' `;
	 1.Q^^Cf ' pS
IU	
'11•	 .!	 yl.J ^^1











•	 i- 1 .^.i :^::,:w^..... •i;.:la0^+2}► ' i«' ; • -tt••11••r^r+ ;jT:.;^,.,{n:
.l	 .`^ 1	 1 .. I	 } .
	 ,	 I	 . ^	 — _.c ` rt l y :






1i1^!')t"A	 :S_:,] .ul	 >^T.S.. : 1	 ...•i....^. :t1.j ;1:.= _= Ys 	 t=;
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^f: ; ftcs,*n: •:;
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-'^—
+^ Tt•N • 	..M .w..f}	 .^`Fvi•f•	 Y
7	 -	 • i 'T
	
'i. • y-1 I• ^.^^• '^^
Y
 ^.^•^'^—""t. •.^.♦. —1-.:::L
• 1•^ r } s {^! ti^.7^...^:._: .. • ^. , J 	 ..t	 _	 _L^ ^^—.^ ..^..: ^_.:.' `: .I...I.^.{^••'.^-^:^{f.^.i	 } #	 ^	 :^ :_^ .r.
1	 ;,	 .	 i.:	 1	 {	 _r—	 _f:.
• C.!^- ^;	 /{	 `:	
•mot T'' ^j:: _^	
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PROJECT 4601-400 UNIT P-W demo__ ry SE l?. NO. 104
	X& Z AXIS	 SAMPLE (LOOP) TIME	 10	 SECONDS
FILTER S.W. 1.5 I.IZ SCAN RATE ^.I?AIZ X,G. T:.' IE M-SF -ONDS
2. _THZ S::/`N RATE 3.Z&_ H ATi!'!Z ',G. T ". 210_S 11CO P.$"` IDS





44 A .t.	 4 tj





ju lie tA C '1975- .	 1	 : Mft e ai
4.*.­ %_: 1:,!
dl3 - as . -shBRA	 .i
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tit
	
1,	 4 77 	'7:'
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10	 • 7 • • l oo	 a 
Fre^uen4cy w (; vZ) *
	 •	 • •
I
PROJECT_A_Q^- 00 UNIT- 12- W hIc InO ry SER. NO. 104
7	 --AXIS SAMPLE (LOOP) TIME-
-lJQ_SECONDS
FILTER B.W. 1-5- 14Z SCAN rATE 1-12rY AVG. TIME I U—SECONDS
•.111HZ RATE 2_2151Z AVG. T4 17
 2-lUt"CO-ND3
3 2a !Z SC O N RATE 1,5.1142 A%,'G.





































I A , 1::.r
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' y a1''^G t	 n.J G
A4 33
S^ Q or H:Lg-
147 aAIIti o v AJ,4
1	 / I
.33 ^^	 7 /^ 14-61,Iv	 —//V —I.	 H	
n_
^^	 VIBRATION TGBT
w& mmobow^IV..,awan.^ /A..L^.wl..	 j/
YM I YII M/ NI.I	 '	 \'
SNEET---^—OF_________ DATE
PROJECT	 400	 UNIT
CONTROL N0. _ 	 W.O. NO.OPERATOR
OBSERVER	 ` 








91GrW4j'V7eA r&U U M( TEST 	 Vacumn system No. 	 Observe t










._'Y<6I - Il('o TYPE OF TEST A	 F ,^
DATE _`20 -75 2 MODULAR IMPACT






..;	 .OBSERVER ^-c r^^ l^^%^^
VIBRATION MOUNTS
NO. OF DROPS PER U66	 TOTAL NO.. OF DROPS	 G'
ACCELERATION . 	 GIS
PULSE DURATION	 MS
SPEC DETAI LS 	 /2 • A/ Z 72 A
CROP HEIGHT / %'	 IN
PROGRAMMER PRESSURE AM
	 P.S.I.
TYPE OFWAVESHAPE	 fAe snn„^__,
BANDPASS'FILTER • 2-	 LOW FR. Hz
3 2r'e "	 HIGH FR. Hz
REMARKS _	 /2 MJ
PAD AND PLATE CONFIGURATION
I PART NO. DESCRIPTION
3
3























'ACCEPTANCE TEST DATA SHEET
,




















i*,A P! CATION1 REVISIONS
5XT ASSL• I-IBLY 	 USED ON	 1. I'It	 -DESCRIPTION	 DATE	 APPROVED
X1	 Initial Release
X2	 Incorporated changes prior	 3-/G-73c 1-- to First
X3	 Chan a -6.9V to -6.1V	 6-18-73
X4	 Change 6000mw to 7000mw,
pages 10,	 17,	 19,	 30.-
M T RISK INDICATES DATA	 Change weight from 6.0 toNCH IS NpNtdANDATORY
FOR INFORMATION ONLY.	 6.5 pounds,	 page 2.
X5	 Add weight 5.8 pounds for
	 ^-
magnesium chassis MCO S7835.
X6	 Revised per MCO 5^8 ^' Z • 7S
-^:Gk^
1 X4 X1 X3 Xl X1 X1 \1 \i
HJET F7 28 29 30 31 32 33134 135
^1( gTATUS REV 5 X5 Xl X1 .X1 11 X1 Xl X1 X4 X1 Xl X1 X1 Xl X6 XE X6 X6 X6 X1 Xl Xl Xl X1 Xl
R SHEETS SHEET 1 2 3 4	 5 G 7 8 9 to l 12 13 14 15 16 1? i8 119120 21j22 242 —1-125126
QR ASSOCIATED LISTS SEE
^lfflltPRET DRAW ING IN ACCORDANCE WITH STA!.-DARDS PRESCRIBED BY
^i
4iISE SPECIFIED
ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN
DR BY	 g, Tweed 8201 EAST Mc001ti'ELL ROADMOTOROLA Mo.CHK BYINCHES AND END USE. FOR Government Electronics Division	 SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85252
TOLERANCES SEE NOTE
MFG
ACCEPTANCE TEST DATA SITEET^_	 -a-S;.^20 ? LOW POIVER RANDOM ACCESS SPACE-
' CRAFT MEMORY"	 PART NO. 01-P137d1D
APPROVED	 D TE SIZE CODE IDENT N0. DWG. N0.
`s /-	 • ?	 ^ -•	 ,::. 94990 12-P13721DAPPROVED
	
pA E	 _




This test data sheet is to be used to record data as required f
by the Acceptance Test Procedure for the Low Power Random
Access Spacecraft Memory.
Z,	 INFERENCE INFORMATION	 ..
SPECIFICATIONS APPLICABLE
8-562-P-24	 Low Power Random Access Spacecraft.1
Memory -•
12-P137221)	 Acceptance T6st Procedure 	 Low










3.1	 EQUIVALENT TEST EQUIPMENT
'^^?ir•^A1.	 VO^.TM^e^v' R 	FLNit1s	 [Zo A 	 ftier&q^
eov f++c ^ tL
	
NT S^.Mt ` ,,
t









NOT0170LA INC. SIZE CODE (DENT NO. DWG NO.
'a Government Elec t ro nics Division A 94990 12-P13721D	 G6r
8201 E. WDOWELL ROAD }
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85252 SCALE IREVISION	 SHEET	 2
_;AuA,. AllaftullAAAk—%jfft niupEARMOAT
0/N	 1 O Z	 Date of Test	 fAs, _
Tasted By
w
7.4	 CHAOS IS ISOLAT ION	 Lam, iimmit
Impe: Ance	 9 meBohms	 .
7,6	 INPVr SIGNAL LOADING	 •
7.6.2	 Current from INITIATE PULSE to Gnd 1/.ma	 2 ma
Current-w'-from 2.4V to INITIATE PULSE 	 Ua	 G 20ra urk
7. 513	 Current from MEM SEL 1 to Gnd 	 /0'T 	 ►a	 ^r 2 ma	 . 
Current from 2.4V to MEM SEL 1 _(n	 a
	
!1 ,20 	 a,
7, 6.4
	
Current from MEM SEL 2 to Gnd 	 2 ma l
Current from 2.4V to MEM SEL 2	 a	 20 N a
Current from MEW SEL 3 to Gnd	 ma	 K S 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to MEL SEL 3	 C	 a	 20	 a	 1
Current from MEM SEL 4 to Gnd	 ma	 - 2 ma	
j
Current from 2.4V to MEM SEL 4 	 a	 :9 20 Pa
7.6.5	 Current from READ/WRITE to Gnd 	 (	 ma	 il 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to READ/WRITE	 l ^'J^	 a	 < 20 N a	 .
7.6,8
	 Current from ADDRESS 20 to Gnd	 o	 ma	 -A 2 ma	 ^	 "k
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 20	20 pa
,
1
MOTOROLA INC, SIZE CODE (DEN T N0. DWG N0.




SC 8101 E. MOOVIELL ROAD 51
OTTSDALE, AKIZO14A 8 1 	 SCALE	 REVISION	 SHEET 4
AY.i.&199N.iA^.3/69 flWn MRWT	 .. ^._ _ ,...... _.. .
ii




Current from ADDRESS 21 to Gnd 2ma A 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 2 1,	 3 ^,a -9 20,4 a
Current from ADDRESS 22 to Gndma 2 ma
Current- from 2.4V to-ADDRESS 22	 4-'a 20,4 a
Current from ADDRESS 23 to Gnd ' 9ya ma . r2 ma
Current from 2.4V to 3ADDRESS 2	 7^ a Si 20	 a
Current from ADDRESS 2	 to Gnd	 a 3 2 ma
i




xOTOROLA INC. SIZE CODE IDENT NO. DWG NO.
Goverment Electronics Division FBI 94 990 p°12-P13721D .
'
1201 E, McD01'IELL ROAD
SCOMDALE, ARIZONA 85252 SCALE	 IREVISION _	 SHEET	 5 .^
8/N	 1 a S Date of Test S , Y
Tested By
Limits
Current from ADDRESS 25 to Gnd	 ma 	 2 ma
Current "rom 2.4V to ADDRESS 2 5 	a	 21 a
F	 u
Current from ADDRESS 2 6 to Gnd :
	
` ma	 G 2 mafor
Current from 2 . 4V to ADDRESS 25  	 _Na	 L 20Wa '
i
y
Current from ADDRESS 2^ to Gnd 
	
ma	 2 ma
Current from 2 . 4V to ADDRESS 2y 6:.(C^'L/va 	 20/.Ja
3
8




 Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 267 ;-56	 a	 20,3a
Current from ADDRESS 29 to Gnd , Q^^ ma	 '2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS-2	 20 feJa
`	 Current from ADDRESS 210 to Gnd , o 	ma	 L 2 m
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 210 	 a	 20,00a
Current from ADDRESS 211
 to Gnd	 905-ma 	 2 Ana
Current from 2 . 4V to ADDRESS 211	 • a	 20/jalow
Current from DATA IN BIT 0 to Gnd .Q ma 	 t ' 2 as
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 0 ?. /6 Asa	 30N►a
.	 w
SIZE CODE (DENT NO. DWG NO.l^i!'OMP, CUA /NO.
Government Electronics Division A
	
94990	 12-PI3721D i9
$201 E. WD017ELL ROAD
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85252
- SCALE 	 REVISION	 SHEET 	f	 "`^
BIN	 C,15	 Date of Test	 5/1 -5 	 s
Tested Bx___^	 i
Limit o
Current from DATA IN BIT 1 to Gnd	 03 7	 ma	 12 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 1 	 a	 L 20/-a
i	 Current from DATA IN BIT 2 to Gnd z,05CL ma	 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 2 2,22	 a	 20,P a'.
Current from DATA IN BIT 3 to Gnd	 } ,0	 ma	 5 2 ma
Current from 2 . 4V to DATA IN BIT 3	 a	 20/ua
F'	 • Current from DATA 'IN BIT 4 to Gnd	 ma	 662 ma .
m	 Current from 2 . 4V to DATA IN BIT 4 7 , RO A.4a	 L 20pa
Current from DATA IN BIT 5 to Gnd	 o y8 ma	 k 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 5	 , /T	 a	 de 20/t1 a
Current from DATA IN BIT. 6 to Gnd f 10 /h
	
ma	 G 2 ma
.	 Current from 2.4Y to DATA IN BIT 6	 Pa	 G 20/p,'a
Current from DATA IN BIT 7 to G,nd en .qqc7Z
	
ma	 2 ma
Current from 2 . 4V to DATA IN BIT 7	 a	 e,20pa
Current from DATA IN BIT 8 to Gnd C). 	 ' 6	 ma	 '2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA - IN BIT 8	 a	 ^C 200tra
Current from DATA IN BIT 9 to Gnd	 . / 7^ ma	 2 maC	 r




A^IOTOROLA INC, SIZE- CODE (DENT NO. DWG NQ.
i	 Government Elec tronic s Division A	 94990	 12-P13721D
t,	
8
9201 E. McDOVIELL ROAD











Current from DATA IN BIT 10 to Gnd Cq, 9 71 ma L► ? mw
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 10 ^,Q^tla 2Wa
Current from DATA IN BIT 11 to Gnd	 ^ ma 4 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 11	 a L 20
^-, 
'AA
Current from DATA IN BIT 12 to Gnd	 D ma 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 12	 ,	 a .. L. 20,Va
.
Current from DATA IN BIT 13 to Gnd d. g1	 ma imam 2 ma.
1
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 14 5,6	 a 4 20,pa *A«
-	 Current from DATA IN BIT 14 to Gnd C^.F	 ma L- 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to IN *BIT 14 '	 +Ei	 a Now 201va
Current from DATA IN BIT 15 to Gnd	
- ma 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 15	 ,	 •► a 4' 20 va a
871Current from DATA IN BIT 16 to Gnd	 ,	 ms L 2 ms
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 17 _^a G 20,fJa
Current from DATA IN BIT 17 to Gnd	
_75 ma .0= 2 ma P-1
j





MOTOROLA INC. SIZE CODE (DENT N0. DWG N0.
Government Electronirrs Division A 	94990	 12-P13721D e
8211 E« McDOWELL ROAD
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85252 	 SCALE	 REVLSION	 SHEET 8 -
SIN	 Date of Test	 ^^ 5
Tested By
Limit
'VERIFICATION OF OPEN COLLECTOR ON OUTPUT SIGNALS




7.6.4	 DATA OUT BIT 0 voltage 	 /Q h ^'j " " " " my 	100 my
DATA OUT BIT 1 voltage /Q. Q	 my	 '100 my
DATA OUT BIT 2 voltage	 J•Q	 my	 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 3 voltage	 A010	 my	 9 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 4 voltage 	 ,^'^ n
	
my	 4 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 5 voltage	 my	 100 my
DATA OUT BIT , 6 voltage	 0, Q	 my	 e 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 7 voltage	 _ my	 1.100 mV
DATA OUT BIT 8 voltage 	 Q, 6,	 my	 !x. 100 mv,
DATA OUT BIT 9 voltage 	 o.o	 my	 •9 100 my n= i
T	 T 10	 It	 •m5'	 m	 s 100vDA TA OU	 BI	 vo	 age	 v	 „.	 R
DATA OUT BrT 11 voltage	 aC). a	 my	 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 12 voltage, 	mv"	 100 mv"-
DATA OUT BIT 13 voltage	 ^. C7	 my	 :>	 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 14 voltage	 my	 ;e 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 15 voltage 	 my 	100 my
DATA OUT BIT 16 voltage 	 w	 my	 _ 100 my




ROLA	 SIZE	 CODE IDENT NO. DWG NO.
Government Electronics D ivision	 A	 94990	 12-P137211)
8201 E. McD017ELL ROAD e
SCOT,SDALE, ARIZONA 85252	 SCAL E 	 REVISION	 SHEET	 9	 ^`
I	 I	 I	 i	 1	 l	 ^'
8/N	 I oS Date of Test
/ Tested 8Y
• ;^	 Limits
7.7 POWER CONSUMPTION ( 250C) • k'
7.7.1 Memory +5V Voltage +	 ) Volta
Memory -6. IV voltage Voltsv •,
+5V Current	 1Q,r ma
+5V Power	 5'L .'S mw .. I
7.7.3 Memory -6.1V Current ma •'
Memory -6. i V Power	 Zp . •2. mw
7.7.3 Total Memory Idle Power 72. *w 170 mw max
707.5 Memory +5Y Voltage Volts h




+5V Current	 0 ma
+5V Power mw .
7.7.6 Memory -r6.1V Current a ma
Memory -6.1V Power	 13-13 mW
7,7.7 Total Active Power'_, mw 1000 mw max.
.ter*
7,8 READ COMPLETE TIMING
 ^ •	 , ^"
7.8.5 Delay 380
	
no 800 no max.
Duration._ o 250 as min
450 as max.
MOTOROLA	 INC, SIZE CODE (DENT NO. DWG NO.
Govornment Electronics Division A	 9499 12-P13721D	 a;,a
0201 E. McDOWELL ROAD
SCOTTSDALE. ARIZONA 85252
. SGALE REVISION SHEET	 10
t 7.8.7
•	 75.SIN 1 G 5	 _	 Date of Test
Tget ed by /C^'-`?.•Il.^
•	 LL.. IT_S





DO-4 ' Ogg	 V/	REJECT
DO-b OK	 3 	 REJE	 ,
DO-6 OK	 3 	 REJECT
D0-7 OK	 3•	 REJECT	 REFER TO
DO-8 OK_) 	REJECT	 TBBT PROC..
DO-9 OR	 V/" REJECT
. DO-10 OK	 REJECT
•' DO-11 OK	 REJ ECT
x
i
JMOTORIOLA  oi^C. SIZE .CODE (DENT N0. DWG N0.overnor ,
 nt Electronics Division q	 94990	 12-P13721D
8201. E. McD0VIELL ROAD'
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85252 	 SCALE
	
]:REVISION	 SHEET 1.1




{i 7.9	 BYSTEM FUNCTIONAL' TEST
7.9.E	 Did an error occur?
E No
R
Yes	 Address Bits 0 errors
7.9.4	 Did an error occur? -
No ^_ •.
Yes	 Address Bits ^	 0 errors'
7.9.10	 Did an error occur?
No
_	 Yes	 Address Bits 0 errors'
7.9.16	 Did an error occur?
No L_
Yes	 Address Bits 0 errors
7.10	 RANDOM ACCESS CAPABILITY
7.10.6	 - Did an error occur?
Z
No ..
Yes	 Address Bits 0 errors
7.10.7	 Did an error occur?
► 	 e_ -	 '
a)	 No
Yes	 Address Bits 0 errors
MOTOR OLA I NOR SIZE CODE DENT NO DWG NOi
Government Electronics Division A 94990
8201 E. McDOVIELL ROAD
SCOTTSDALE, AR1ZOtiA 85252 SCALE JREVISION, ISHEET 12 "















7.11.7	 Md an error occur?
t
No R '^7.11.9
Yea	 Address	 Bite 0 errors












0110 Z^  (Octal) 0000
,. 0111	 (Octal) 0000
1000	 (Octal) 0000
l	 1001	 (octal) - 0000
1010-Ccm (octal)	 ^• '0000
r RNOTORa SIZE	 CODE IDE^VT N0. DWG N0.OL.A INN,
00vernrnent Electronics Division A 94990 12-P13721D {:f,
8201 E. WDOWELL ROAD
` SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85252. SCALE	 REVISION SHEET	 13
•	 ^."+. y^r	 +MBG.,*'vr-.n 	 '?^}^^'^:--.'"_awG	 'n	 ^:'a?ar^...;t.._._._ ....._.,, 	 .0 ....., ._.,
	 ,:.......,	 .1 _.... <,.	 . <...	 __:..4	 _. 	 _.<>-..._	 -...	 ...	 r4	 _
k ii





Address 1011	 (Octal)	 0000
1100	 (Octal)	 0000
1101 Can (Octal)	 0000`	
1110 y((Octal,)	 0000.
7.12.6 Did an error occur?	 ..
,No 3
Yes	 Address	 Bits	 0 errors	 I.
7.13	 WORST CASE PATTERN TEST	 =	 ^
7.13.2	 Did an error occur?	 {	 ^
No
Yes	 Address	 Bite	 0 errors'
7.13.3 Did an error occur?
No





	 MOTOROLA INC. SIZE CODE (DENT N0.' DWG N0.




f	 8201 E. McD017ELL ROADrr
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85252	 SCALE	 =REVISION	 SHEET 14
n..	 1^ih.S:ILIMY':IML1/GO NWG-CARIi11T 	 ..	 ^	 _, .^..... . ,	 _.^	 __	 . , ., ..- .. ..ti
' SIN	 15
,+.._5Date of Test	 ^s^
l R- Tested By 
Limits
7.13.4	 a)	 Did an error occur? •{
44 No
x Yes	 Address Bit .._...____. .-O errors
b)	 Did an error occur?
No 3






OTOROLA INC, SIZE CODE tDENT P.O. DWG N0.
II Government Electronics Division A 94990 .,	 a^ P13721D ,..
^ cSCALE- =REVISION SEE.	 ,.aALL SCOT SDALE ARIZONA 85252
•dAV._A:e AM►1„2AA• ,iew www,:eAnMuTr	 ._: • ...,:	 .:.,	 _ ..	 .:	 :..	 :_.^ _. •..
• r	 ' j
S/N__j 25 DATE OF TEST .S Zd	 S•
TESTED BY
8.	 TE,M1-1 ItATURh: TEST I,I1►^ ZITS.
8.2.1 TIME (^! 3y
8.2.2	 LOW TEMPERATURE
THERMISTOR RESISTANCE
150 MINUTES	 23 t . 2 K OHMS
160 MINUTES 221 K OIDIS	 CIIANGE
170 MINUTES K OIDIS ;b CIIANGE
180 MINUTES K OHMS	 CHANGE
190 MINUTES K OHMS	 CHANGE
p.
8.2.3	 DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
N0_
YES	 ADDRESS	 BITS 0 ERRORS
8.2.4	 - 6 .1 V VOLTAGE _,& 4o5- VOLTS	 +5 V VOLTAGE VOLTS
-6.1 V CURRENT .- /:R.ep_ ma	 +5 V CURRENT X03	 mgt
-6.1 V POWER '	 mw	 +5-V POWER 54.3 mw
TOTAL MEMORY IDLE POWER ► _Zmw 170 mw MAX
8.2.5,	 6. 1 V •VOLTAGE- ^, ¢p( VOLT.	 +5 V VOLTAGE 57.9610 VOLTS
-6.1 V CURRENT	 ma z 1.6	 +5 V CURRENT .L b49 ma 670
-6.1 V. POWER	 % s11	 mw	 +5 V POWERr g^ mw ,:	 a
TOTAL MEMORY OPERATING POWER
	
mw 7000 inw i=
I 0^
lv'J #"o ®LA /h.10f slzE cooE IoENr tvc^. DaIG NO:.
G overn ment Electronics Division A 9^4^0 12-P13721D
r^8: 101 EAS1 lcl)0VlEl.L ROAD
SCALE ION SHEET	 1GSCO ml)Al l., AlflZONA 85257
SIN 
	 dr^^	 DATE OF TEST 6 12-017s
f
TESTED DY	 , I11
LIMITS
F 8.2.6	 DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO
E	 YES	 ADDRESS	 BIT	 0 ERRORS	 a
8.2.8
	




	YES	 ADDRESS	 BIT	 0 ERRORS
s	 '
WC b) DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO
	YES	 ADDRESS	 BIT	 0 ERRORS
4
WC c) DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO Y	 l
	YES	 ADDRESS	 BIT	 0 ERRORS
3
WC d) DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO
	YES	 ADD R11, S S 	 BIT
	 O ERRORS




YES	 ADDRESS	 BIT'	 0 ERRORS
V07" r
	 Il ' . SIZE CODE IDE r^T NO. DV1G NO,
GovernrcLnt Electronics Division
	 A	 94990 12—P13721D
,`	 t 8201 C/1S1 h^,J)OWhLL ROAD
SCOT1 SI)AL1: AI7IZONA 85251_ SCALL;	 REVISION
	 SNEET 17 I ^:^ I
1.	 ^	 -	 I




WC b) DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
N0
YES	 ADDRESS	 BIT	 0 ERRORS
WC c) DID AN ERROR OCCUR? $°
N0	 f	
.r
YES	 ADDRESS	 BIT	 0 ERRORS
WC d) DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO







8.3.2	 TIME	 THERMISTOR READING. DID ANY ERROR OCCUR?
rd	 (^	 K OMIS NO	 YES	 0 ERRORS
K OHMS NO	 YES	 O ERRORS
K OHMS NO	 YES	 0 ERRORS
K OHMS NO	 YES
	 0 ERRORS
K 011IMS NO	 YES	 0 ERRORS
K OIWS NO	 YES	 0 ERRORS
K OHIS NO ^^ YES-	 0 ERRORS
K OHMS NO	 YES:	 0 ERRORS
K OHMS NO 	 YES	 0 ERRORS
K OHMS NO	 YES	 0 ERRORS
K OIIbiS NO	 YES	 0 ERRORS
K OHMS NO
	 YES`	 0 ERRORS
n To[." 01	 SIZE CODE 1UENT N0. UWG NO.
roovernmoof Elec tronics Division	 A	 9 990	 12-P13721D
8701 l AS'i' McUOWELL ROAD
SCOT f-S I)AL1, ARIZONA 85757 SC
-










• r•rr^r^r	 ru	 ta.rCi	 :nt.r •	 ....•I I
S^Z^i^75
SIN^`Qr, DATE OF TEST
• TEaTED BY
' LIMITS'
8.3.3 TIME	 3 D
8.4 50 MINUTES	 ----	 K OHMS




K OHMS % CHANGE •	 --
80 MINUTES	 43	 K OHMS % CHANGE
80 MINUTES	 K OHMS % CHANGE
7
8 .4.1 -6-.1 V VOLTAGE - 	 IZVOLTS +5 V VOLTAGE VOLTS
-8,1 V CURRENT	 _C_q ina, _ +5 V CURRENT j	 ma
o _	 mw6.1 V POWER 40,E +5 .V ' POWER 4^	 tea 	 "
TOTAL MEMORY IDLE POWER	 mw	 170 mw MAX




_._.^ BIT O ERRORS
8 . 4. 3 	 —8.1 V VOLTAGE VOLTS +5 V VOLTAGE VOLTS
.	 -6. 1 V CURRENT a^J^ rna +5 V VOLTAGE ma
-6.1 V POWER	 103,53 mw + 5'V POWER 3910.0 mw
TOTAL MEMORY OPERATING POWER	 mw	 7000 mw MAX
8. 4.4	 WC a) DID AN ERROR OCCUit'
NO
YES	 ADDRESS	 BIT
N `B10700ROI-A IAIG. s
Government Electronics Division
8241 EAST MCDOWELL ROAD
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85257















11b b) DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO
YES ADDRESS BIT 0 ERRORS
MC c) DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
No
o
YES ADDRESS BIT 0 'ERRORS .










YES ADDRESS BIT_ 0 ERRORS
WC b) DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO .^....
YES ADDRESS	 _ 'BIT •0 ERRORS
_	
11IC C) DID AN ERROR OCCUR? -
NO'....
YES ADDRESS BIT ._ 0 ERRORS L`
-	
WC d) DID AN TERROR OCCUR? _ 1
NO
YES ADDRESS HIT 0 ERRORS
8.4.7	 DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO
YES ADDRESS 
`.._.____..^ BIT 0 ERRORS t -;
MOT	 „ 0L A INC). SIZE CODE IDENx NO. DWG N0
Government Electronics Division
	 A	 94990 12-P13721D
8201 EAST MCDOWELL ROAD
LL
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85251 SCALE	 =REVISION SHEET	 20
,	 4
s	 SIN 1,u5	 Date of Test 15	 5
Tested by






Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
No
Yes	 Address	 Bits	 0 Errors
9.2.1	 Fast Decompression	 .
Date 	 by	 d.




.Yes	 Address	 Bits	 0 Errors
9.2. 2 	 Hard Vacuum
x Date`~ T 	 Tested by . 19^t	
I












r	 Axis E - Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
No
yes	 Freq^ ddressBits-0 Errors
SIZE CODE MENT NO. DWG N0.
Govurnment Electronics DivisionQ. 	 94990	 12-P13721D
t	 ^,
8202 E. McDOVIELL. ROAD
:a SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85252	 ISCALE	 REVISION	 SHEET . '21
rBIN 0
	
Date of Test S -20.75
Tested by	 E-' ; ^L^
Axis Y •- Did Any Bit Error Occur? Limits 
No
^.	 Yes	 Vreq	 Address ..___.... Bits 	 0 Errors







Bits "„	 0 Errors.
RANDOM VIBRATION
Axis X - Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
No
	
Yeas	 Freq	 Address •,____,_ Bits	 0 Errors
Axis Y Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
No 3
	
Yes	 Freq	 Address "A errors
	 F
Axis Z -- Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
No =^ 19





Date S'	 Tested By	 ^^.	 •l	 (	 .,•, '^^'^ ^
6 MILLISECOND DURATION SHOOK
Y Direction Did Any Bit Errors Occur? 	 4:	 4
No b.
Yes	 Address	 Bits	 0 Errors
/MOTOROLA INC. SIZE CODE (DENT NO, DWG N0. K




SCOTTSDALE, aHIZn e52s2	 SCALE	 REVISION	 SHEET 22H 
LA-A.-:. AMU ruw w_rw BW/►. l5^^^Tr.
	 y, .
f'
BIN....	 o Date of Teat `'	 1s
Tested by ,`	 !
I Limits NAY 16975
r	
` Z Direction - Did Any Bit Errors Occur? ,.
No 3
-
Yes	 Address Bits 0. Errors




Address Bits 0 Errors
12 MILLISECOND DURATION BROCK
Y Direction. - Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
No
You 	 Address Bits 0 Errors
Z Direction - Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
No	 i' k
Yes 	 Address Bits 0 Errors'
X Direct ion - Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
NO,
YeaAddrese Bits O Errors




OTOF:OL.A INC. SIZE CODE IDENT NO. DWG N0:
GOVernment E lectronics Division q 94990 -)	 ,12-. ^.3?21D
1201 E. McDOWELL ROAD















	 INPUT SIGNAL LOADING
7.5.2 Current from INITIATE PULSE to Gnd ILO- ma 	 C 2 ma
Current'. from 2.4V to INITIATE PULSE i to ^-a	 t 20^a
7.5.3 Current from MLI SEL 1 to Gnd Z	na c 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to AIEM SEL 1.
	 • G	 ,,a 20 C, a
7. 5.4 Current from MEM SEL 2 to Gnd	 b I D5'	 ma 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to MEM SEL 2
	 • g	 Va1 ::5- 20 M a
Current from b1F.;1I SEL 3 to Gnd	 DJr jna S 2 pia j
Current from 2.4V to ?KIEL SEL 3	 a. -c 20 ^y a
Current from MEM SEL 4 to Gnd 1 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to MMI SEL 4
	 4a S 20 P a t
7.5,5 Current from . FEAD/WRrCE to Gnd
	
#q05 	 ma S 2 ma 1
Current from 2.4V to READ/WRITE /to	 a 20 aN
7.5.6 Current from ADDRESS 20 to Gnd
	 r	 r	 ma 2 ma z
Current from 2.4V S•ADDRESS 20 :Z--to (^'/'a^ 20 jj a
A	 94990	 12- P13721D1).` 	 B ;.fC. 
S1Z E CODE ID EFIT o. OVIG 140,
Government Electronics Division
1101 E. IRDO19ELL RUAD
_. ^. _ __ _ _ srotTSOnLt A_itl OttA SS25
,T 24 .{







f	 Current from ADDRESS 2 1 to Gnd	 ma	 d 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 2 1 S  	 ,a	 A 20 a
IT,
a	 Current from ADDRESS 22 to Gndt76 ma	 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 2 2a_^^,	 a	 S20 ar
Current from ADDRESS 23 to Gnd	 9.2 •
	ma 	 ,,, 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 23
►a	 5 20^, a
Current from ADDRESS 24 to Gnd	 ^6 a	 S 2 ma






[r	 07-0'^ a :'3 I J'
	
sizE care saErrr NO, n,vc rro
	
Government Electronics Division A
	
9499	 32-P13 2.1D%
$201 E, !,100 INUL MAD	 ?'
SCOTTSDUE, ANIZU11A b52$2
•	 SCALE	 • REVISION	 SHEET 25:.




{{{ 	 f	 SIN	 Date of est f/9 7/76 A l
•	 Tested By
'	 Limits
Current from ADDRESS 25 to Gnd	 ma	 2 an
Current from 2.4V to ADMI ESS 2 5	_	 „^ 20 a
g
Current from ADDRESS 2 to Gnd 	 L ma	 M 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 2 	 411Na '	 L- 20,1 a
p 77Current from ADDRESS 27 to Grid
	 l ma	 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 2y
	a	 20pa	 .
Current from ADDRESS 2a to Gnd	 ©3 ma	 G 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 2 g ^^G^N a	 4 20/Ja
't	 ^	 tie 7Y	 9
"	 lCurrent from ADDRESS 29 to Gnd _ 10007 ma	 L 2 ma




Currant from ADDRESS 210 to Gnd	 o cna
	 L 2 ma
k	 Current from 2.411 to ADDRESS 210 /,,^ /^a	 -e 201Ja	 " 1
Current from ADDRESS 2 to Gnd 	 ma	 2 ma	 j
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 21.	
^a	 4.20/va
4
Current. from DATA IN BIT 0 to GndS ma
E	 Current from 2 . 4V to DATA IN BIT 0 7,5 jVa
1.
f
Government Electronics Division A
8201 E. McDOWELL ROAD







Date of Test S Z.?
• L"Tr..kd1, .^'Tented By
r	
Limits
t Current from DATA IN BIT 1 to Gnd
	 ,6 ?^ ma
	 1 2 ma
y'	 Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT I
	 /~ a	 L 20*A.-a
vl
Current from DATA IN BIT 2 to Gnd
	 ma2 maUNDO
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 2 	 a	 L 20/-+a
Current from DATA IN BIT 3 to Gnd	 ma	 < 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 3
	 a	 d 20Pa





Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 4 +^^	 le20,Oa
Current from DATA IN BIT 5 to Gnd
	 ma	 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 5	 a'	 4 20p a	 3
Current from DATA IN BIT 6 t Gnd A Z07 ma
	 < 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 6
	 a	 4201,,-a
j
Current from DATA IN BIT 7 to Gnd 	 ma	 L 2 ma
• Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT ?^ a
	 <20'ti^a
Current from DATA IN BIT 8 to Gnd 
	
ma	 2 ma
Current • from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT ' S	 a.	 < 20^v a
Current from DATA IN BIT 9 to Gnd	 3 ma	 G 2 ma
-Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 9,
	 a	 -4 20 Aft
6 Al
{
Ard07 "^	 1^f^ ^ v	 srxE cooE InENr 110. o,,c NO.
Goyorn rnen t Electronics DivisionA
	 9 4990	 12—PI3721D J't
1101 E. I-100 1"ELL ROAD
COTTSDRLE. JArt170t1A 15252,




Current from DATA IN BIT 10 to Gnd	 ma, ^. 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 10	 Q3	 a L2t.^ap_
maBIT 11 to Gnd	 ,^ G 2Current from DATA IN ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 11	 ^,^r_^Ela ^'20a
....
j' Current from DATA IN BIT 12 to Gnd' 
_ 3 ma ^... 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT'12	 a 20pa 1
Current from DATA IN :BIT 13 to Gnd	 ma ,,,,	 2 ma
Currant from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 14 ^^ ►^ a L 20wa
current from DATA IN BIT 14 to Gnd	 ^e?ma 2 Ina
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 14	 (	 a 420walow
Current from DATA IN BIT 15 to Gnd	 ^^ ma 2 ma 1
.
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 15 ^ 4; 20Na .
Current from DATA IN BIT 16 to Gnd '= ma 2 ma
a
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 17	 G	 va 20?
t
{
Current from DATA IN BIT 17 to Gnd	 3 ma - 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 1? :, 8 	 a 20	 ar--	 /`^
op
A10 ^•^^. J ^^^^ ^^^^. SIZE CODE iDENT . PdO. D ING NO.
1j Government Electronics Division A 9499 12-P13721D
Li . ..
8201 C. WDOVIELL ROAD
SCOT, SDALE, ARIZONA _JUS2 .Y	
_




.^0 Date of ToeL	 2	 T6 r'•rrrr.rrrr^.. U
Tested By
Limit
7.6 VERIFICATION OF OPEN COLLECTOR ON OUTPUT-SIGNALS
' 7.6.3 READ COMPLETE voltage my ` 100 my
7.6.4 DATA OUT BIT 0 voltage my s 	 100 my
l DATA OUT BIT 1 voltage my -9100 my
f
DATA OUT BIT 2 voltage ^ Q my ^ 100 my.
DATA OUT BIT 3 voltage my
^
N'100 my
DATA OUT BIT 4 voltage	 / ® my " 100 my
i
DATA OUT BIT 5 voltage my ;g 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 6 voltage ..._ my 63.00 my
DATA OUT BIT 7 voltage my = 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 8 voltage D• my t 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 9 voltage my f 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 10 voltage / fl my w 100 my
DATA OUT BIT it voltage my f,100 my
DATA OUT BIT 12 voltage mr my d 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 13 voltage / my 1 100 my
'DATA OUT BIT 14 voltage /0 my e. 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 15 voltage my 100 .mv
DATA OUT BIT 16 voltage my -100 my
DATA OUT BIT 17 voltage IV and .q 100 my
0 0 Cr A SIZE CURE IDEfiT 110. USG NO
,Government Electronics Division A 94990 12-P13721D
' e











7.7 POWER CONSUMPTION	 25 C	 (	 ) YJp
7.7.1 Memory +5V Voltage Volts
Memory -6 . 1V voltage	 Orf— "Vo1.to (O , /0 2 V C'
+SV Current	 0- 1 ma I
+BV Power mw
•'
7.7.2 Memory -6. iV Current	 , ma
Memory -6 . 1V Power mw
7.7.3 Total Memory Idle Power Z ,02*W 170 rw max
7.7 :.5 Memory +5V Voltage	 $. dam
.
 / Volts
Memory -6.1•V Voltage	 7 Volts
+5V Current.	 470-ma.
•+5V power	 3330.47 mw
a`Z /h ma7.7.6 Memory -6.1V Current
i
Memory -6.1V Power	 1313. 005 mw
7.7.7 Total Active Power mw .7000 mw max
7.8 READ COMPLETE TIMING	 ! _
7.8 . S Delay	 b	 ns 500 ns max.
► 	 •;•+^ ^•^ 1	 SIZE CODE IDENT NO. D-iG
Government Electronics D ivisionA
	
94990 12-P13721D	 . e
4
	 8101 E. McDOWELL ROAD
- .-t-InTTS(MAI F--A{:17 (1Nd B5?S? _ .__ _	 ^n^^-e 	nc^ ^c^n^^ . _,- -.,_ _	 _ ;;_	 ^utr
ti-
i	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
BIN  t vim
	
i	 Dato of Too stobs
Tasted D -
Limits
7.9''	 SYSTMI FUNCTIONAL TEST
7.803	 Wd an error occur?
NO _..	 t
Yes	 Address	 Bits	 0 errors,
1.8.4	 Did an error occur?
NO
Yes	 Address 
_._._.._ Bits ._._._	 0 errors
7.9.10 Did an error occur?
No
Yes	 Address ' Bits	 0• errors
7.9.16 Did an error occur?
NO
Yes	 Address	 Bits	 0 errors
7.10	 RANDOM ACCESS CAPABILITY
7.10.6 Did an error occur?
•NO •.	 i
You	 Address	 Bits	 0. errors
7.10.7 Did an error occur?
a) No
Yes	 Address	 Bits	 '0 errors
M
vqo* rC' cnoL/J /b', t	 SIZE CODE (DENT NO. Di''G NO.
Government Electronics Division 
.A	 94990	 12-PI3721D





:j 'BIN	 05 Date of Tes	 Z.'1 15S
°aL	 ` Tested Dy
Limits
4 b)	 No




t Yes	 Address,	 Bits 0 errors'
7.11 WON-VOLATILITY TEST
• 7. 11 .t Did an error occur?.
No x7.11.9
You	 Address	 Bits 0 errors
7.12 MMIORY SELECT TEST
7.19.3 Address	 4000 _  (Octal) 0000
•
;
7.12.4 Address 0001	 0	 (Octal) .. 0000
0010v(/(OCtal) 0000+
0011	 (Octal) 0,000
0100	 000	 (Octal) . 0000
0101	 D Oa (Octal) 0
0110	 00 ') (octal) 0000
0111_^(Octal) 0000
1000 07 (Octal) 0000 1
1001 d 00	 (octal) 0000
1010 0 (Octal) 0000
-f
1
&410 arc ^ ^r.,!^ 1 r'^ °^ s1zE cooE locra r ao. o^^c NO.
4.'
Government Electronics Division 4990 12-P13721D
1201 E, McDOWELL ROAD
wwnT rcne. _r__a;n_yn^^s Y^.^S9
	
;.' ^nAt Cam_	 R^t/1C1f1N, —	 S ►NFFT	 's
1rill




Address 1011_ (Octal)	 0000	 + '
1100 00 0 (Octal)	 0000
1101 000V  (Octal) 	 0000
1110 QO	 (Octal)	 t	 0000
•
7.13.6 Did an error occur?
No
yes	 Address	 Bits	 0 errors x
7.13	 WORST CASE PA•TTFRN 'TEST
7.13 .9 Did an error occur?
No
Yes	 _ Address 
.^.._r Bits	 0 drtors

















 am I v o.
Government Electronics Div 
	
9499	 12-P13721D . ,
L
501 E. tAc044lELt. ROAD
S.COTTSQAIE, AfQQjjA 85 2 _	 SCALE....	 RE^l1S1DN -__	
__	 SHEE3` 34
iori Date of Test—s- 7 5
.	 - Tested By
Limits
•
7.13 . 4 a)	 Did an error occur?
No
You _^ Address ,Bit O errors
.
f
b)	 Did an error occur?
rt No tr









SIZE CODE IDENT NO. DIG 110.
Gove^nmont Electronics Division A 94990 12 pi37zln
3 8201 E. McDOWELL ROM
sco,rTSUALE, ARIZONA 85252	



















OF DROPS PER A4E J<< i. ,^_ — _TOTAL NO. OF DROPS (o
CELERATION _ 2j2	 G'S
I`JLSE DURATION ^Tf	 MS
VEC DETAILS . / f ^Y7 L
ROP HEIGHT	 IN.
,PROGRAMMER PRESSURE ^^',^	 P.S.I.
JYPE OF WAVESHAPE
SANOPASS FILTER	 Z-	 LOW FR. Ht





PAD AND PLATE CONFIGURATION
IT	 A PART NO. DIMCR IPTION















^jw& rNG PAGE BT ANX NOT FILMED ^ +,
























TIM EET	 OF	 DATE
PROJECT	 4/00 UNIT
CONTROL N0. Q / v-_,^	 W.O. No. 3 0 a/
OPERATOR
^OBSERVER
CYCLE TIME	 3	 FREQ.
	
J'-_ TO	 UQ0 H:
61'EC OETAIL8
x	 y
PROJECT 4601-400 UNIT= ML_3 icmQry SER. N0105
Y I nXIS
	
SAMPLE (LOOP) TIME 1. 9 	 SECONDS
FILTER B.W. 1.--S-HZ SC4N RATE 1.12.44Z AVG. T11 ►'E l._Ul-,rCONDS
2.14-14Z SCAN RATE 2.25-HZ AVG. TRAE 2.-USECONDS




















10	 a	 a	 4 t• 7 • 0 Soo
ORWI vA L ryes .a
OF POOR QUALny
a	 a	 4	 a .	 t v . nFrequency (Hz)
,. '4 (	 1 1




FILTER	 B.W.	 1.	 5 IIZ SC' `l RATE R" H7. AVG. TIME 1 10 SECONDS
TIME 2MEC'ND32.14 HZ SC"N :ATE •g5 HZ AVG.
3 20 HZ S : • .:-I (%A i E •A^?	 HZ A :'G. TIM Z 310_S': ;*XJDS














iPROJECT_' L11 1 400 UNIT P WhIrMQrY SCR. N0105





FILTER B.W. 1.--S-HZ SCAN RACE 1.129•IZ AVG. Tlt.',E 1.-USECONDS




















UNIT P-W M"Ory 
_S[R. NO. 105
	
7, -_ - AXIS	 SAMPLE (LOOP) TIME
	
10	 SECONDS
FILTER B.W. 1.-s5 HZ SC-N RATr-P5_HZ AVG. TIME 1. 10SECONDS
210-1 .1Z SCAN R/ U-2.5-1-1Z AVG. TMIE 2.10SECONDS








I	 f iii; .I:	 .1.
^ 	
L; ~	 t	 t	 i	 i	 iii. .aL'.	 ,^ 
tt ,	 44




-1 11 r M 41 	 C	
T .;
	














4^ L^ M:I;. 4;1 , 1: .i	 W
1- m.-M.: :7.-;-
7T!"



















••M It 	 rl, x
A_.































10	 •	 s	 ♦ 	 • w 7 n • vv	 -	 -	 -	 -
Frequency (Hz)
i
PROJECT 4601-400 UNIT P-W Memory SER. NO.
105
Y	 AXIS SAMPLE (LOOP) TIME	 10 SECONDS
FILTER	 13.W.	 1.-b-IIZ SC^•N RATE 1.1Z PIZ AVG. TIr': 110 ,ECONDS
2,111 FIZ S(;,.h: RATE 2,2.5.11 Z AVG. TIWI 210 ,'1CoNoS
..	 nf% ..-0 1- I -%,.1	 I'% 	 •4	 ^	 147 A-Jr_	 Tl^i, 410 C-•r_nfal

-1	 ^	 i	 -
3	 *APPLICATION
I-XT
 ASSEMBLY	 USED ON
i
IZ EFISK I'IDICATF.S DATACH IS NC':'•}AN:ATORY j




X3	 Change -6.9V to -6.1V 1 	6- 9-73	 +-,
	
X4	 Change 6000mw to 7000mw,
paKes 10, 17, 19, 30.	 7-
	
73	 ^~
Change weight from 3.0 to
6.5 pounds, page 2.	 -
	
X5	 Add weight 5.8 pounds for








X2, Incorporated changes prior
l^l 10.E
REV	 x X4 K1 Y3 X1 X1 X1 xl X1
HEET	 7 28 29 30 31 32133134 35
'EV STATUS REV • 5 XS, X? X1 xi X1 X1 X1 X1 X4 X1 X1 X1 X1 X1 X6 XCJX6X6 Y.6 °1 X1 X11X1 Xl X1
')F SHEETS SHEET 1 23 4 5 6 7 1 8 9 10111 12 13 14 1516 lI l ; 118 19 120 21 22,23 24 2512 6
FOR ASSOCIATED LISTS SEE
ITERPRET DRAWING IN ACCORDANCE WITH STANDARDS PRESCRIBED Bf
^.'ILESS OTHER^,ISE SPECIFIED OR BY H. Tweed
	 18201  EAS` MCDOWELL RMALL DI!.+ENSIO'IS ARE IN 	 CHK BY	 MOTOROLA INC. S„OTISDALE ARIZONA 3525?INCHES A ,D END USE. FOR	 Govern-gent E1•,40ron,cs Division
TOLERANCES SEE NOTE MFG
	 I	 4601
MATERIAL:LUN IN	 ACCEPTANCE TESZ DA • CA SHEETNO.	 NAS5-"'()576	 LOW POWER RANDOM ACCESS SPACE-
RELE A SE
	 CY AFT MTTNTORY FART NO. 01- P13701
	
1APPROVED	 1^	 SIZE CODE (DENT NO. DNG. NO.




SCALE	 SHEET 1 OF
	 3.5
I i I	 l 1
f	
^
This test data sheet is to be used to record data am required
by the Acceptance Test Procedure for the Low Power Random
Access Spacecraft Memory. 	 -
• 20	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
2.1	 SPECIFICATIONS APPLICABLE





Acceptance Test Procedure, Low
Power Random Access Spacecraft
Memory
3.	 'BEST DATA
Unit SIN^ d,	 ,_„_ Start Date of. Testg..,
Tested by
ATP PA RA. Noi;	
^
EQUIVALENT TEST EQUIPMENT Ii	 1	
.alp 14 1' cMILLIA04P ^^'r^^'
plC,
5 r
40	 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 	 Limit
6.1,	 WEIGHT




V707' Gk a 0LA ING. SIZE CODE IUEPdI N0. U^1u N0.
r,overnment Electronics Division a
	
94990	 12-P13721D
820 1 E. I,10OV,ELL ROAD
SCOTTSUALL, ARIZONA 8S°52	 ISCALE 2
	





115 16	 Date of rTeed_...
!!M_ Tested 8	 L^.IJ
8.2
	 DIMENSIONS Limit






D '-	 x.320	 inches
MD-Lan I









 0	 OL A 1r9=1 SIZE CODE. IOENT NO, DVJG N0.
' Guvornment Electronics L)ivision
...
A 94990 12-P1372.1D
R?QI F., I,IvOO ELL ROAD
SGUTTS[MI,E, ARIZONA W5211 EL—ALE	 REVISION S11 EET 3




	 CNASS IS ISOLATION
	 Lam;
' Impedance	 _ ^' /C^ i'V1	 -2: 8 megohms
7.5	 INPUT SIGNAL LOADING
k
	7.5.2 Current from INITIATE PULSE to Gnd E ma
	 _ 2 ma
	




	7.5.3 Current from MEM SEL_ 1 to Gnd . 'lS Ana	 t 2 ina ,
	
Current from 2.4V to MEM SEL 1 Z^ a 	 IE 20 a
7.5.4 Current from MEM SEL 2 to Gnd	 61 ma	 < 2 ma,
Current from 2.4V to MEM SEL 2 	 y a	 -=4 20 a
Current from MEM SEL 3 to Gnd 	 jama
	 S 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to MEL SEL 3 .
	 ya	 { 20 a
Current from MEM SEL 4 to Gnd 	 ma	 15 2 ma
Current fromom 2 : '4V to MF21 SEL ' 4
	
a	 :9 20 N a
7.5.5 Current from READ/WRITE to Gnd-	 .. ma	 < 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to READ/WRITE {
	
a	 < 20 a
.;
	
N 	 ^ 5
7.5.6 Current from ADDRESS 20 to Gnd
	 ma	 — 2 ma
	
0L^	 ,^Current from 2,4V to ADDRESS 2
	 _^a	 _ 20 ra
	
M 1rory OLA INC SIZE CODE IDENT N0. DWG NO. 	 1`
Government Electronics Division A	 94990	 12	 i-P137210
8201 E, WDOVIE .l ROAD
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85252[SCALE	 REVISION.	 SHEET 4
l	
	 SIN t ^)=	 Date	 of Test	 7'7
Tested By ACJ 
Limits
Current from ADDRESS 2 to Gnd 	 ma	 A 2 ma
	n !
	
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 21	 ^.ya	 -4 20 a
Current from ADDRESS 2 2 to Gnd	 3 ma	 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 2 2	a	 t^ 20,4
 a
Current from ADDRESS 2 3 to Gnd	 ma	 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 2 3
	a	 !S 20 a
4	 QCurrent from ADDRESS 2 to Gnd 	 I I ma
	 Z 2 ma











^^	 SIZE CODE (DENT NO. DWG NO.Y &700"OAlOLA IJVO,
Governmont Electronics Division a
	
9490	 12-P13721D
!?n1 E, I&DOVIEL1. ROAD x-
SGQTTSOAl E, ARIZONA e5252	 SCALE	 REVISION
	 S}IEET	 5	 }
.Limits f F^ mar
Current from ADDRESS 25 to Gnd	 ma 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to
5
ADDRESS 2	 ^/a -4 20,Va
26
 to Gnd	 ^^	 maCurrent from ADDRESS 2 ina
Current from 24V to 25	 NaFADDRESS _:^^ G- «20^rJa__.
Current from ADDRESS 2T to Gnd	 ,	 ma 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 27 	va L 2OpC
Current from ADDRESS 28 to Gnd'	 6 AIA ma G 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to
r^	
,
ADDRESS 28 STN a
-G
20A3a
Current from ADDRESS 29 to Gnd	 Q	 ma L 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 2	 Ala .,. 20Pa1a
Current from ADDRESS 2 10 to Gnd	 Ma L 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 210 
^/^
a L 20 fJa
Current from ADDRESS 211 to Gnd	 ma .,.- 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 211	 L	 a 20/ja











	 Tested By	 •-•





.^,	 SIZE CODE (DENT NO. DWG N0.MOTO, aOLA MOR
Government Electronics Division A	 9499 0 	 12-P13721D
"	 6201 E, McDO ELL ROAD






F Current from DATA IN BIT 1 to Gnd ma 2 nut
Current from 2 . 4V to DATA IN BIT 1
	 a L 20A^
.	 Current from DATAL IN BIT 2 to Gnd..... ma 2 ma
Current from 2.411 to DATA IN BIT 2 y. L, pa L 2 O a
-:' Current from DATA IN BIT 3 to Gnd IT	 ma < 2 tea
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 3t 'ea
Current from DATA IN BIT 4 to Gnd q	 ma c 2 ma
.^ Current from 2,4V to DATA IN BIT 4 2Opa
Current from DATA IN BIT 5 to Gnd ,	 ma G 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 5	 pa 20p a
Current from DATA IN BIT 6 to Gnd ma < 2 ma
i Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT . 6 a G 20/3a
Current from DATA IN BIT 7 to Gad ma L__2 ma
,j Current from 2 ;4V to DATA IN BIT 7	 ^ov o a; , 4	 a20/U
Current from DATA IN BIT 8 to'Gnd ma 2 MR
Current Prom 2.4V to DATA IN B IT 81	 U a ^^ 20 v x
Current from DATA IN BIT 9 to Gnd
r
q	 m 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 9 20t
' 46. 0T0.i ''u 0LA IN SIZE CODE IDENT NO. DWG NO.
y
.
Government Electronics Division A 94990 12-P13721D
8201 E. IRDOl'.ELL ROAD
SCOTMAU., ARIZOUA 85252—"SCALE	 .REVISION
	 SHEET ^ 7








•	 Lignite	 , `'
QCurrent from DATA IN BIT 10 to Gnd
	 ma L- 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 10	 a 2Wa
U
Current from DATA IN .BIT li to Gnd -^^`a 4 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 11 2 $w a
BIT 12 to Gnd
	 .g	 maCurrent from DATA IN 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 12	 ri	 a L 20 a
Current from DATA IN BIT 13 to Gnd	 S5	 ma '5 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT	 a 4 20pa
I^	
Current from DATA IN BIT 14 to Gnd	 ma L- 2 ma
Current; from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT '14a L 20wa
R
Current from DATA IN BIT 15 to Gnd	 ma 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 15'.a ` 20^a
6Current from DATA IN BIT 16 to Gnd	 9	 ma 2 ma
Current from 2 4V to DATA IN BIT 1?	 ^,	 ^!a C 20,tJa
Current from DATA IN BIT 17 to Gnd _	 = ma 2 ma
Current from , 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 17	 a. L 20)0 a
hv70T0JP70 A I ON SIZE CODE IDEy 'f N0. 01UG N0.
Government Electronics Division A 94990 12-P13721D
82DI E. 11,00WELL ROAD
SC-OTTSUALF, ARIZONA 85252 SCALE _ REVISION ISHEET	 8
a	 I	 l	 I	 I




7.6	 VERIFICATION OF OPEN COLLECTOR ON OUTPUT SIGNALS
t 7.6.3	 READ COMPLETE voltage 	
p Q
my 100 my
x 7.6 .4	 DATA OUT BIT 0 voltage ` `^ (^ my ^ 100,. my
DATA OUT BIT 1 voltage my '5100 my
^. DATA OUT BIT 2 voltage my 'S 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 3 voltage my : 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 4 voltage my - 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 5 voltage	 V my w 100 my
DATA OUT BIT g voltage my ` 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 7 voltage mv'` L8 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 8 voltage	 (^ my '!5 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 9 voltage() my 100 my
•	 DATA OUT BIT 10 voltage	 0 my _ 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 11 voltage	 Q mv1 -.5100 my
DATA OUT BIT 12 voltage mv l -9100 mv--
DATA OUT BIT 13 voltage mvl 1	 100 my4I
DATA OUT BIT 14 voltage	 0^ mv . 100 my
DATA OUT BYT 15 voltage my !F 100 my
DATA OUT BIT' 16 voltage my f- 100 my
DATA OUT $IT 17 voltage	 0. my .5100 my-`
S
^t S
j °` 	-	 •r^^/'^ s j^ INC SIZE CODE WENT NO. DWG NO.
G o ve r n ment Electronics Division 94990 le-P13721D'
8?01 F, 1,1 00WELL ROAD
'	 SC'OTTIA )ALL, ARIZONA














7,7 POWER CONSUMPTION (25oC)
1
7.7.1 Memory +5V Voltage Volts
;
1 . Memory -6.1V voltage	  ^^ Volts r
J' • +5V Current ma
r
+5V Power	 _ 0^ . u 3 mw ;
=j
fl
7.7.2 Memory -6.1V Current	 , a maT
Memory -6.1V Power	 f mw
-
f' 7.7.3 Total Memory Idle Power	 Q , ^^ row
1
170 mw max j ri
7.7.5 Memory ' +5V Voltage Volta
a
Memory -6.1V Voltage. Volta
+5V -Current ma
+5V Power	 ,^ mw
C
. 7.7 , 6 Memory -:6. 1V  Current
 
ma
Memory -6,1V Power mw -
7.7.7 Total Active Power mw 7000 mw max.
7.Q READ COMPLETE TIMING
i	
r
F 7.8.5 Delay	 q	 no
' 500 ns max. {
f	 ' Duration	 no 250 ns oia 1
450 ns max.
rwororOLA M0. SIZE CODE (DENT N0. DWG N0.
Government Electronics, Division A 4990 12-P13721D




_	 ..	 -	 ..._ S^i_EYET	 -10_





1.9	 SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST
7.9.2	 Did an	 rror occur?
No•
Yes	 Address	 Bits 0 errors
f 7.9.4	 Did an error occur?
g
No
Yes	 Address Bite 0 errors
7.9.10	 Did an error occur?
No
Yes	 Address Bits 0 errors




Yes	 Address Bits 0 errors
•
f 7.10	 RANDOM ACCESS CAPABILITY
7.10.6	 Did an error occur? ` k
•	 No
Q




7.10.7	 Did an er or occur?
d)	 No




•nn fy^	 rw^ ,^1 SIZE CODE (DENT NO. DWG NO.
l Government E	 onics Division A 94990 f	 12- PI3721D.
8201 F, ►..c coti.rL 















V/.s b)	 No 
t	 i Yes 
	
Address
	 Bite 0 errors
c)	 No	 c/^.... _. ,
r Yes	 Address	 Bite 0 errors
7,11	 NON-VOLATILITY TEST'
C




Yes	 Address	 Bits 0 error
7 ,12	 MEMORY SELECT TEST
7.12,.3	 Address	 0	 (Octal). 0000





0011	 0000 (Octal) t 0000:
`	 0100	 CIP 0 (Octal) 0000
0101	 060 0 (octal) 0000
0110 Q d 0	 (Octal) 0000 Y
0111 ^:	 (Octal) 0000
:. 1000	 (Octal.). . 0000
1001 p OU LO (Octal -) • 0000





V	 -I'OLA INC,^r^TOii SIZE CODE IDENT N0. DWG N0.
Government Electronics Division a 9499 12-P13721D
C6701 F, t'cDOWELL ROAD ,_, r
s	 . SCOTTSDA11,.ARIZONA 85252 SCALD REVISION SHEET	 13




Address 1011	 )0 U (Octal) 0000
Lk 1200
,
.^ (^ (Octal) 0000 r
1101 1f (^? 0 (Octal) 0000
r 1110s)` (Octal) 0000




Yes	 Address Bite 0 errors,
7.13
	




Did an error occur?
N V
Yes	 Address Bits	 ' •0 errors
7.13.3
	












ir, 0T O -i OL.A IIV 0A SIZE CODE tDENT N0. DWG N0.
Government Electronics Division A 94990 12-PI3721Dit
8201 E. McONXI.1. ROAD
SCOITSDAIX, ARIZONA 65252 SCALE 	 TREVISION ISHEET	 14
No
Yes	 Address Bite 0 errors




Bit- .. 0 errors
p
i
r1 ,70TQ1 '^ A I^t e "zE CODE IDENT NO., DWG N0. ,-
Government Electronics Division' A 94990 12-P13721D
-	 } 8101 C, WDOWELL ROAD
SCOITSDALE, ARIZONA 85251 SCALE REVISION SHEET i
S/N	 D [i DATE OF TEST	 5
TESTED BY
LIMITS '^'•^8.	 TEMPERATURE TEST




. THERMISTOR RESISTANCE	 ' •` -
150 MINUTES	 K OHMS
180 MINUTES	 K OHMS q, CHANGE ' ^	 ••'
170 MINUTES	 K OHMS % CHANGES y:
•	 180 MINUTES.	 K OHMS ^ CHANGE .-^.
190 MINUTES	 K OHMS % CHANGE
8.2. 3 	 DID AN ERROR OCCUR? ;.
NO







-6.1 V VOLTAGE	 MOLTS +5 V`
-6.1 V CURRENT l•.	 ma .+5 V CURRENT	 ma
-6.1 V POWER +S V POWER	 .5•-	 mar
lJ
TOTAL MEMORY IDLE POWER 170 mw VAX
f
• r
-6 . 1 V VOLTAGE	 ^.^d `VOLTS +S V VOLTAGE	 ^5 OLTS
-6.1 V CURRENT	 d- S J ma	 - +S V CURRENT	 ( ma
-6.1 V POWER	 mw +5 V POWER	 3mw w
TOTAL MEMORY OPERATING POWE 4_5-a60	 mw 7000 mw MAX {
k	 .1MOTOROLA I NO, SIZE CODE IOENT NO. DWG N0.	 .
Government E lect ronics Division A 94990 12-D13721D
8101 EAST Mc001YELl ROAD
SCOTTSQALE, ARIZONA 85257
	 ISCALE	 REVISION 	 TSHEET 16
Ak
ISIN	 -• DATE OF TEST U' l0
r . TESTED BY
.
.r•	
• ,	 ^ ,_	 rill
7 .
LIMITSP
8.2.6	 DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
No
YES ` ADDRESS BIT b ERRORS
8.2.5	 WC a)	 DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO
YES ADDRESS BIT 0 ERRORS
WC b) DID AN ERROR OCCUR? •
NO
YES ADDRESS BIT 0 ERRORS ;x
WC c) DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
'	 NO a
YES ADDRESS BIT 0 ERRORS
WC d)	 ID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO
YES I ADDRESS BIT 0 ERRORS
r.
1	 , 8. Z9	 WC a) DID AN ERROR OCCUR? , r F
z	 i NO
YES ADDRESS BIT O-ERRORS
lVIOTO "i OLA INCA SIZE CODE IOENT N0.01h'G N0.
Government Electronics Division A 94990 Ya-12—P13721D 4
.. } 8201 EAST WDOWELL ROAD
SCOTTSDALE. ARIZONA 85257 SCALE	 REVISION SHEET 17 ^'




WC b) DID AN-ERROR OCCUR?
NO
YES	 ADDRESS	 BIT	 0 ERRORS
WC 0 DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO
YES	 ADDRESS	 BIT	 ERRORS
WC	 AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO
YES	 ADDRESS	 BIT	 0 ERRORS
84	 INTERMEDIATE TEMPERATURE TEST
TIME.
8.3.2	 TIME	 THERMISTOR READING. DID ANY ERROR OCCUR?
	
C) K OHMS NO YES	 0 ERRORS
K OHMS NO	 YES	 0 ERRORS
K OHMS NO	 YES	 0 ERRORS
K OHMS NO	 YES 0 ERRORS
Y
	
51 -Z K OHMS NO tYES	 0 ERRORS
ijvv
b K OHMS No	 YES	 0 ERRORS
K OHMS NO	 YES
	 • 0 ERRORS
K OHMS NO	 S	 0 ERRORS
K OHMS NO	 YES	 OERRORS
K OHMS NO	 YES	 0 ERRORS
X OHMS NO	 YES	 0 ERRORS
K OHMS NO	 YES	 0 zawits
MOTOROLA INC. SIZE CODE IDENT NO. DWG. NO.
Government Electronics Division A	 94990	 12-P13721D
8201 EAST WDOWELL ROAD
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85257	 SCALE	 IREVISION	 ISHEET 18
L1 AV+0_-49Jd2 IQ0A444 QWG.fiQ
SIN
a
8.3.3	 TIME i k Vi!
8;.4	 50 MINUTES	 1,6 0
 1	 K OHMS
60 MINUTES ^I .S ! p	 K OHMS % CHANGE
6	 70 MINUTES	 IAr4 o	 K OHMS % CHANGE g . o o
E	 80 MINUTES	 1.33	 K OHMS CHANGE	 I,'Z%
i	 90 MINUTES
	
K OHMS % CHANGE ; i -•'
8.4.1	 V VOLTAGE	 VOLTS-6.1 +5 V VOLTAGE YOLT3
•	 -6.1 V CURRENT	 ma	 - +5 V CURRENT , 11t,5 ma
`	 -6.1 V POWER	 S	 mw +5-'.V, POWER mw
TOTAL MEMORY IDLE POWER
	 aw 170 mw MAX
8.4.2	 DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO




8.4.3	 -6.1 V VOLTAGE	 0 +5 V VOLTAGE'
-6.1 V CURRENT 	 ma +5 V VOLTAGE
i
2^	 ma
-6.1 V POWER +5 V POWER
	
^(^
TOTAL MEMORY OPERATING POWER 5 43(9, 57 mw 7000 mw ItA7C




YES	 ADDRESS BIT O ERRORS
	
6
MOTOROLA INC* SIZE CODE IDENT N0: DWG N0.
Government Electronics Division A 94990 12-P13721I1 ''-
.
8201 EAST McDOWELL ROAD
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85257 SCALE. REVISION ISHEET 19	 3
it
BIN	 l ^^ ^^ DATE OF TEST	 -	 -75
• TESTED BY
lf&
 . ,. ,_ r ^	 LIMITS
8.4.4	 (Cont.)
NC b) D	 AN ERROR OCCUR? _	 •.	 .
NO
YES ADDRESS BIT 0 ERRORS
NC 0 DID AN ERROR OCCUR? ^.
i YES ADDRESS BIT 0 ERRORS
r WC d7 D AN ERROR OCCUR ?
NO
YES ADDRESS BIT 0 ERRORS ~
8.4.8	 WC ' a) DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO
YES .._ ADDRESS BIT O ERRORS
WC b) DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO
YES ADDRESS: -	 BIT 0 ERRORS_
WC c) D	 AN ERROR OCCUR?
NO
YES ADDRESS _ ` BIT- 0 ERRORS
•	 WC d) DI	 AN ERROR OCCUR?
INO -
'; YES ^. ADDRESS_ BIT `_^	 O ,ERRORS
8.4.7	 DID AN ERROR OCCUR?
` NO
YES ADDRESS BIT 0 ERRORSiA
MOTOROLA INO. SIZE COOS (DENT N0. DWG N0.
Govsrnmont Electronics Division p	 94990	 12-p13721D 	`-
SMI FAST WD0 1!11 F.LL ROAD	 *'
SCO f ISDALE, ANIZONA 85157 SCALE	 IREVISION 	 SHEET 20
s9	 -
SIN _IO
.^._.	 Date of Test	 ^^ •^s
Tested by
=E Limits
F 9.	 VACUUM TEST
9.2
	
Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
No





. _ ► P, •75 Tested by
i
Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
No	 L._--
Yes	 Address Bits 0 Errors
9. 2.2	 Hard vacuum
DRte 	 Ig •"7r Tested by	 c^ .tca4•....^
Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
No	 L—
Yes	 Address Bits 0 Errors
10.	 VIBRATION TEST
Date -5
	 • Tested by	 -	 ,,
SINE SWEEP
Axis X - Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
. No''
Yes	 Freq Address	 Bits 0 Errors
►'^	 --•	 SIZE0r 01"401.A INC. CODE (DENT NO. DWG NO.
i Government Electronics Division A 9990 12-P13721D
a 8701 r. IkDO ELI. ROAD
SGO1.70ALE, ARIZONA 85252 IREVISION ISHEET	 21
r^
i
9/N	 Date of Test ^• ^Rt - 7s'
Tested by	 //j 	 'j





Axiu Z - Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
No
Yes . Freq _ Address , Bits _ 0 Errors
RANDOM! VIBRATION r'
Axis X - Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
No ti
Yes'	 Preq Address	 Bits 0 Errors.
1
Axis Y - Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
No
Yes	 Freq Address _ Bite 0 Errors`
Axis Z - Did Any Bit Errors Occult?
No ,^




Date	 19.1 'tested By
6 MILLISECOND  DURAT ION SHOCK
Y Direction - Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
No
Yea 	 Address Bits 0 Errors x
. 1'^^^J7rof4'OLA INC. SIZE CODE IDENT N0. DWG N0.4 Government Electronics Division A 94990 '12-P13721D
B201 E. MrDOWELL ROAD






Direction	 Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
No
Yen	 Address Bits 0 Errors
AN
X Direction
	 Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
NO
Yes	 Address Bits 0 Errors
12 MILLISECOND DURATION SHOCK
T Direction
	 Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
No
Yes	 Address Bits 0 Errors
Z Direction	 Did Any,Bit Errors Occur?
NO
A
Yes	 Address Bits 0 &-rors
X Direction
	 Did Any Bit Errors Occur?
No
Yemi	 Address Bits' 0 Errors
70TOt'01A SIZE CODE IDENT NO, DWG NO.
Government Electronics Division A 94990 12- P1312 1D
82011:, WDOWELL ROAD
SCOTTSDAi,E, ARIZONA 85252 SCALE ION SHEET'
	 23
,1,,hUdS0 i• 100,11•3 64 b-WG,,F0-RA'
r_
	S/N ._.^U  b. 	 Dante of Test ,2 ^ 75_
Tested By
7,4	 CHASSIS ISOLATION	 •	 Limit
	 X
	





7.5	 INPUT SIGNAL LOADING




Current ,.-from 2.4V to INITIATE PULSE ra 	 t_,20 N a
7.5.3 Current from MEM SEL 1 to Gnd	 rta
	 < 2 ma
E/•	 3	 ^.'




7.5, 4 Current from MEM SEL 2 to Gnd	 ma	 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to MEM SEL 2
	
I q4 / a	 20 a
Current from MEM SEL 3 to Gnd
	
^ma	 r' 2 ma	 w
Y	 Current from 2.4V to MEL SEL 3"	 y	 ^a	 <4 20 a
	
Current from 11EM SEL 4 to Gnd ^
 1/5' ma
	 2 ma
Current from 2.0 to MEM SEL 4	 ^I^O I a
	
20 v a
7. 5. 5 Current from READ/IVRITE 'to- Gnd 	 J	 ma	 2• ma
Current from 2.4V to READ/WRITE" .^	 _ 0 a
7.5.6
	






 to ADDRESS 20	 a	 20 Na
4
	
,^ i ''o	 SIZE CODE IUEN*1 V'0. DVIG NU.
	
Guyornrnerit Circtroflics Divisiaf+	 A	 94990	 1.2-P13721D





cj.^a ^.Rrvisi(]N.	 SIIEET	 24.	 <





_ma21 to GndCurrent from ADDRESS d 2 ma
Current from 2-4V to ADDRESS 2 1 ra 20	 a
Current from ADDRESS 22 to Gnd^ma 6 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 22
--1^-	 -ra w 20r a
Current from ADDRESS 23 to Gnd	 i	 ma ^ 2 m
Current from 2.4V to SADDRESS 2 
_-^+a
i 20 r, a .'
Current from ADDRESS 24 to Gnd	 ma L ma







^^'"O, '	 rw/l.E:or SIZE CODE ID'	 P;0• D ING N0.
Governmc*nt Eltic.tronics Divisior Q 9990 12-P13721D
8;01 E, !rM ILL ROAD
SCUT, f SUALL, AkIZONA 652V SCAt 
-11 [tI VISION SffGET	 25
e	 ,





Current from ADDRESS 25 to Gnd	 ma 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 2 5
	9	 a 20pa
Current from ADDRESS 26 to Gnd	 ma L 2'ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 2 5	 ,0	 Na G 20pa ty
1
Current from ADDRESS 27 to Gnd	 ma t 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to 7ADDRESS 2	 /D, $^ pa 4 20/Ua {
Current from ADDRESS 2	 to Gnd	 , $7S	 ma 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 2 8 , Ab ^a G 20/Ja
Current from ADDRESS 29 to Gnd	 , 93	 ma L 2 ma -»
Current f rom 2.4V to ADDRESS 2 9 	 3,	 pa L 20fVa
Current from ADDRESS 2	 to Gnd	 ma L 2 ma^
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 2 10	 /	 ^a 20, Ja
.Current from ADDRESS 112	 to Gnd	 ma_ 2 ma
^
Current from 2.4V to ADDRESS 2
	
a U-N 20/ja
• f DATA IN 2 maBIT 0 t G d_<<	 Curi ent rom	 o n	 ^	 ma	 _.,.




a	 ^/^	 ^+	 ^.,^	 ^+,► 	 SIZE CODE IDENT NO. V G N0.
	
Govarnnient E lectronics Division	 A	 94990
87,11 E. MbhM'OUL ROAD










2Current from DATA IN BIT 1 to Gnd 	 / /	 ma	 ms
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 1 j 4 ) L	 a	 /V
_l	 Current from DATA IN BIT 2 to Gnd	 ma.	 2 ma
y









< 20/Jar	 Current from 2. 4V to DATA IN BIT 3 14 , f'--°•3 _ low
Current from DATA IN BIT 4 to Gnd 	 ma G2 ma ,
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 4 G"	 20.fa.
Current 'from 'DATA IN BIT 5 to Gnd	 . ( G	 ma	 2 ma
2 4V to DATA IN BIT 5	 a	 r^ 20^t.,^ aCurrent from	 ..^
Current from DATA IN BIT 6 to Gnd 	 ma	 ^„• 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA 'IN BIT 6 	 a	 G.20-"a
Current from DATA IN BIT 7 to Gnd 	 ma	 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA- IN BIT 7 	 ,a	 <20 rra	 -
Current from DATA IN BIT 8 to Gnd 	 !D ma	 G 2 ma
20 pCurrent from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 8a,_.20/vsae
Current from DATA IN BIT 9 to Gnd	 17 ma	 2 ma





,'y,.	 ^.^	 t.. 	 SIZE COUE IUENT 110. DWG N0,
Covornment Electronics Division A
	
9^9 g Q	 12—PI372I.D	 ;It _.
R?ol (., t!00WEll ROM	 -	 iR
VOUS0ALL • ARIZONA II5952. ' 	 ^PAI F	 RFVIS10 14 	 lsliFEIT 27




Current from DATA IN BIT 10 to Gnd
•
. 9 7	 ma- 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 10  a 2Wa
Current from DATA-IN BIT 11 to Gnd 1• ^^	 ma 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 11 a 20	 a
Current from DATA IN BIT 12 to Gnd •/Lj	 ma 4 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 12 	 20pa••
g
Current from DATA IN BIT 13 to Gnd 	 ma	 < 2 m
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 14L 	 a	 20Na'
Current from DATA IN BIT 14 to Gnd	 ma	 L 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA. IN BIT 14	 O^tl a	 20`va	 3
raw
Current from DATA IN BIT 15 to Gnd 	 7 v ma	 2 ma*
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 15 'aJ a
	 G 20/1-1a
Current from DATA IN BIT 16 to -Gnd . ^ ^ 9J1-- ma''^ 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN IIIT 17 , OCo ^•!a	 2Q/Ua
w
Current from DATA IN BIT 17 to Gnd 	 ma 	 2 ma
Current from 2.4V to DATA IN BIT 17 	 a	 G.- 20tja
,r 	 ••• .,, _,,^,	 ^^	 SIZE CODE IDENT NO. D ING N0.
Gove ► nniont Eic-dronics Division A	 94990	 12-PI3721D
. ^ :	 R701 C ^':L'U1;f I.L ROAD	 -	 ^ap -u	 .,::	 _._	 :.,:	 ..	 ..,se, ... neirOa.
	 -.,:	 •.:..




E SIN Date of Test W/
Tested By
Limitx,
7.'6	 VERIFICATION OF OPEN COLLEXTOR ON OUTPUT SIGNALS
tj 7.6.3	 READ COMPLETE voltage. my
d 100 my
7.6:4	 DATA OUT BIT 0 voltage /y my 100 my
' DATA OUT BIT 1 voltage y my 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 2 voltage (7 my 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 3 voltage S my 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 4 voltage / my 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 5 voltage
1y..
my 100 mv.
DATA OUT BIT 6 voltage /per my 100 my'
DATA OUT BIT ?voltage my =` 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 8 voltage Q my < 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 9 voltage my 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 10 voltage my 100 mY
DATA OUT BIT it voltage /D mv; '' 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 12 voltage •/D mil ^e. 100 mv-
DATA OUT BIT 13 voltage s m4 100 my
' DATA OUT BIT 14 voltage 15 my 100 my
G' DATA OUT BIT 15 voltage /y my _' 100 .mv
DATA OUT BIT 16 voltage my 100 my
DATA OUT BIT 17 voltage my .' .71100 my
6^•^^"^^'^'^ ^ OIL A d%1OF, sizE coo p eoEriT • rM. o 111 'c Na
Covernmcn t 1.1cdronics Division A 94990 1E!-P1. i721D r	 :,
R:01 I.. McDOWE LL ROAD








7.7 POWERCONSUMPTION ( 2500
7.7.1 Memory+5V Voltage	 , b, 06 Volts
Memory -6.1V voltage" /0,3 Volts
i
+5V Current	 Y/0 Y^i ma •	 '
+5V Power
	 SD, 0 G mw
7.7.2 Memory -6. iV Current	 3.3 ma
Memory -6.1V Power .^...` mw
7.7.3 Total Memory Idle Power 
_&, r *w 170 yaw 'mas
797. 5 Memory +5V Voltage	 4,007 Volts 1
1lfemory -6.1•V Voltage	 105.. — Volts l'
+5V Current	 670 11a._..
+5V Pouter	 335 lb 6.7' mw:
7.7.8 Memory -6s1V Current 	 930 ma
Memory -6 ;1'1 Power	 ^ ^. ^^ mw
7.7.7 Total Active Peeper mw 7000 aw ,max.
7.8 READ COMPLETE TIMING
•7.8.5 Delay	 no 500 no max.
Duration	 3 2	 no 250 ns min
450
M ,
•^ ••»+•^ ^^^	 ^+,	 SIZE CODE IDENT NO. UVIG N0.
Governmont flec tronics Division A 	 9 4 990	 12- P13721	 ,
`	 F101 1'. f-.cUOKCLI ROAD
•	 SfNIIIShAl.E:. AI► IZOUA 8S?51	 Cf AI F
	 E2FViS1nN^—
.t FET	 ,0	 _

7.9'	 SYSTMI I-IJNCTIONAL TEST
7.9.2	 Did, anror occur?
7No	 v
Yen	 Address Bits 0 errors
7.9.4	 Did an error occur?
Na
Yes	 Address Bits 0 errors
7.9.10	 Did an error occur?
No
Yes	 Address - Bits 0 errors
an	 rror occur?7.9.16	 Did
No
error 9yes	 Address Bits 0
7.10	 RANDOM ACCESS CAPABILITY
7.10.6	 Did an error` occur?
No
Yes	 Address Bits 0 errors
7.10.7	 Did an e	 occur?
a)	 No




0 	 m^oL iej I r, (aj WE CODE IDENT NO. DWG PLO.
Government Electronics Division A 94990 fi 12*P13721D
i?l) 11. Mc DOV. C L L WAD$011SUALE,0110NA 85252 ISCALE IREVISION SHEET 32
S/w
	 X 0 6	 Date of TesTos ted B
Limits
Yon	 Address Bite 0 errors
C)	 No
a ' Yeas	 Address Bits 0 errors
"
' 7.11 NON-VOLATILITY TEST
7.11 q 7 Did an a ror occur? .
7.11.9 No a
Yes	 Address Bite 0 errors
7.12 MF ORY SELECT TEST
7.12.3 Address (Octal) 0000
7.12.4 Address 0001 _'^ (Octal) 0000
0010	 i (Octal) 0000
00'11 (Octal) 0000	 3
01.100 009) (Octal). , 0000	 1Y
01.01 (Octal) 0000
01:10 (Octal) i 0000
0111 DODO (Octal). 0000^.._..
1000 (octal) 0000
-1001 (Octal) 0000
1010 ODDO (Octal) 0000
,
M •
!^N Oo TC^+: a M, A `^V Ce SIZE COOS 10^^^'f ti0. o,^rc No.
F Governm e nt lloctronics Division A 94990 I2-P13721D:
. e2oi r.. racan►;f;^^ aona t0w.A.r TV:nA A r








`	 Address 1011	 (Octal)	 0000
1103 0000 (Octal)	 0000
,
1101 Oro (Octal)	 0000
1110 0000 (Octal)	 0000
•	 7`.12.6	 Did an a ror ,occur?
No
..,rte.	 ^	 ' • •	
; ^ ,^',
Yes	 Address_ Bits	 0 errors
	
7.13`	 WORST CASE PATTERN TEST
7.13.2 ' Did ana ror occur?
No
Yes	 Address	 BVk,s	 0 errors
	
7.13.3	 Did an	 or occur?
^	 NO
Yes	 Addr"	 Bits	 0 errors
l	 •
J	 •
, '^ ^hw ^•^ r * •T r,^ / n,t r ^► 	 SIZE CODE IDE14T 1,1 0.MiG No.
Gov
	
r)1 ant F_Ioclronics Divisir•n_A
	 94. 990	 12—P1:3 721D
1-01 L. t.'s Q01', f. LL ROAD









PROJECT I ll ic,04-CA-) _ UNITe^1 A,;^	 .i
,CONTROL NO. --/I 'd
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4601-400
	
1'/W f^l I T('	 10GPROJECT




SAMPLC (LOOP) TIME	 10 SECONDS
FILTER 13.W. 1 -5- HZ SCAN RATE L.12!w A`'G. TiME 1 1 A- SECONDS
• 2.1-0-HZ SCAN RATE 22L.11Z A'rG. TOOL ^( _SCCONU -
3.2II.11Z SCAN r?Arr 3 a — FI7_ A'- G.
 7GAE lQ- SLC.;,Z
I
	
4.b0-HZ SCAN RAT111.2 H1 AVG. 'i'lls lE In 4ECX40,.
	 {
o I	 =	 ,	 .4 .. . 1 . 	 r.	 C^,. (11 ^1K : tiJ_ \I	 ^J.^ 1:fyh^l	 V	 iN. =C1;f.&/ k5
 t iS•7 ^{. « ^^i.^.0^^10}i.i	 1♦ { j ICiA^:K• V•'' :vnr`1l.^1 f.\^ • i.l..	 _,
°	
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a .....^::^	 i::	 .......	 _ ....	 ..... _._
	
r'.:il_tTiE •:{•
	 -t-	 f	 r:.i r + 	 a1 IL' _ .r jnn' 
	:.	 ,..	 i^t -_.	 .	 i} - t	 {	 j,4 ^.
	
(. ,
- -	 -1-	 - -	 - :y:i:- l:-.-cam	 1 • 	 :i	 .i
-=	 i'	 : i:.	 :.:::r.s.	 _	 ``	 . ^	 'i=:.	 Vii.	 :i• Vii
LY	 177 177 7-
l	
.' .._ _ 1 t
i	 °	 _	 11	 ^	 ^ ..^ _ tTf
	
.yy	 •t
_	 -	 11^^ 'i'... ::ii^^L"f:.	 L.l^S. i.i.	 • ••^i	 -'^i._-L»;.	 :L•:	
..	 S.	 .x
a	 -	 .t..:.`..:..z T91.1
_i 	 _»
.-i.^
^^	 • ...	 •:, .
 
	 to	 ...{..	 .:..	 _...".1 ... .,	 ..
ITTU
«
1 e	 a	 a	 ♦ 	 a1 e 7 a o 1 Q 0	 ]	 a	 ..	 ° ° r 7 w ° 1 <	 1	 a	 •	 0 ° • ! O 1
Frequency 01 Z)
ORIGINAL PAGE 15
OF POOR QTJAI.I M .
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M: -i.T 'rte'•.. i	 +xtiM^lla .	 m;r	 .,	 ...;_^..;	
•wr^.M.":	 '..	 e. -	
..
	
,' I	 )	 106Plt^) EC T_4G.4.1.^44^l^NiT1 .^l..bs mol-_^$ER. NQ.
X. _AXIS.AXI 	 SAMPLE (LOOP) TIME_.LII_
	 SECONDS
FILTER D.W. ?._Z.HZ SCAN RAPE L.1251t K.G. TIME 1.-IOSECONDS
2.0 N2 SCAN RATE	 AVG. TIM E
 '2.03ECONDS
^ 11 SCAN RAPE 3.5-11 ': ,1'•G. TIP,1': 3. lOSCCONOS3?
1
	
	 4.aHZ SCAN kATE1 ,1.U. H4 A G. TIME 4. _1QZECONDS
FRE . RANGE 15-20 »HZ N"0 ?
if
	
'i't r* 	 1	 ^ 	 "'''	 11 it	 7	 ^~
^,a...! a!	
C	 I	 11 i	 ;j	 -10.0 r4^  •	 •^	 •T•T`	 1	 t	 —t•	 -^
	
}	 1.106 2JXL.- •	 :r.	 Vii..	 _-
•
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Y{I:ij1i {ON-i! SI EI'\I^i'^^S¢ i^.E; '^i 1.	 . ^{^.A	 -	 i	
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PEI^1,1?;K	 '3 X '.axis e	 g e ^! r	 a - - ^=i =-	 _ -..
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 UNIT P/tY Aie a y c C R. N0. 10 (3 .^
- Y	 AXIS




I	 FILTER 13.w. 1. 5HZ SCAN RATE I.MHZ AVG. TIi.tE 1.10SMONtCF
2.? LI HZ SCAN RATE 2?Q_HZ AVG. T1-1 '.[ ?. 1.-4SECC':CSj	 3. ZQHZ SCAN RATE 3 5._._HZ AVG, 11ME 3._LV ^iCt^1tiD^4.-i9HZ SCAN RATE ?1..2:5117. AVG. TI-ME -•1,1Q$E;CO.:Ll;
w	 3 M' 1,411.:-^:	
t:.	
FREQT .^RAItiGt1.::j S^Z ^1^7 :^IOTf^f?bi:A- ^;i^r t
•`_ -
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PROJCCT 4601-400 UNIT /W btemo ry`SER. NO.
106
X--AXIS SAMPLE (LOOP) i IME_..10 SECONDS
F;LTER ©.W. 1.--LHZ SCAN RATE 1.12-.'HZ AVG. TIME 110 SECONDS
'	 2.1-SLHZ SCAN RATE 2.2-11IZ AVG. TIME )Q--SCCCIND::
3.21L. t SC/.N RATE 3.5--HZ A' ♦ G. T1,ME U_.SLC ND„
4.51-HZ SCAN RATE14.25.H1 A%G. TIME 2P SECOND.
r I It}	 4 „ ;^{"	 t	 i ,t,	 —	
T
 
:fu!1s15—?0 	 aG1	 GR L 
1	 •.:	 ,: 










ViGRAT10 61 .I;aL#`Faultii:.'LE^^ t..;	 'pow»
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_	 ^	 :1=i	 :jr.^	 :.^:_L•= 
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PROJECT 4601— 100 UNIT PAW 111camory	 106
	
A XIS
	 SAMPLE (LOOP) TIME 10
7rFILTER U.W. 1. 5 HZ SCAN RATE - 1.15 11Z AVG. TIM ;Z 110
2.1D_HZ SCAN RATC•1.>,^._FIZ AVG. 1-4.1c: 71w-	 ,.
3.2111iZ SCAN RATE . ,f) _HZ A\-G. l wi . 3 1T •,
4.5.-HZ SCAN RA11: A5_ HZ A\. G. TU :
 40'




Y	 i.L .1 +t 	 1	 i. ^.i _...	 .f.. A.	 V^4	 ^	 .^r^. 1\11 1\ {',•
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	 _	 e,Q 7' ^'
1Aalei	 / Specification  	
-722, /0
Serial Operator-	 eiC/,GC ^G






Ems3 ^	 ?'^ ^ ^-
MOTOROLAn1CQ K0196 1/60	 rage / Or
ynr
A,
Ak MOTOROLA INC.	 SHOCK TEST
(DROP)
ED MODULAR IM
O FREE FALL 0
C
NO. OF DROPS PER
	 4&	 TOTAL NO. OF DROPS
ACCELERATION	 30	 G'S
PULSE DURATION C? -e/ 1-	 MS
SPEC DETAILS j-^ - " / 3 7,-I.;?	 G,a. v,.-<
u
u
PROJECT	 el&0l_ y0(g	 TYPE OF TEST
DATE _ %k..f.Q^ 7 S^
SHEET	 OF
WO NO,	 -V V
CONTROL NO.
UNIT (/ ^_	 ^(.l- /^iZI►c.r^-L1i
SERIAL NO.
	 3 C^






P^D AND PLATE CONFIGURATION
IT.^M
NN PART No. DESCRIPTION
1
-
^ /PL Q( 7 / ^ ^ r.N^	 1t	 LJ
r4^0 c 2 3 i9 usi	 !3	 '^
4
/ (^
s ^2 BKkx jar A. a,yu. ,,
8 /	 I two CK





TYPE OF WAVESHANE	 '(L=
BANDPASS FILTER	 LOW FR. Hz
	
^ 3 UQ HIGH FR. Hz
	 (p N
REMARKS
1/'1.14 ►AC1L 0.14
